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FOREWORD

This compilation, without beeing exhaustive, gives an overview of the scientific
activities performed at GANIL during the years 1994-1995. Once again, it should be stressed
that it is not a traditional progress report as it reflects only the research programme in nuclear
physics through the contributions of physicists from various laboratories who have been
performing experiments at the GANIL national facility.

During that period, the main addition to the facility has been the installation of the
SIS SI device which made possible the production and delivery of radioactive beams in all
experimental area with an increased intensity. Despite the required improvement of the
reliability of the system, the operation of SISSI has led to achieve successfull original
experiments. The present period is also extremely promising for the future of the laboratory.
The SPIRAL radioactive beam facility is under construction. This major upgrade of the
GANIL facility is scheduled to be commissioned by the end of 1998. This should make the
GANIL laboratory a major european center dedicated to radioactive beams.

On the physics side, a large number of exciting results have been obtained both in
collision dynamics and in nuclear structure studies.

Major results on reaction dynamics studies were obtained from the full analysis of
experiments performed at GANIL with the NAUTILUS multidetector system, with ORION
and with TAPS. They clearly contribute to a much better knowledge of the timescales
involved during the collision and on the mechanisms for energy dissipation.

The first data from INDRA have now been analyzed and demonstrate the quality and
the high efficiency of this 4K detector. The first two campaigns have tackled all the various
aspects of reaction dynamics. Let us mention the exciting results on the vaporization and the
controversial problem of the caloric curve.

The number of experiments dealing with nuclear structure studies, mainly performed
with the LISE and SPEG spectrometers, has been constantly increasing during that period. In
particular, those concerning nuclei far from stability have led to many new results. Among
them are the production of lO^Sn ^ w e u ^ the first measurement of its mass, the observation
of many new isomeric states and the emerging programme on isomeric beams.

Among the first experiments performed with SISSI, one may stress elastic scattering
and charge exchange studies with light neutron-rich beams.
Many other interesting results are presented in this compilation, including the theoretical
work performed by on-site physicists, they demonstrate the richness of the research
programme presently ongoing at GANIL.
We are much indebted to all the authors for the quality of their contributions.

Daniel GUERREAU Jdrome FOUAN
Director Deputy Director
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Abstract: The elastic scattering of 6He, W-^Be secondary beams on a (CH2b target has been
measured. A microscopic optical potential was used to reproduce the proton-nucleus elastic
scattering data.

1 Introduction
The nucleon-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus elastic scattering has gained a new interest

with die availability of unstable nuclear beams[l-6J, especially in the case of halo nuclei where

this type of study is expected to provide information on the nuclear densities of dripline nuclei

and on the components of interactions which depend on the isospin.

We have started an experimental programme at GANIL for the study of elastic scattering

induced by light unstable nuclei. These experiments benefit from the high resolution magnetic

spectrometer SPEG and from the high quality secondary beams that are provided by the double

superconducting solenoid SISSI.

2 Experimental procedure
The secondary beams were produced by fragmentation of a 75 MeV/nucleon primary 13C

beam, delivered by the GANIL accelerator, on a 1155 mg/cm2 carbon production target,

located between the two superconducting solenoids of the SISSI device 17,81. The position of

SISSI at the exit of the second cyclotron and at the entrance of the beam analysing a -



spectrometer allows for an improved collection of the produced secondary beams and for a

better transmission to the different experimental areas. The total momentum acceptance of the

system SISSI+a-speclrometer was of die order of 0.6% and the angular acceptance was about

100 mr in the horizontal and vertical planes. This results in roughly one order of magnitude

increase in beam intensity with respect to an ion-optical system without the SISSI device.

In this work, the magnetic rigidity of the alpha spectrometer was set at 2.82 T.m. At this

rigidity, the total intensity of the secondary beams was of the order of 107 pps in the acceptance

of the system for a primary intensity of 2xl0'2 pps. The intensity for the neutron-rich nuclei
6He and ' 'Be was of the order of a few percent of the total intensity, whereas the intensity for

the nuclei closer to the stability valley such as 7Li and 10Be was around 1/5 of the total

intensity.

The elastic scattering was studied using the energy loss spectrometer SPEG 191. The

reaction target was a 10()(im thick polypropylene foil, (CH2)3. All the scattered particles were

unambiguously identified in the focal plane of the spectrometer with an ionisalion chamber and

a plastic scinlillator. The momentum and scattering angle were measured with two position

sensitive drift chambers [10] placed 70 cm apart and located near the focal plane of the

spectrometer. The elastic scattering of the secondary beams was measured on JH and 12C in the

range 6iab=0-7o-6.0°. The energy resolution which could be achieved in this experiment with

secondary beams was of the order of 10'3 whereas the angular resolution was of the order of

0.3°.

3 Proton-nucleus elastic scattering
The experimental angular distributions for the elastic scattering of the 6He, 7Li, 10Be

and n B e on the protons contained in the polypropylene target are presented in Fig. (1). We

have analysed these data by using the nucleon-nucleus optical model potential calculated by

Jeukenne et al. (JLM) [11]. The JLM central potential has been extensively studied by

S.Mellema et al. [12] and J.S. Petler et al. [13]. It has been particularly successful in

describing elastic neutron and proton scattering from stable nuclei, provided the imaginary

potential is adjusted downward by a normalisation factor of the order of A.w = 0.8.

The solid curves on Fig. (1) present the results obtained with the JLM potential with the

"standard" normalisation factors for the real part (Xv= 1.0) the imaginary part (Kw = 0.8). The

density distributions have been calculated within a Hartree Fock model with shell model

occupation probabilities[14]. The agreement obtained in the case of the stable 7Li secondary

beam is excellent with the standard normalisation factors. However the calculated angular

distribution overpredict the data for the neutron-rich nuclei. For these nuclei, the normalisation



factors Xv or Xw were allowed to vary in order to obtain a best fit of the data, based on x2

minimisation (dashed and dolled lines on Fig. (1)). The optimum values are plotted on Fig.(2)

for the four beams used in the present data, and also for the 9Li and ' 'Li data of Ref. [4], and

the 8He data of Ref. [1]
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Fig. (1): Elastic scattering angular distributions measured for 6Hc, 7Li, 1 0 1 'Be on proton

The normalisation factors obtained in the case of 7Li and 9Li are the same as those found

in previous studies with stable nuclei, whereas all other cases require a decrease of the real

poteniial and an increase of the imaginary potential. This is exactly what can be expected from a

dynamic polarisation potential representation of the break-up effects [15].

4 Conclusions
We have shown that the combined use of SISSI and SPEG offers new opportunities for

measuring elastic scattering cross sections of neutron-rich nuclei to high accuracy.



The elastic scattering of the secondary beams on the proton target studied in the present

work has been analysed with the JLM microscopic optical model potential. In order to

reproduce the data for the neutron rich nuclei, the real or imaginary potential have to be

renormalised, in order to take into account the break-up processes which become important for

these loosely bound nuclei.
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Abstract : The elastic scattering cross sections as well as one neutron stripling for l60
ions on i60 has been measured with high accuracy over large angular rai.ges at inci-
dent energies from 250 to 704 Me V. From these data which sample both di fractive and
refractive scattering processes, we-osA/met the underlying scattering potentials'hising model-
unrestricted analysis methods. The extracted potentials fit very well into the systematics
found in light-ion scattering. The real poi€nUal^&j3^^obisin>fAJrcaix..inicvoscopically~cai-
cnktted-fohJTng-pvtcntiala with a density~d£p^^ence_a[J^e^undsji3fiug effective nuetcvn-

r( qbtgiiiGjdjifL~a-weak density dcpen4eneej~-wilicir~yieids~-a
'stfft^-equaiion-of-statefor-eold-nu^lcar metU&r.

Recently the question of the effective scattering potentials in heavy-ion (HI) reactions
has found renewed interest, since its solution may supply important information on the
underlying effective nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction at high nuclear densities, which
in turn determines the equation of state for cold nuclear matter. The latter is of great
interest also in astrophysics for a deeper understanding of, e.g., neutron stars and super
novae phenomena.

In the early studies of HI scattering often very shallow HI potentials have been favoured
as suggested by the analyses of scattering data in the forward angle, diflractive, regime
only [1]. However, the first HI data extending up to the refractive nuclear rainbow region
unambiguously demonstrated (2) that realistic HI potentials have to be deep — as expected
from the double-folding concept as well as from the systematics found in light-ion (LI)
scattering. Another approach based on a model-unrestricted analysis has shown there
[3,4] that the potentials underlying the scattering process may be extracted very reliably
from the data — as long as those are measured with high precision from the Coulomb
rainbow region at very forward angles all the way down to the nuclear rainbow region at
backward angles. As a result the extracted potentials for p-, d-, 3He- and a-scattering are
found to be well defined over the whole radial region. The extracted depths of the real

1 supported by a grant from the 1IMI Az. 120/531, the DFG (Graduiertenkolleg, Mu 705/3) and
the European Community under contract n° CHGE-CT94-0056 (Human Capital and Mobility,
Access to the GANIL large scale facility)



central potentials approximately scale with the number of nucleons in the projectile and
can be very well described by double-folding calculations, if the density dependence of the
underlying effective NN-interaction is assumed to be weak.

In order to clarify the situation with the HI scattering potentials we persued a program
to accurately measure 1 60 -|-160 scattering from very forward up to maximum feasi-
ble scattering angles covering both diffraction and refraction scattering phenomena. The
closed shell nucleus has been selected to keep collective excitations leading to strong
coupled channel effects in the elastic channel at a minimum. The projectile energies of
Ttnb — 250 — 704 MeV (i.e. kinetic energies per projectile nucleon: Tut,/A = 16 — 44 MeV)
have been chosen to optimize the condition for observing nuclear rainbow phenomena.

The measurements on the 16O -|- 16O system at Tlab - 250,350 and 480 MeV, published
already in part in ref [2,5], have been carried out at I1MI using the Q3D magnetic spec-
trograph. Additional recoil detection providing kinematical coincidences for background
suppression has been performed in particular at backward angles, where the measured
scattering cross sections reach the nb/sr-level. The scattering data for 16O -f- 16O at
Eiab — 704 MeV have been obtained at GANIL using the high-resolution SPEG magnetic
spectrometer. In all these measurements special attention has been paid to the calibration
of the scattering angles and of the absolute cross section. The absolute scattering angles
have been determined by the evaluation of kinematical shifts observed in the line spec-
tra. The absolute cross section normalization has been obtained by overlapping forward
angle measurements on 6Li2 0 , 40Ca 0, 51V2 O3 and 51V targets, where the 16O + 16O
measurements on the oxide targets can be related to each other and to the 16O + 51V
measurements on the Vanadium target. The latter scattering has been measured up to
very forward angles, where the cross section gets equal to the Coulomb cross section and
effects from the strong interaction are negligible — allowing thus a reliable absolute nor-
malization of the cross section as well as a further check of the scattering angle calibration.
For a conservative estimate of the random uncertainties inherent in these measurements
we have set the uncertainties of the data points to twice their values from pure count rate
statistics. Details of these measurements are given in ref. [6].

The results of the measurements for the elastic scattering at all mentioned energies are
shown in fig. 1, where they are plotted in dependence of the asymptotic momentum trans-
fer q — 2k sin ®. In this representation the diffraction pattern should be approximately
independent of the projectile energy as is the case for pure Fraunhofer diffraction. Fig. 1
shows that the data in the diffractive region nicely support these expectations. The sig-
nature of refractive scattering is seen to develop steadily with increasing bombarding
energy: focusing effect and shadow region are getting more pronounced and the refrac-
tive (rainbow) maximum (at position qn ~ 1/yE, see ref. [7]) is moving towards smaller
momentum transfers as the incident energy increases.

In fig. 2 we show the result of cross sections in mb/sr for the elastic, inelastic and reaction
channels. Note that the cross sections have been measured over 9 orders of magnitude.
The refractive (rainbow) bump is also well observed in the inelastic as well as in the
transfer channel at 0 C M ~ 20 to 25°.
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Fig. 1. Elastic scattering cross sections, normalized to the Mott cross section, in dependence of
the asymptotic momentum transfer q for l6O + 18O at Tlab = 250,350,480 and 704 MeV. The
solid curves show the model-unrestricted LG-fits, whereas the dotted lines represent the WSP-fits.

The analysis of the data has been carried out in two different ways, at first in the conven-
tional manner of using Woods-Saxon type form factors and secondly in the framework of
model-unrestricted methods. Since in the folding concept the convolution of two Fermi dis-
tributions with a short ranged force leads to a potential form of "Woods-Saxon-Squared"
type (WS2), we used such form factors for the conventional Optical Model analysis. For
the imaginary potential in addition we introduced a derivative WS2 form to account for
surface absorption phenomena. The result of these 9-parameter fits is shown in fig. 1 by
the dashed lines with a chi square per degree of freedom, \2/F» being in the range 2 - 6 .
We note that we observe no longer a family problem [8,9,10] regarding potential depth-
radius correlations as soon as we require a quantitative description of the data both in the
diffractive and in the refractive scattering regions. In particular, the simultaneously mea-
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Fig. 2. Experimental results for:
a) elastic and inelastic scattering of 1G0 + 1(iO at Eiab = 704 MeV.
b) the one neutron stripping channel lG0 (*GO.1ZO) i70. Note the refractive

(rainbow) bumbs in the region ofQcw ~ 20 to 25°.

sured data for inelastic scattering and single-nucleon transfer require the correct potential
family for a consistent description.

For the model-unrestricted analysis we expand real and imaginary potential parts into a
series of Fourier-Bessel (FB) functions io(?n^) or Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) functions, the
eigenfunctions of the 3-dimensional harmonic oscillator:

N
TUT

FB: U(r) = U0{r) + £ anj0(qnr); qn = —; v < R
n = l

N

LG: U{r) = (1)

Uo{r) is a conveniently chosen starting potential, e.g., the result of WS or WS2 analyses.
Of course, the final result of the model-unrestricted analyses must not depend on the par-
ticular starting potential. This has been verified in all our cases. Rc denotes a conveniently
chosen cutoff radius, beyond which the FB expansion is set to zero. Further details are
given in ref. [11]. The extracted model-unrestricted potentials are shown in fig. 3 together
with their symmetric uncertainties (hatched areas) derived from the x2 error matrix in the
usual way. The results of the conventional WS2 type analyses are displayed by the dotted



lines. Both types of analyses give compatible results within the uncertainties derived in
the LG analyses.

The volume integrals per nucleon pair and rms-radii of the real and imaginary potentials
as obtained in the analyses of the scattering data at 250, 350, 480 and 704 MeV vary from
330 MeV fm3 at 250 MeV to 275 MeV fm3 at 704 MeV. Their energy dependence turns
out to be quite small. The volume integrals of the imaginary potential per nucleon pair,
Ji, are in the region of 100 - 140 MeV fm3, i.e., within uncertainties compatible with
values obtained in analyses of LI scattering [3,4].

These results from the model-unrestricted analyses show good agreement also with recent
folding model analyses [5] on partially the same data basis. In these analyses real folding
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Fig. 3. Real and imaginary potentials for the system 16O -|- 10O as extracted from the analyses
of the scattering data. The solid lines show the model-unrestricted LG-results together with their
uncertainties (hatched areas), whereas the dotted lines give the WO?-results.



potentials have been generated based on the M3Y representation [12] of the G-matrix el-
ements of the Paris and the Reid-Elliot NN-interactions. The overall normalization of the
real folding potential and the density dependence of the NN-interaction had been adjusted
phenomenologically to fit the data and to reproduce the saturation properties of cold nu-
clear matter in a Hartree-Fock calculation. As a result it was found that the HI scattering
data are compatible with folding potentials only, if the density dependence of the un-
derlying effective NN interaction is weak in agreement with the findings in Ll-scattering
[4,5,13]. The model-unrestricted analyses of this work corroborate this statement.

We gratefully acknowledge valuable discussions with II. Mtither and G. Staudt. We are
gratefull to P. Maier-Komor for supplying us with Li2O targets.
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''N-iaAassd nfulti nucleon transfer reactionsVat E/ra6=426MeV on Carbon-
and Boron-targets for the spectroscopy of the very proton-rich Nitrogen isotopes UN and
10N, which are the mirror nuclei of n Be and l0Li, respectively. The experiments have
taken place at the energy-loss spectrometer of GANIL, SPEG. I (VJL s^tcA^ ">&iWkA. ^c

— We performed the~r*C(1'lN7s(^yiTN reaction (Q0~^^3T.92MeV) for"the specTfoScopy-
of UN, since it offers, ab initio, the most favourable conditions taking target impurity
problems and accessible luminosities into account. The same reaction was used in the
spectroscopy of 5(Cu performed by Stiliaris et al.[l]. As I5C has two particle stable states,
the spectrum is a superposition of the recoil's spectrum with both states. However, from
the 57Cu-spectroscopy we know, that the 5/2+ excited state of I5C at 0.74MeV excitation
energy is much more strongly populated than its ground state.

With the used beam/target combination, several two-body reactions with similar Q-
value were strongly populated and their observation was a convenient means to confirm
and improve our momentum resolution. The upper figure present our spectrum of the
I2C(MN,WC)I2N reaction (Qo=-17.49MeV). Here, the ground state and two excited states
of 12N at 1.075MeV and 4.14MeV, respectively, are clearly to be seen. From the ground
state spectrum we could deduce our resolution to be lOOkeV and the precision found was
lOkeV. A further analysis of this spectrum asked for a deconvolution of the first excited
state into two states at 0.96MeV and 1.19MeV excitation energy. In addition, two states
at 3.13MeV and 3.56MeV contribute significantly to the spectrum as well as a background
coming from highly excited !5N-nuclei that decayed in Right into 14C and a proton.

In the lower figure we present a partial spectrum of the 15C ejectiles, corresponding
to the I2C(1IN,15C)"N reaction, obtained with a 0.5mg/cm2 carbon target and accu-
mulating data during 10 hours. This spectrum does not show the whole statistics we
accumulated during the experiment for this reaction, since we are still analyzing data.
Ciaussian peaks were adjusted to the peaks superimposed on a background originating in
highly excited 16N-nuclei that decayed in flight into 15C and a proton. Two broad peaks
dominate the spectrum. Using the fact, that only the excited state in 15C is strongly pop-
ulated, they have been deconvoluted into two states each by using the known energies and
widths parameters measured by Benenson et al.[2] (Ex=2.24MeV) and Guhnaraes et al.[3]
(Er=3.57MeV and 4.29MeV, respectively). In addition, a week indication of a resonance
at Er=1.92MeV is found, which is the ground state value that has been deduced from the
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Abstract: The charge exchange reaction p(6He,6Li)n has been measured. No clear signature of
a halo structure was found in the present data, due to the lack of large angle measurement.

1 Introduction
The (p,n) charge exchange reaction has been a privileged tool to explore nuclear

structure and nuclear interactions. This reaction is highly selective since only isobaric analog

states (IAS) and Gamow-Teller (GT) resonances are strongly populated. The transition to the

IAS is a AT=1, AS=0 non spin flip Fermi transition (F), whereas the excitation of GT

resonances proceeds via a AT=1, AS=1 spin flip transition, induced respectively by the VT and

V o t components of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. In particular, these studies provide

information on the spectroscopic strength of the states involved in these reactions, on the

fraction of the sum rule exhausted by these transitions, and on the interactions V t and VOT [1].

Both the ground state of 6He and its isobaric analog state in 6Li are expected to behave

like halo states [2-5], therefore two reasons motivated us for the study of the p(6He,6Li)n

reaction: one is the possibility to get information on the interactions VT and VOT in a low

density region, the other is the sensitivity of the transition leading to the IAS with respect to the

differences between the neutron and proton density distributions, as this was shown for

example for a series of Sn isotopes 16]. Taking into account the significant effect observed for

very small differences of radii in the Sn case, we would expect very strong effects in the case

of the halo nuclei considered here.

2 Charge exchange reaction: p(6He,6Li)n
The experimental method has been described in another contribution to this compilation.

The charge exchange reaction cross section can be compared to P decay strength. This

comparison for Fermi and GT transitions provides an essentially model independent means to
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extract the Vx and Vox interactions or more precisely their volume integral. A detailed review of

this aspect can be found in ref. [1J.

We have studied in the case of the present data for the p(6He,6Li)n reaction if we could

extract a signature of the presence of a halo structure in 6Heg s . and its IAS in 6Li, from the

ratio of the cross sections for the Fermi and GT transitions. Indeed, the ratio R defined by the

relation

R =OGT/CJF (2)

where o is a unit cross section depending on the incident energy and the target mass, is closely

related to the ratio of the volume integral Jx and JOT of the interactions Vx and VOT . It can be

expressed as:

err 'ax (3)

where NT and NaT are distortion factors defined by the ratio of the plane wave to distorted

wave amplitudes. At the present energy, the ratio NOT/NT is close to 1.

As shown is ref. [1], R can be determined experimentally and it is related to the 0° cross

sections by the relation:

(4)
<rF(0°) B(GT)

A compilation of the ratio R obtained using equation (4) for N=Z+2 nuclei is shown on
Fig. (1). The data corresponding to 7Li, *4C, '&O, 26Mg(p,n) reactions are from ref [7-10],

4

*'He(p,n)#Li
A 'Li(p,n)'Be
• "C(p,n)"N
• "O(p,n)"F
*"M9(p.n)»AI

Fig. (1): Compilation of the reduced
transition strength ratio R of GT and Fermi
charge exchange transitions in light nuclei
as a function of the incident energy of the
proton.

SO 100 50 200 250

and the calculation used the B(GT) values from Taddeucci et al [1]. The linear energy

dependence of R is a well established behaviour observed for many stable nuclei [1] and has
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been attributed to the energy dependence of the VT potential. Brown, Speth and Wambach [11]

have shown, using a meson exchange model, that this energy dependence arises essentially

from a two pion exchange contribution to the Vx potential.

The ratio R was also computed for the transitions measured in the present experiment,

by applying equation (4). The value of B(GT) which is necessary to compute R was obtained

from P decay lifetime measurements and is given in ref. [1] for the inverse P decay transition
6Li—>6He.

It is known that the volume integral of the spin-isospin term J a t measured for
6Li(n,p)6He ground state (GT) transition is in good agreement wiih the values obtained for

other systems [12], as well as with the theoretical predictions of Nakayama and Love [13]. The
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present experiment is in agreement

with the systematic behaviour

established for T=l nuclei. This

means that the isospin term JT also

shows no deviation from the values

obtained for stable nuclei. Therefore

we conclude that, from the ratio of the

cross sections at 0°, we can not see

any difference between a transition

connecting two halo states, or one

halo state and a standard one, and

finally two standard states[14].

The upper part of Figure (2)

presents the angular distribution

measured for the Fermi transition

connecting the ^He ground state and

its isobaric analog state compared to
1 2 0 the predictions obtained by using the40 60

0 c m (deg)
Fig(2): Top. Influence of the r.m.s. radius of the density J L M ° P t i c a l potential for the entrance
distribution on ihe charge exchange density distribution. Bottom. a n d e x i t channel, and by estimating
Influence of the shape of the density distribution (see text)

the transition potential with the Lane

equations [15]. The different curves correspond to different values of the r.m.s. radius for the
6He density distribution, which was assumed for these calculations of gaussian shape.
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The rather large differences observed between the different curves show that the angular

distribution is very sensitive on the complete angular range to the value of the r.m.s. radius of

the density distribution. However differences in the detailed shape of the densities manifest

themselves only at large angles. The lower part of Figure (2) compares the angular distributions

obtained for different density distributions of 6He and 6Li having the same r.m.s. radius but

different shape in the tail: the dashed line corresponds to gaussian shape, whereas the solid line

corresponds to the density distributions calculated by Arai et al.[5]. The calculated angular

distributions differ significantly only above 0Cm=4O0, whereas the present data do not extend

above 0cm=2O°. Therefore it would be extremely interesting to obtain new data at larger angles.

3 Conclusions
From the analysis of the (p,n) charge exchange reaction at 0° connecting the 6He ground

state and the 6Li ground stale or the IAS at 3.56 MeV, we conclude that the presence or absence

of a halo structure does not influence the transition strength in a (p,n) reaction. The influence of

the halo seems to manifest itself only in the backward part of the angular distributions of the

charge exchange reaction.
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Among two-phonon giant resonances, the double Gamow-Teller resonance (DGTR)
is of special interest, not only for the understanding of nuclear phenomena, but
also because of links to particle and astroparticle physics via the connection to
the double beta decay and its implications for the neutrino mass, lepton number
conservation and the missing dark matter of the universe.

Heavy-ion double charge exchange has been suggested as a probe for DGT
strength. Studies at NSCL-MSU and GANIL of the (6Li,fiHe) and (I2C,I2N) re-
actions at 35 and 70 MeV/nucleon, respectively, show that heavy ion reactions
can be used to extract (single) Gamow-Teller strength [1]. However, the double
charge-exchange (DCX) reaction rates are expected to be small. A way of increas-
ing them is to use a projectile and an ejectile which belong to the same SU(A)
multiplet in S and T. This is in practice fulfilled only when the projectile and
ejectile are located symmetrically around N — Z.

The only giant resonance for which both the one- and two-phonon cross sec-
tions have been measured with similar reactions is the IVDR, which has been
studied by the (ir^ ,n°) (one-phonon) [2] and the (7r+,7r~) (two-phonon) [3] reac-
tions. Using a B(GT) calibration from single charge exchange, the shell model
calculation below, and a simple model for the DCX cross section in terms of the
SCX cross sections by Bertsch [4] yields a cross section of 24 fib/si.

Bertulani [5] has developed an eikonal approximation model for heavy-ion
charge exchange reactions, in which he predicted that the cross sections for DGT
excitation in heavy-ion reactions should be - at most - in the //b/sr region. It was
pointed out that there is a suppression mechanism of heavy-meson exchange in
heavy-ion reactions. Instead of a large contribution from p mesons in the reaction
mechanism - which is the case for reactions induced by pions and nucleons -
the larger interaction distance in heavy-ion reactions favour pion exchange. This
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results in a much weaker charge-exchange, and hence much smaller cross sections.
Thus, these two predictions differ by several orders of magnitude.
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Figure 1: The differential cross section for the 2lMg(18O,l8Ne)21Nc reaction at
76 • A MeV, for the entire solid angle covered. Panel a) shows a fit of a sum (solid)
of the phase-space distributions for one-neutron(dashcd), two-neutron (dotted)
and one-proton brcakup(solid). Panel b) shows the ground-state region with an
expanded vertical scale. In panel c), our DGT strength calculation calculation is
displayed. See the text for details.

Theoretical calculations by 13. A. Brown indicate that significant concentration
of UGT strength in 2lNe should be found in the ground state and an excited state
at 4.7 MeV, with the remaining strength spread broadly at higher energies.

-Gu-ideA-by-thiay we-heve cajricd-out •flj-seaTcli-for Bouble Gamow-Tellcr excita-
2''Mg(1BO.18Ne)2''Ne reaction at 100 and 76 MeV/nucleon 0-

The first attempt was made at NSCL-
MSl
region was established. The meagre statistics prompted a second experiment at
GAIN
sligh

, where an upper limit of the cross sections to low-lying states in the 100 nb/sr

IL, where substantially more intense beams can be delivered, although at a
ly lower energy. The results presented here are from the GANIL run only.

OK. or
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In the experiment, l 8 0 R + ions of 1%-A MeV, with an intensity of 100-200 enA,
were extracted from the GANIL accelerator system. The momentum analysis of
the cjecliles was performed with the energy-loss spectrometer SPEG, covering an
angular range from —1° to +3°. A self-supporting 2 lMg target, 3.5 mg/cm2 thick,
and with an isotopic purity of 99 %, was mounted in the scattering chamber. The
energy resolution of 1.0 MeV was dominated by the target energy loss difference
for 18O and l 8Ne.

The data for the entire solid angle acceptance are displayed in figs, l a and
b. No pronounced peaks are present in the spectrum. In b, which displays the
ground-state region, there might be structures at excitation energies of 2.8 and 6.2
MeV in 2 l Ne. These structures do not correspond to any known states in 2 ' 'Ne.
The statistical uncertainty prevents any far-reaching conclusions. One feature
to note, however, is that the low-energy excitation intervals display rather flat
angular distributions. This does not support a double Gamow-Teller origin of
these excitations, at least not as two consecutive L ~ 0 transitions, which can be
expected to be more forward-peaked.

From the data, we can deduce that in the 0-l°(C.M.) interval, the average
differential cross section to states which are unambiguous excitations in 2 lNe, i.e.,
which lie below the neutron breakup threshold (Ex = 8.9 MeV), is 20.1 ± 2.9
nb/sr. The error quoted is statistical. The systematic error is estimated to be
about 30 %.

• I The present results provide evidence for a strong suppression of double Gamow-
Teller exolatjong. Thereby, they are qualitatively compatible with the Bertulani
model. However, we can only deduce an upper limit of the cross section, and it
cannot be excluded that the DGT excitation is even weaker. This result seems
to preclude the use of heavy ions at intermediate energies for probing double
Gamow-Teller strength.
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We have-tktefmiftedThe spin alignment of Band N projectiles produced in
intermediate energy projectile fragmentation reactions^and mnss^sepjmtfed^gttfigttg
GAN1L mags-spcctronretefs-TSgEG-and L1SE3. The spin alignment was derived from
the resonant change of the p-anisotropy as a function of an externally applied
magnetic field. The amplitude of the measured resonance is proportional to the initial
alignment of the projectile fragments, while the position of the resonance is
proportional to their quadrupole moment. This measuring technique, called the
"Level Mixing Resonance" method, thus allows to extract information on the reaction
mechanism as well as on the nuclear structure of the projectile fragments.

Introduction

Recent experiments on intermediate and high energy projectile fragmentation
reactions have shown that the spins of the projectile fragments emitted in the fonvard
direction are aligned when a cut in the longitudinal momentum distribution is selected
[1,2]. Alignment of the projectile fragments allows us to study the magnetic and
quadrupole moment of these exotic nuclei, which are of current interest in many
theoretical and experimental investigations [3-6]. These light nuclei decay by
emission of P~ or p particles, which allow to measure the polarization of the nuclear
ensemble. If we are starting from an aligned ensemble produced in a fragmentation
reaction, an interaction that transforms the alignment into polarization is needed to
allow a P-asymmetry measurement. The Level Mixing Resonance method allows this
transfer of alignment into polarization. The great advantage of such measuring
technique is that the fragments emitted in the forward direction can be selected, giving
the highest yield, and p-detection can be used, which is much more efficient than y-
detection. This should make the study of nuclear moments of weakly produced nuclei
possible, which is highly interesting near the neutron and proton drip-lines.
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Experimental procedure.

A detailed description of the Level Mixing Resonance method is given in
reference 7. Modifications to the theory for measurements at a fragment mass
analyzer are described in reference 8. Two interactions play a crucial role in a LMR-
experiment : a quadrupole interaction between the static quadrupole moment of the
nucleus and the electric field gradient induced by the host lattice and a magnetic
interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and an externally applied static
magnetic field. In the experiments described here, a Mg single crystal (hcp-laltice,
348 mg/cm2) was used to stop the secondary beam of interest. To slow down the
secondary beam and lo stop heavy contaminants, an Al-degrader was placed in front
of the crystal but well shielded from the detectors. The crystal was oriented such that
its c-axis makes a well defined angle p = 6(1)° with respect to the magnetic field axis.
The P-anisotropy was measured in two plastic scintillators placed at 0° (Nu) and 180°
(Nd) with respect to B. To correct the measured anisotropy for experimental
asymmetries and beam intensity fluctuations, we calculated the normalized ratio

R = For pure Gamov-Teller P" decay, the function F =
1-R

1 + R

equals the polarization P of the p-parlicles. In general, the function F is related to the
1-R W(180)-W(0) n . . . . . . . j

theoretical angular distribution as -—— = -.::.: o n .—;;;;m . . For an initially aligned
I + R W(180) + W(0)

ensemble of nuclear spins and detection of allowed P-decay this expression can be
written as

A, is the asymmetry parameter of the p* - decay, B!I{VQ,O)Q,T,1) is related to the

measured polarization, B2(t = 0) is the initial orientation tensor related to the
alignment of the secondary beam and G!2 is related to the Level Mixing interaction
causing a change of alignment into polarization [8]. This perturbation factor can be
calculated numerically by diagonalizing the interaction Hamiltonian. It also contains
all information on the experimental situation (such as use of Wien filter, dipole fields
between point of production and point of measurement,...). It has a resonant behavior
as a function of the magnetic field strength.

Results

Four experiments have been performed with two different primary beams. An
overview is given in the table below. The first experiment was with a parasitic beam
and was performed in 1 hour of actual beam time. In two experiments projectiles
were selected in the wing of the longitudinal momentum distribution, because
previous measurements by Asahi et al [1] reported a larger a'ignment in this situation.

Nr

1
2
3
4

Primary beam
UC, 75 MeV/u

"Ne, 60 MeV/u

cc

Target

"C( 35 mg/cm')
yBe (185.5 mg/cra2)

cc

cc

Second, beam

"B at SPEG
lzBatLISE3
l!fN at LISE3
l8NatLISE3

momentum

center
right wing
right wing

center

count rate

2000 c/s
600 c/s
250 c/s
50 c/s
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Figure I : Results of the 4 LMR-measurements performed
on projectile fragments. The numbers on the figures refer

to the experiment number in table.

The measured LMR-curves are given in figure 1. The data are fitted with the
theoretical curve described in [8]. The parameters in the fit procedure are the
asymmetry parameter, the initial orientation parameter, the quadrupole frequency, the
magnetic moment and the nuclear spin. For I2B all parameters are known (I* = 1+, t|/2

= 20.4 ms, |.i =1.003 n.m.,
vQ = 46.5(5) kHz) [9,10],
except the initial
orientation, while for I8N (I"
= 1', tm = 630 ms) the
quadrupole frequency and
the magnetic moment, as
well as the asymmetry
parameter are unknown. We
used a calculated value A, =
0.19(3) to extract the initial
alignment from the fitted
amplitude. The position of
the resonance is sensitive to
the ratio vQ/|.i and the data
have been lilted using a
value f.i{np~i2vdV2) = 0.46
n.m. The results of the fits
are on the pictures. We can
conclude that the alignment
of the secondary beam is

largest in the center of the momentum distribution, in contrast to the result of Asahi
[1]. In Ref. [2] a similar result was found but for a higher-energy reaction. Remark
that even if 10 nucleons have to be removed from the projectile (22Ne -» 12B), we still
have some small alignment. As for the quadrupole moment of 8N, we can not draw
any firm conclusions yet. The large frequency indeed indicates a large Q-moment for
I8N, but we have to complete these data with measurements of the magnetic moment
of N as well as the electric field gradient of N(Mg) at liquid He temperature to
extract its value from the experimental data.

(*,+) N.C. and S.T. are gratefull for the financial support by the I.W.T. and G.N. is a
post-doctoral researcher of the Belgian National Science Foundation (N.F.W.O.)
(#) On leave from the University of Sofia, Bulgaria
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1. Introduction

Giant resonances (GR) are the most, important collective modes of the nucleus.
They have been studied for more than 40 years, however an important piece of the
puzzle was missing. Indeed, if a GR is understood as the first oscillator quantum,
higher quanta are expected, the multiphonons: a Gil built on top of other GRs1.
One powerful method to get a clear evidence of their excitation is to compare their
particle decay to the Git. decay.

2. Decay of GRs and multiphonon s tates

As it is well known, particle decay of Gils can occur through various processes 2,
mainly the direct decay into hole states of the (A-l) residual nucleus with an escape
width T1, and the statistical decay leading to the spreading width, P*. Statistical
decay depends only on the excitation energy and angular momentum of the state.
Direct decay, on the other hand, can yield information on the microscopic nature of a
resonance. This is of utmost importance to sign the excitation of multiphonon states.
If one admits the harmonic approximation, all phonons of a. multiphonon state will
decay independently, each phonon exhibiting the same fingerprints as the decay of
the one-phonon GR.

2.1. Experimental method

•ay qf.GlkaiK! _liigli lying stales ''V;'0Ca3
1^Ca^andJ) lZr

excited through inelastic scattering of l0Ca, 20Ne and 3GAr respectively at about 50
MeV" per nucjeonTffilecent data on 58NT"and 2Ni are currently under analysis.

The excitation energy^E* is obtained from the energy loss of the projectile mea-
suredby a spectrometer. At GANIL, the SPEC spectrometer associated with its
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standard detection system is used5. An unambiguous identification of scattered pro-
jectiles is achieved. The energy resolution is 800 keV in the case of the Ca beam and
about '100 KeV for the Ne beam. The angular resolution is around 0.2°.

To detect the light particles emitted, 30 Csl elements of the multi-detector array
PACHA6 were placed around the target in the reaction chamber for the proton decay
('l0Ca). The total solid angle covered is about 3% of An. The proton energy resolution
was about 2%. In the case of l8Ca and 9lZr which decay preferentially by neutron
emission, EDEN, a time of flight neutron multidetector composed of 40 NE2I3 liquid
scintillators7 was used. The modules were located outside of the reaction chamber
at 1.75 in from the target and at backward angles with respect to the beam. They
covered a solid angle of about 3% of An.

To extract the direct decay pattern of the GR. and of the excitation energy re-
gion where the imiltiphonon GRs are expected, the missing energy spectra must be
constructed for these two regions: Em,.,., = 15* - E ^ ' - E-y, where E* is the initial
excitation energy in the target, E;

f; A' the particle energy in the center of mass of the
recoiling target, and E-y the recoil energy of the target remnant.

o 10 Ew^MeV) o io E«Ca(MeV) 0 j0 Ew^MeV)

12 < E* < 20 MeV

Ep > 4 MeV 6000

2500

600

12 < E' < 20 MeV
En > 0.5 MeV

30 < E° < 38 MeV
EB > 5 MeV

miss,(MeV)

2000

500

11 < E* < 10 MeV
MeV

25 < E" < 33|MeV

En > 3 MeV

J
miss(MeV) 0.2

miss'(MeV)

Figure I: Missing energy spectra for the Gil region
and the two-phonon stale region in 'l0GVi (left), i8Ca (middle) and9AZr (right).

2.2. Missing Energy Spectra

Missing energy spectra are shown in figure I for the three reactions. For the top
figures, a gate was set on the Cl{. region and a non negligible yield to the ground
state ((iS) and the first excited state of the daughter nuclei is not reproduced by the
statistical calculation performed with CASCADE8 (thin line) and can be ascribed
to the direct decay of the C1QH. On the bottom figures the gate on the excitation
energy was set on the region where the double phonon state is expected. Peaks are
clearly seen superimposed on the statistical decay bump. Such peaks can only occur
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if the decay proceeds through specific states in the A-l nucleus. Simulations of the
contribution of the direct decay of the double phonon are shown as thick lines and
reproduce the observed peaks, giving clear evidence for the presence of the double
phonon states in these regions.

At higher excitation energy one expects the presence of the three-phonon state
which should bring more information on the harmonicity of nuclear vibrations. The
direct decay method presented here should allow its observation, but a larger solid an-
gle coverage for the particle detection is required to measure all the decaying particles
in coincidence.

3. Conclusion

The double phonon excitation built with the GQIt has been observed in several
nuclei, through their proton decay or their neutron decay. The direct decay method
presented here is a poweiTull tool to sign the presence of multiphonoii stales and could
be applied to higher order phouons provided that all decay particles be detected. The
use of the multidetector INDltA coupled to the SPEC spectrometer would perfectly
suit the purpose.
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Introduction
The radiative capture reaction 12O(«,7)I6O is one of the most important thermonuclear reactions
in non-explosive aslrophysical sites. Its thermonuclear reaction yield determines directly the ratio
of carbon and oxygen abundances at the end of helium burning and indirectly the abundances of
all elements between carbon and iron, which are produced in later hydrostatic burning stages like
carbon-, oxygen- and silicon burning [l|. In spile of its importance in nuclear astrophysics, the cross
section of this reaction is still very uncertain in the stellar energy domain (Ecm « 300 kcV for helium-
burning, T ^ 2x IO8 K). The reason lies in the extremely small cross section at astrophysical energies
and the superposition of El and E2 capture. Two recent experiments on the /^-delayed a-decay of
ir'N [2] [3], however succeeded to extract the El-part with good precision, although there is some

discussion about the reliability of the interpretation [4j. * W«.<>v bit*, n
We aimed tutneaaure this Mg-d j at) vejcaj> lu re cross sectiont by the method of breakup of a 16O beam

i 6 ^a t 9 £ MeV/A, which is particularly sensitive to_th_e_E2part [%[. Tlie^lastic breakup of i6O into
and a induced by Coulomb interaction with the electric field of a heavy nucleus may be regardejd_
as the time reversed radiative capture reaction. Then the ccnlcr-of-mass energy spectrum between
the carbon and a fragment after breakup is related by known relations to the energy dependence of
the radiative capture cross section [0|. The advantage of the breakup reaction is its usually larger
cross section compared to the capture reaction, due to the great number of virtual photons produced
during the collision of a fast projectile with a high-Z target.

Experiment
A first experiment of the break-up of 95 MeV/A 16O projectiles has been performed in July 1994 at
CJANIL with the magnetic spcclrograph SPEG and we obtained good evidence for clastic breakup
into the a-12C continuum with ccnter-of-mass energies between the fragments ranging from 0.9 to
1.8 MeV. In the experiment, the I0O beam (intensity of ?n 20 nA) has been sent onto a 3.2 mg/cm2

thick 208Pb target. The two fragments entering the angular acceptance of the spectrograph, set to
a reaction angle of 3°, were delected in coincidence in the foca! plane. Four especially modified
drift chambers for coincidence detection were used for the complete reconstruction of the fragment
trajectories in the spcclrograph. They were followed by two 3.5 mm thick plastic scintillators,
providing particle identification and the fragment lime correlation. Undesircd elastically scattered
particles were slopped in a copper block situated in the middle of the focal plane in front of the first
drift chamber. This limited the single count rales in the detectors to about 15000 s"1. The beam
current was integrated in a shielded Faraday cup located al the entrance of the spectrograph.

A crucial point for the interpretation of breakup events is the angular correlation of the fragments
after breakup (7j. Therefore, extensive ion-optical calibrations of the spectrograph were undertaken
to achieve a precise determination of the diffusion angles and energies of the fragments. This resulted
in a ccntcr-of-mass energy resolution better than 100 kcV between the fragments at Ecm = 1 MeV
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and belter than 30° angular resolution for the cm. breakup angle. A total of 80000 a-a and 15500
a-I2C coincidences were accumulated in a coincidence run of about 16 hours with 20 nA of beam
current and a solid angle of the spectrograph of 44 mrad x 65 mrad.

Data processing and results
The sum energy spectrum of a-12C coincidences is shown in figure 1. Two prominent features arc
seen: a relatively broad bump between 1450 McV and 1510 MeV, and a pronounced peak at 1515
McV. The peak at 1515 McV has been unambiguously identified as the excitation of 16O to the 12.53
McV (plus few events from the 12.97 McV level) 2~ level with subsequent decay into a and the 12C
fragment in its first excited slate at 4.44 McV without target excitation. The broad bump contains
excitation to both 2~ levels of l6O at 12.53 MeV and 12.97 McV with additional excitation of the
208 Pb target. The relative energy spectrum of events in the 1515 MeV peak exhibits a peak at 926
keV, which is in excellent agreement with the tabulated value for the decay of that level (930 keV),
as well as the extracted cm. angular distribution of the fragments after decay, which agrees well
with the theoretical prediction. Another verification of the absolute energy and angular calibration
is the decay energy of the 12.97 MeV level, measured to be 1384 keV (tabulated 1370 keV) and the
experimentally measured peak at 92 keV in the cm. relative energy spectrum for a-a due to the
ground slate 8Uc decay (tabulated value 90 kcV).

The astrophysically interesting direct breakup into the ground states of the two fragments lies 4.44
MeV above the prominent peak at 1519.2 McV, indicated by the arrow in fig. 1. After subtraction of
uMc.orrclatcd accidental coincidences, approximately 30 counts arc found for that reaction path. The
cm. relative energy spectrum is shown in fig. 2. A net accumulation of events in the background
substractcd spectrum (fig. 2b) can be seen between ~ 900 kcV and « 1800 keV.
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Figure J : Sum energy spectrum of nr-l2C coinci-
dences. The background due to accidential coinci-
dences from subsequent beam bursts has been sub-
strncled. The arrow indicates Hie position of elastic
breakup with both fragments in its ground stale. A
zoom of the interesting energy region is shown in
the insert.
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Above and below these energies, the net counting rale is compatible with zero, in agreement with
estimated breakup cross sections and the energy acceptance of the spectrograph. For sum energies
above 1520 MeV, all events are located below 1 MeV in the relative energy spectrum; that background
may be due to breakup of clastically scattered particles in the copper block. We defined four regions
in the relative energy spectrum (sec fig.2). The extracted differential cross sections for the three
energy ranges 900-1200 keV, 1200-1500 keV and 1500 keV-1800 kcV have been determined with the
help of a detailed simulation of the experiment for the determination of the coincidence detection
cllicicncy. The cross sections arc respectively 24\)±UM,laLtoV,y,t. /tb/srMeV, 214±lC8,jat.±78,w,t.
/ib/srMeV and 8Q8±'A23alal.±l77 ,y,t. //b/srMeV. Assuming E2 excitation into the continuum [5], the
measured cross sections are related to the B(E2)-values, which can be transformed into the capture
cross section. For the determination of the B(E2)-values, the measured cross sections were compared
to coupled-channel calculations with the optical potential parameter set of [8]. Our thus determined
E2 capture cross sections are compared in lig. 3 with a compilation of available experimental data
from direct measurements.

These results give evidence that the direct breakup into the a-12C continuum has been observed
for the first lime in 10O breakup. It lias also been shown, that fragment angular distributions can be
extracted from such measurements, which supply additional information on the reaction mechanism,
as shown in |7J. This may allow in future experiments with increased statistics to reach lower relative
energies with reliable cross sections for the longstanding problem of the 12C(a,7) l6O thermonuclear
reaction rale.
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Abstract:

Using the well established binding energies of one and two valence neutrons in the two-

center a + a system (forming the states 9Be and l0Be*m) the structure of nuclear dimers

and their rotational bands with more than 2 nucleons are discussed using published

transfer reaction data for Be and Boron isotopes. Based on the 0£ state in I2C which is

supposed to be an 3a particle chain at an excitation energy of 7.65 MeV and using the

binding energy of these neutrons in 9Be and l0Be*, chain states in the system 12C* + x

neutrons are constructed. The energy position of the lowest chain states are estimated

and ways for their population in reactions on 9Be and using radioactive beams are

proposed. IHy-expeetcd-that-thcsc slates aic inctasiable and cotild have appreciable

^ states ht-Heutrett rich 4tgftt
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Width and Strength of the Hot Giant Dipole Resonance:
the Role of the Life Time of the compound nucleus and
the Transition from Order to Chaos.
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One of the most surprising discoveries of the past decade is that hot compound nuclei
which were thought of as very chaotic systems [1] may exhibit regular collective motions
[3]. In particular, looking at the 7 decay spectrum one observes Arbumppat high jnergy ig^
which is due to tli£ excitation of the Giant Dipole ResonanceJjSGK) in the comRPQijlid^—
nucleus. It was shown that this collective state is very "robust" and that it remains nearly
unaTIxjcted by the increase of excitation energy. It was even proposed that the presence of
collective states can be a signature of the existence of a compound nucleus and that the
disappearing of the GDR can be interpreted as a signal of the liquid-gas phase transition
in nuclei [4]. However, the behavior of the GDR for temperature around 5 MeV is still a
matter ol controversy.

In particular it has been recently proposed based on the possible existence of pre-
equilibrium effects in the 7-ray emission from a hot system [10]. Indeed, if the evaporation
time becomes larger than the spreading width of the GDR one might expect that during
the time the resonance gets equilibrated the compound nucleus will have cooled down
by particle emission. However, we have recently discussed that this idea cannot apply
to reactions for which an explicit dipole moment (or strong fluctuation) is present in the
entrance channel [13] and so new experimental results looking at the effects of the N/Z
entrance channel assymmetry are called for [13].

Since the observed photons are coming from transitions between two states of the
compound nucleus which have finite life times, the total width of the photo-absorption
peak must contain their individual widths. Since these widths are rapidly increasing with
the temperature of the system they will induce a strong brosdening of the GDR photo-
absorption peak which may partly explain the rapid suppression of the GDR photons at
high excitation energy.

In order to make this point, clear it can be useful to discuss the difference between
the spreading width and the life time of the compound nucleus. A resonance can be
understood as a coherent excitation of particle-hole configuration on a hot nucleus. This
is obviously not an eigen state of the compound nucleus therefore it acts as a doorway state
and, as the time goes on, it couples with more complicated configurations. Eventually,
it will reach a compound nucleus state which is a mixture of many particle-many hole
excitations. This "decay" must be understood as the beating of the various compound
nucleus states composing the resonance because of their spreading in frequency.

This is not really associated with a life time. In particular for a finite number of
compound nucleus states one might observe a Poincare recurrence time where the system
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is coming back to thr initial configuration. Moreover, a life time* implies an exponential
decrease of the initial population of excited states, consequently it is always associated
with a Lorentzian shape of the strength function which is nothing but a Fourier transform
of the time evolution. Conversely the shape of the spreading width is not constrained at
all.

The only real life time is the one due to the decay of the compound nucleus states
through evaporation of particles. This decay induces an exponential decrease of the ampli-
tude associated with each compound nucleus level and a broadening of the corresponding
peak in the strength.function.

Since gamma-rays are transitions between two levels of the compound nucleus the
broadening will correspond to the sum of the initial and final width. If we now replace the
width of the initial and final states by the average evaporation width of the compound
nucleus, Vev, and if we approximate the shape of the GDR by a gaussien centered at
the energy Econ with a finite width V1 we can demonstrate that the position of the
photoabsorption peak is not affected but the width becomes 2:

This result demonstrates that the width of any structure in the photo-absorption spec-
trum is bigger than 2Vet, in perfect agreement with the lleisenberg uncertainty principle.
This yields to the conclusion that

VGDn > 2reu (2)

At low excitation energy the life time of the compound nucleus is so long that the
influence of this width can be neglected. However at high temperature this life time
becomes so small that the induced widths will eventually dominate over the spreading
width of the resonance. The life time of a compound nucleus at such temperature is not
really known experimentally. However, as far as no anomalous diffusion is appearing at
high excitation energy, this life time can be inferred from statistical calculations. Typical
results of such calculations are shown in Fig 1 for a l20Sn nucleus. The life time of the
compound nucleus rapidly decreases so that Vcv reaches 10 MeV between 300 and 600
McV excitation energy depending upon the various level density parameter used in the
calculation of the life time. Therefore, the total width of the resonance will show a rapid
increase irrespectively of the actual calculations of the spreading width of the resonance.
This fact is simply illustrated in Fig. 1 assuming a constant spreading width of AA MeV
for the CDR. On the various curves one can see that the width induced by the finite life
time of the compound nucleus states dominates above 300 to 500 MeV excitation energy.

This calculation must only be considered as qualitative because of the uncertainties
on the estimation of the width of the compound nucleus states. In particular, one may
worry about the fact that the introduction of new decay channels such as the emission
of intermediate mass fragment will reduce further the life time of the compound nucleus.

'This width represents not only the spreading width but is supposed to be an effective width which
includes all the other sources of broadening (deformation, shape fluctuations, ...). These processes being
statistical it is normal to assume that the strength function is akin to a normal distribution.
2If the vnrious components of the folding product are rather akin to normal distributions than to
Lorentzian, the total width becomes the square root of the quadratic sum of the various widths[19]
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Width of the hot GDR
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Figure 1. Evolution of the various Widths as a function of the excitation energy of the
Sn nucleus, the thick lines represent the width of the GDR, the thin lines the width
of the compound nucleus. The solid lines are associated with a level density parameter
a = A/12, the dash lines with a = A/10 and the dash-dotted lines with a = /1/8.

However this effect will increase the width of the compound nucleus states and so the
increase of the GDR width will be faster but the overall picture will not be changed.

The second explanation of the quenching of the GDR strength is related to the fact
that each individual particle emission induces a strong fluctuation of the dipole moment
of the nucleus. Indeed, if a neutron is emitted the dipole moment will fluctuate with an
amplitude

AD « R/N w 0.2/m (3)

where R is the nucleus radius and N its number of neutrons. This value is of the same
order of magnitude than the amplitude of one dipole phonon (AD\ « 4/y/ArnEoDn w

O.2/771). Therefore the evaporation of one particle is giving strong kicks to the collective
vibration. This classical picture is confirmed by the experimental observation of the
particle decay of the GDR. Therefore, the description of the dipole collective variable is
akin to the problem of a brownian motion in an harmonic potential. If the time between
two evaporations is long in comparison with the period of the vibration, the system will
present harmonic dipole oscillation and therefore will be able to emit 7-rays at the dipole
frequency. Conversely, when the time between two particle emissions becomes much
shorter than the time the system needs to complete one oscillation, the dynamics become
stochastic. In such a case the motion is no more characterized by the GDR frequency and
the observed 7-spectrum will be flat.

One can conclude that when the time between two particle emissions becomes compa-
rable to the period of the harmonic oscillation, the transition between the order and the
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Cut-off Factor of the Photon-Yield
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Figure 2. Evolution of the suppression factor as a function of the excitation energy of the
Sn nucleus, the thick lines are computed from Eq. (7), the thin lines represent the cut-ofF
factor proposed in ref [10]. The solid lines are associated with a level density parameter
a = /1/12, the dash lines with a = /i/10 and the dash-dotted lines with a = /i/8.

chaos is reached and the collective vibration is suppressed (see Fig. 2).
From this simple argument a quenching factor can be deduced and compared with the

existing suppression factors. This factor can be easily estimated by computing the number
of systems which were able to perform at least one vibration:

S{E) = e x p (4)

This factor is represented on Fig. 2 and compared with the cut-ofF factor used in fitting
the data. One can see that the two are rather similar and so the factor (4) may be a
good alternative in order to explain the observed suppression of the 7 emitted in heavy
ion reactions. Indeed, we demonstrated in reference [13] that the cut-off factor proposed
by Bortignon et al was not applicable in the case of reaction with asymmetric N/Z ratio
between the target and the projectile. In particular, it is clear that as soon as the in-
complete fusion regime is reached this factor which is due to pre-equilibrium efFects is not
present because of the strong entrance channel fluctuations. However, the suppression
seems to be present in the experimental data and can be explained by this transition
between regular and stochastic motion. ^ J^cuv^*

In this paper we have discussed "pie faclNthat the total width of the 7-ray spectrum of
the GDR transitions must contain twice the width of Ute compound X l l r
implies that one must expect a rapid increase of the width of the GDR. This increase
Contributes to tJieJobjjrrvfvl sat.11ral.inn ol l.ho p l l n l n t

Finally, we proposed lk new suppression factor clue to the lost of collectivity induced by
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the_[a£tparticle emission*' This factor is important when the time between two particle
cmissioiis (Ulie life time of the compound nucleus) is shorter than the vibration period.
This cut-olF factor can be a good alternative to the one proposed by Bortignon et al [10]
which has been demonstrated to be not applicable in asymmetric N/Z reactions and in
incomplete fusion regime where the saturation is observed[13] .

These two effects related to the short life time of the Hot compound Nucleus are im-
portant and must be considered in the study of the GDR 7-ra.ys. They may provide a
physical interpretation of the observed increase of the GDR width and of the saturation
of the photon yield.
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Stales that can be interpreted as the first quanta of collective vibrations are a
general property of quantum niesoscopic systems which can be found in various fields
of physics. In nuclear physics, such vibrational states of the nucleus have been known
for many years [1]. These one-phonon states are present both in the low-lying excitation
spectra of nuclei and at higher energies. The latter are the Giant Resonances (GR). The
existence of two-phonon states, i.e. states which can be described as double excitations
of elementary modes, has also been predicted since the early days of the collective
model [I]. Such states have been observed long time ago in the low-lying spectra.
More recently, two-phonon states built with giant resonances have been populated in
heavy ion inelastic scattering [2], in double charge exchange (ir*,ir*) reactions [3] and
in Coulomb excitation at high energy [4, 5, 6]. For a review, see ref. [7].

The microscopic theory suited for the description of collective vibrational states is
the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). Two-phonon states and their mixing among
themselves and with one-phonon states can be generated by using boson mapping
techniques and by taking into account terms of the residual interaction which do not
enter at the RPA level [8, 9]. In this way one has an RPA based approach to treat
anharmonicities.

In a nucleus-nucleus collision, the mutual excitation of the two partners is described
as due to the action of the mean field of each nucleus on the other one, i.e. by a one
body operator. Assuming that it induces small deformations of the density, only the
particle-hole (ph) terms of the external mean field are usually taken into account. This
amounts to consider as elementary processes only those corresponding to the creation
or annihilation of one phonon. In this approximation, the external field is linear in the
creation and annihilation operators of phonons. When the particle-particle (pp) and
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hole hole (hh) terms of the external Held arc also included, I,IK: direct excitation from
the ground state to two phonoti states as well <xs the transition between one phonon
states become possible. These terms can be expressed as quadratic in the creation
and annihilation operators of phonons and so correspond to non-linear terms in the
excitation operator.

In the "standard" approach, based on the independent multiplionon picture, the
effects coining from both anharinonicitics and non-linearities are neglected (sec lor in-
stance ref.[lO]). Recent experimental data on Coulomb excitation at relativistic energies
have raised some questions on the adequacy of that picture. Indeed, in the excitation
of l3CXe on 20SPb, the experimental cross section to the double CDR (DGDR) has been
found to be 2 to 1 times larger than the theoretical one [I]. Recently, new experimental
results [6] on the excitation of several nuclei have shown that the disagreement ranges
from about 10% to 60%, being about 30% in the case of 208Pb. In a previous paper [U j ,
by using a one-dimensional oscillator model to mimick nuclear states, we have shown
that the effects of anhannonicities and non-linearities can lead to an important en-
hancement of the cross section in the energy range around twice that of the CDII.. In
this model neither spin nor parity were taken into account. JJesides^ojal^mufuXype of
phonons was considered. < : v t p ^ i ^ W C^j^fe)

VfoOiavo (loneCajcujnjjong^^ and"TQwfffieV I"'''
iiuclcon for which experimental data exist [(>]. We have also\ studied
excitation of <0('a in the reaction 2O81M> l - '^a a t ^ no
experimental data for this case. In both cases we consider as elementary modes all
natural parity RPA phouous whose multipolarity is lower than I and whose contribution
to the associated energy weighted sum rule (KWSR) is larger than 5%. Then, we have
built the residual interaction in the one and two phonon space and we have diagonalized
the hamiltonian in this subs pace in older to dcline the mixed states |^n > . By
solving the time dependent Schtodingei equation in this subspace we get the probability
amplitudes for each ol the \<j>,x > states Irom which we c.ilculate the cross section. We
will describe in detail the results for the 2 0 Tb I 208PI> system at Oil I MeV/A, the results
at 1000 Mev/A being essentially the same except, lor the absolute values of the cross
section which are higher in the latter case.

The OIK" phonon basis is calculated in the sell-consistent RPA with SCI I Skyrme
interaction [12]. Although we are using an explicit neutron proton representation the
isospin results to be a rather good quantum number as far as collective states arc
concerned. We have selected all the states which exhaust at least 5% of the appro-
priate I.OWSR. and, for a particular spin and parity (and isospin). We have considered
the various components of the isosealar monopole resonance (CMR), the components
of the isovector dipole resonance (CUR), the low lying 21 state and the quadrupole
resonances, both isoscalav (IS(!QK) and isovector (JVCQR), and finally the collective
low-lying (',)") and high lying (1IICOR) isoscalar octupole states.

Wty^wMMiti^KT^fi^toty^ifel the iiesi(luaJLJnJ1tUja£lipii...betw(̂ eii the one- and two-
phouou states and also among (he two phononstates* The two phouon states are
coupled to a total angular momentum and parity. In tile case of the I " states, while
the coupling between one- and two-phouon states is ofl the order of 1/2 MeV up to
J MeV, the coupling between two phonon states is, in average, about one order of
magnitude smaller. I

Then for each spin and parity the total matrix has hern diagonalised in order to get
the states |(I\» >. Since these states are always dominate*! by one component we have
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decided to label them by the name of this dominant component. The anharmonicities
predicted by our microscopic calculations are small, the typical shifts in energy (A/?)
being a few hundred kcV. Each multiplet appears to be splitted with a characteristic
spreading equal to the global shift. The mixing coefficients are in average also small,
around 0.05 and at maximum around 0.2.

The various states have now two paths to be excited in one step, either through the
Wxo direct excitation of their one-phonon component or via the M/2° interaction exciting
directly their two-phonon part. Now, depending on the respective sign of the mixing
coefficients, these two contributions may interfere constructively or destructively.

In addition to these direct transitions from the ground-state, the term W11 of
the external field may induce transitions between excited states. These new excita-
tion routes may modify the distribution of the excitation probabilities associated with
different states.

Let us now put all these ingredients together in order to compute the excitation
probabilities and cross sections. All the natural parity states with angular momentum
less or equal to 3 have been included in the calculations while for the non natural parity
states we have included only the 1+ and the 2~ ones. By solving the coupled equations
we get the probability amplitude for each |^a > state, from which we calculate the cross
section by integrating over the various impact parameters associated with Coulomb
inelastic excitations. The 6mm has been chosen according to the systernatics of ref [13].
We will describe in detail the results for the 2O8Pb-f2O8Pb system at 641 MeV/A and
we will first focus our discussion on the excitation of dipole states.

Table I presents the Coulomb inelastic cross-sections for different states at several
degrees of approximation. For example One can see that the i~ state resulting from
the coupling of the low-lying 3~ and 2+ is almost not excited in the harmonic and
linear picture. Indeed, at this level of approximation, the most direct way to excite
this state requires one E3 and one E2 transitions which are not favourable. In this
case the IK" term does not, help much because either we reach the state by one El
plus two E2 transitions or by one E3 plus two El if in the first step we excite the
3~ state. In any case, at least one of the involved transitions is of high multipolarity.
Conversely, the direct transitions due to the W20 terms increases the cross section by
a huge factor, bigger than 500. Indeed, this term is no\v a dipole transition which is
strongly favoured. The importance of W20 will decrease as the excitation energy of the
state increases. For instance, the enhancement factor 500 reduces to about 50 for the
dipole states |2+ ® HEOR > or \1SGQR® HEOR > whose energies are around 30
MeV.

When the mixing of one- and two-phonons states is taken into account this state
can be also populated by Ww through its small CD It component. In fact, although
the mixing coefficient with the GDK, component is small, this component gives a con-
siderable contribution due to the fact that it is a one step dipole excitation. Moreover,
the energy of the state (about 9 MeV) is lower than the one of the GDR state. All
together the effect of the anharmonicities on the inelastic cross section is a factor about
100 times bigger with respect to our reference calculation.

Finally, when all these different contributions are taken into account this dipole
two-phonon state built from low-lying 3~ and 2+ is receiving 30 mb cross section,
while in the harmonic and linear limit it was just 0.03 mb. In this case the effects
of non-linearities and anharmonicities interfere constructively but this is not a general
property.
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Table 1. Coulomb inelastic target excitation cross sections (in mb) for the
208Pb-|-208Pb system at 641 MeV/A and for the mixed states which are identified by
their dominant component (first column) and their angular momenta and parity
(second column). In the third column is shown the reference result corresponding to a
harmonic and linear calculation. In the fourth column the additional inclusion of only
the IK" non-linear term is allowed. .Similarly, in the fifth column the only difference
with the reference calculation is due to the addition of only the W20 non-linear term.
In the sixth column the results of an anharinonic and linear calculation are presented.
The last column correspond to results of the anharnionic and non-linear approach.

States

2+ ® 3~
ISGQR 0 3"

22 < E < 28 (MeV)
2+ 0 GDRi

|1 ISGQR

J"

1"
1-
1-
1-

2+

harm. 1
& lin.

0.03
0.05
3.55
1.24

298.91

W"

0.04
0.07
5.95
2.07

[ 332.56

16.21
17.22
5.07
0.99

300.09

anharxn.

2.60
3.63
6.42
7.64

278.35

aiiharm.
& non-lin.

29.53
5.18

12.18

9.83 1
| 314.18 |

So far, we have discussed the influence on some particular states. In order to
get a global view on the effects of both non-linearities and anharmonicities we must
compute the complete inelastic cross section. Therefore, we have summed up all the
contributions coming from the various states. We have observed that the single GDR
region is not much affected by the anharinonicities and non-linearities while the cross-
section in the DGDR region is increased by 10% when the anliarmonicities and non-
linearities are taken into account. We would like to point out that this increase is
mainly due to the excitation of two-pliouon states whose energies are in the DGDR
region and whose population has been possible only because of the presence of the
anharmonicitics and the non-linear terms IK" and W2a in the external field. The low
lying part of the spectrum is also alfected and in particular, as we discussed before, a
new dipole strength is visible in the 9 MeV region.

In table 2 we show a comparison between our theoretical results and the exper-
imental cross-section for the CDR, and the DGDR energy region. The agreement for
the GDR seems satisfactory. The theoretical yield associated with the DGDR states
explains about 60% of the experimental cross section. However, this disagreement
between the experimental cross section in the DGDR region and our theoretical esti-
mate is reduced to 18% dr 10% by the inclusion of all the different multiphonon states
considered in our calculation and lying above the IVGQR.

In conclusion, both the introduction of different two-phonon states and the in-
clusion of anharmonicities and non-linearities are bringing the theoretical prediction
rather close to the experimental observation for the Coulomb excitation of Pb nuclei in
the DGDR region.

This work has been partially supported by the Spanish DGICyT under contract
PB92-0663, by the Spanish-Italian agreement between the DGICyT and the 1NFN and
by the Spanish-French agreement between the DGICyT and the IN2P3.
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Table 2. Comparison between our theoretical results and the experimental cross
sections (in barn) reported in rcf. [G] for the Pb + Pb reaction at 641 MeV per
nucleon. The theoretical results (first line) correspond to the sum of all GDR (first
column) and all DGDR (second column) cross-section. The third column contains the
cross section associated with all the states above the 1VGQR (E > 22 MeV). The
theoretical cross sections are obtained from the non-linear and aiiharmonic calculation
while the numbers in parenthesis refer to the linear and harmonic limit. The
experimental results are reported in the second line. The first number corresponds to
the extracted GDR cross section while the second number comes from a gaussian fit
of the high energy cross section after subtraclion of the GDR and GQR single-phonon
strength.

*7cxp

GDR || DGDR

3.13 (3.M)
3.28 ± 0.05

0.21 (0.22)
DGDR energy region

0.31 (0.28)
0.38 ± 0.04
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In the supermulliplet model of nuclei it. is assumed lliat, nuclear forces are independent,
of isospin a.s well as spin [1,2, 3]. Nuclear stales can then be characterized by the
quantum numbers of the spin-isospin or SU('I) symmetry, giving rise to simple predictions
concerning nuclear /3-decay rates and masses. The former arise because the I'Yrmi as well
as Gamow-Teller operators are generators of SU(4) and as such /? transitions can only
occur between states belonging to the same supennultiplet; predictions of nuclear binding
energies are obtained in a lowest-order approximation from the permutational symmetry
of the orbital part of the many-body wavefunction which determines the degree of spatial
overlap between the nucleons. Since the original work by Wigner [1] and Ilund [2] it
has become clear that SU(4) symmetry is badly broken in the majority of nuclei because
of the increasing importance with mass of the spin-orbit term in the nuclear mean-field
potential. Nevertheless, it remains a useful ansatz for studying global properties of p- and
.sf/-shell nuclei from a simple perspective. Moreover, as will be shown in this Letter, it
may have a particular and renewed relevance in the study of the heavier N ~ Z nuclei
from r>6Ni to 100Sn, a declared experimental goal of many of the current proposals for new
facilities based on accelerated radioactive beams [4].

The most conclusive test of SU('l) symmetry is through a comparison with realis-
tic shell-model calculations which can be readily performed for nuclei up to l0Ca. The
goodness of SU('I) symmetry in the ground state is then obtained by taking the overlap
between the shell-model wavefunction and the favored SU(4) representation. This ap-
proach is followed, for example, for sd- and p/shell nuclei by Vogel and Ormand [5]. The
overall conclusion of such studies is that in nuclei heavier than IG0 significant departures
from SU(4) symmetry occur.

To obtain a test of the goodness of SU(4) symmetry directly from masses is more
difficult. Franzini and Radicati [6] suggested the use of a ratio R(TZ) of ground-state
energy differences involving four isobaric nuclei with different isospiu projections J'z and
showed that the values agree rather well with the SU('I) predictions for nuclei with masses
up to A « I 10. However, it was demonstrated subsequently [7] that this ratio R{TZ) is
not very sensitive to SU(<I) symmetry mixing.

In [8] it. is pointed out that a sensitive test of SU(4) symmetry can be made by
using double binding energy differences which also provide information concerning the
strength of the neutron-proton (np) interaction which is known to play a pivotal role in
the structure of nuclei [9]. Recently, the quantity

SVnp(N, Z) = i ([D(N, Z) - B(N - 2 , Z)]-[B(N,Z- 2 ) - B ( N - 2 , Z - 2 ) ] ) , ( 1 )
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(a) sd shell (even-even) (b) SU(4) (even-even)

c

14
N

20^8

Figure 1: liarchart representation of double binding energy differences (a) as observed
in even-even sd-shell nuclei and (b) as predicted by Wigner SU('I). The data are taken
from [U]; an empty square indicates that data are lacking. The x and y coordinates of
the centre of a cuboid define N and Z and its height z defines —8Vup(N, Z).

T i , i o f,

where B(N,Z) is the (negative) binding energy of an even-even nucleus with N neutrons
and Z protons, was used by Brenner el al. [10] to extract the empirical interaction
strength of the last neutron with the last proton. A notable outcome of this analysis was
the occurrence of particularly large interaction strengths for N — Z nuclei. Although
this feature is consistent with both schematic and realistic shell-model calculations [10],
a simple interpretation of this result is still lacking. W&Jmw shown that the N — Z
enhancements of j^V^jjirejui unavoidable consequence of Wigner's bU^I) syinnjefry^aiid
that the degree of the enhancement provides a sensitive test of the quality of the symmetry

A representative sample of the data is shown in Fig. l(a) which gives — 8Vup( A', Z)
(where known) for the sd shell.

While for N ^ Z the up interaction strength is roughly constant and of the order of
— 1 MeV, the dramatic enhancement of |<*>Ki|>| occuring for N — Z is clearly evident. This
prominent feature can be understood from the simple perspective of Wigner's supermulti-
plet theory. Wigncr's scheme in a harmonic-oscillator shell with degeneracy u> — 5Z(2/+ I)
implies the classification

) D (Uorb(u;) D---D Oorb(3)) ® (Usr(4) D SU5r('l) D SUS(2) ® SUT(2)). (2)

The dots refer to an appropriate labelling scheme for the orbital part of the fermion
wavefunction, such as Elliott's SU(3) scheme [12]. The total M-fermiou wavefunction
transforms antisymmetrically under U(1u.') and is decomposed into an orbital part, be-
having as [Mi, A/2, A/3, Al|] under Uor|,(w), and a spin-isospin part. To ensure overall
antisymmetry the latter by necessity transforms under Usr('l) as the conjugate represen-
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talion [Mi, M2, Ma,\U] (if--, rows and columns of the Young tableau interchanged) and
determines thesupermiiltiplct SUsr(4) representation (A//7/) (A = Mt — M2, (i = M2 — M3,
and /' = Mi - /W.|). From the SU.s7('l) D SUs(2) ® SUr(2) reduction the possible values
of 5 and T follow.

The short-range character of the residual nuclear interaction favors maximal spatial
overlap between the fermions which is achieved in the most symmetric Uorb(^) repre-
sentation. Antisymmetry of the overall wave function then requires the least symmetric
Us7-(4) representation or, equivalently, the one where the eigenvalue of the quadratic
Casimir operator of SUs7'(4),

= 3A(A + 4) + 3i/(t/ + 4) + 4/i(/x + 4) + 4/i(A -f v) + 2Ai/, (3)

is minimal.
For even-even nuclei the favored SU('I) representation is (07'0), where 7' is the isospiu

of the ground state. In lowest order (i.e., assuming unbroken SU(4) symmetry and ne-
glecting orbital contributions) the binding energy is then a-\-bg(i)T0) with b positive. The
coefficients a and b depend smoothly on mass number [6]. Assuming constant coefficients
for the four nuclei in (I), a simple expression is found for &Vnp that depends on b only.
(In fact, the analysis presented below remains valid if a. and b depend linearly on mass
number.) The result is

/SI' (N 7 \ n - \ iMOOO)-.9(010)-.9(010)+5(000)] = -10, N = Z
np[ ' " \ \[g{QT0)-g(0,T-l,0)-g{0,T+l,0)+g{0T0)] = -2, N±Z '

('!)
Wigner's supermultiplet theory in its simplest form (i.e., without symmetry breaking—
dynamical or otherwise—in spin and/or isospin) therefore predicts |5l^,(>| to be five times
bigger for N = Z than for Ar ^ Z. This result is displayed in Fig. l(b).

Odd-mass nuclei can be treated in an identical way and give rise to similar conclusions
[8].
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In recent years, experiments wil.li radioactive beams from projectile fragmentation
facilities have revealed [1] the presence of a neutron halo in several of the lightest nuclei
on the neutron drip line. This is now understood as a tunneling effect where the last one
or two neutrons are in low angular momentum orbits very near the top of the well so that
their wave functions have a very extended distribution which is manifest empirically in
an anomalously large matter radius. There is, however, a distinctly different, phenomenon
which is predicted in some Hartree-Fock calculations [2, 3] to occur in heavier nuclei in
which an excess of several neutrons builds up so that the neutron density actually extends
out significantly further than that of the protons, resulting in a mantle of dominantly
neutron matter.

The presence of this neutron "skin" may affect collective modes of nuclear excitation
which involve the out-of-phase motion of neutrons against protons, such as the giant dipole
resonance (Gl)ft) ['I] and the scissors mode [5], the first involving a lateral displacement
of neutrons relative to protons and the second an angular displacement. There is also
then the possibility of a "soft" dipole mode [6] in which the core nucleons move against
the more weakly bound skin neutrons. Recently, the effect of an increasing skin thickness
on the energy of these three modes was investigated [7] with a simple approach based on
classical density oscillations, in which the change in the potential energy in each case was
estimated from the density overlaps as a function of displacement. Not surprisingly, the
effect on the first two modes was found to be minimal, while the soft dipole mode drops

A rapidly in energy, relative to the CD It.
W?^S8ia£ffiKS^§34^4-:f|̂ 4«#44H '̂ the behaviour of the scissors mode in the presence of a

neutron skin̂ f by extending I he..algebraic approach of the interacting boson model (IjjljM)
W which has PQ!yiQusly_.P!P,yejcLj2articularfv eulighteTrm^^gUajac.terising the normal
scissors mode_ [i$?3#^. It v îS^ne shown jTiat, as Tn~ the dipole case, the existence of a
"soft" scissors mode may also be postulated.

"hi Hie following protons are denoted with n and neutrons with v. The incorporation of
both neutrons and protons in the IBM involves the algebra of the product Uff(6)® U,,(6).
The starting point for the quadrupole modes of a nucleus with an additional neutron skin
might therefore be taken as a triple product involving an additional algebra U,,s(6) with
the remaining core neutrons being described by 11^(6). The dynamical algebra of the
system is then

U,(6) ® I U 6 ) <8> U,.(6)
1 1 1 , (I)

[N*] IN*] [iVj
where each U(6) algebra is characterised by a number of bosons Ni that are coupled
symmetrically to [/V,-].
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The fact that the skin neutions are assumed to be weakly coupled to the core neutrons
and protons, which are strongly coupled to each other, is represented in the reduction of
(I) by coupling the corresponding U((i) algebra, of the neutron skin after those describing
the core nuclcons. 'The reduction thus proceeds as

U.(6) ® I U G ) ® U J G ) D I U ( 6 ) <8> U,,.(6) D I W . ( 6 ) D • • •, (2)

where the dots represent the usual reductions of U(6) in IBM [9].
It is the coupled nature of the algebra Uff|/(0) in IBM-2 that permits states with mixed

symmetry [12], the lowest of which in deformed nuclei represent the normal scissors mode.
In the reduction (2), 11*^(6) is characterised by irreducible representations [/Vc — / , / ]
where Â c is the number of nucleon pairs in the core, Nc = Nn -f TV,,,.. The lowest states
are then contained in the representation [TVC,O], which denotes the totally symmetric
coupling. The lowest states of mixed symmetry are in the next representation, [Ar

c —1,1].
The triple-sum algebra U^^^^G) is characterised by up to three rows, with the lowest
couplings arising from [/Vc,0] x [N,,,] being [/V,0,0] and [TV — 1,1,0], N denoting the
total number of bosons. Hence the first non-symmetric representation resulting from the
triple-sum algebra, describes symmetric coupling of the core nucleons and non-symmetric
coupling of the skin neutrons. However, the non-symmetric representation [N — 1,1,0]
of UT|/<.,,,(6) may also arise from the product [/Vc — J , l ] x [TV,,,]. In this case, it is the
core nucleons which are coupled non-syinmetrically. The result is that there are now two
scissors modes, one representing out-of-pha.se motion between the neutrons and protons
in the core and the other denoting an angular oscillation between the core and the skin
where, in this case, as in the soft dipole mode, the core protons carry the core neutions
with them.

The characteristic excitation of these angular oscillation modes is via magnetic dipole
transitions. In even-even nuclei the existence of l + scissors states excited in (c,c') or
(liY) ' s by IIOW w r " established. The 1I3M-2 prediction for the Ml strength towards the
L+ stale corresponding to |Scv) in the above is

7i(Ml;0+ -> 1+) = ^{g,-g*)2f{N)NKNv, (3)

where gK and g,, are the boson g factors. The function /(TV) is known analytically in the
three limits of the IBM. Equation (3) is valid for a scissors state in which all the protons
oscillate against all neutrons. It also gives the sum rule for magnetic dipole strength.

A similar expression can be derived for the dipole strength to the soft-scissors state of
limit a by considering the separate contributions to the Ml operator from the core and
the skin neutrons,

gJJT + gJJu = g^Ln + g^L^ + gvi,Vi, (X)

and this yields

7J(M1;O+ - l+s) = ±-(gn-gt,)>f(N)N
N^^. (5)

In summary, the algebraic approach can be extended to describe a three-component
system, as arises in the presence of a neutron skin in very neutron rich nuclei. The relative
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coupling strengths between the components can be represented by the choice of coupling
scheme and the method reveals the possibility of a soft-scissors mode in which the skin
neutrons undergo angular oscillations against the remaining nuclcons. The analogy with
the soft dipole mode is clear and the probability of finding an empirical realisation of either
depends critically on the extent to which the neutron skin develops in heavier nuclei as
the neutron drip line is approached. If the extent of the skin is at least comparable to
the range of the neutron-proton interaction, the notion of a partial decoupling of it from
the core becomes valid and the soft modes may manifest themselves, albeit in a possibly
fragmented form. The corollary is, of course, that evidence for such modes could serve as
an empirical signature of the development of a neutron skin.
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Multiphonon structures have recently received a renewed interest in nuclear physics
[1]. In the context of the Interacting Boson Model (IBM) [2] it has been shown recently
that the 0(6) limit [3] possesses a mulliphonon structure [4, 5]. The 0(6) limit has a
7-unstable deformed ground state, upon which the multiphonon states are created by the
quadrupole operator with proper symmefrization giving rise to the excitation energies
represented in terms of plionon quanta and a two-phonon anharmonicify.

In [8] it is shown that niultiphonon structures can also be defined for mixed systems of
bosons and fermions, and the procedure is demonstrated with the example of the U(6| I)
supersymmelry of the Interacting Boson-Fermiou Model (1BFM) [6, 7]. In a. supersym-
melry both even-even and odd-A nuclei with zero, one, two or more ferniions can be
described by the same llatniltonian. The resultant eigenstiites are members of an appro-
priate supcrsyminetric multiple!, (supermultiplet). Each supermultiplcl. is characterized
by the same number JA = Â g +AV where NB and Nj? are the boson and fermion numbers
respectively, and includes in general certain states of different nuclei. The limits of U(6|4)
include the boson 0(6) limit when no fermion is present and for which the miiltjphonon
structure was demonstrated in [4], When the bosons have 0(0) symmetry and a single
fermion occupies an orbit with j ~ | , the spinor symmetry Spin(6) of U(0|4) arises; this
description has been used for several odd-even nuclei, for instance l9 'Au in which case
the fennion is identified with the odd proton. The Spin(6) subalgebra of U(6|4) contains
only generators which separately conserve NH and Np. In [8] the nuiltiphonon structure
of the U(6|l) spectrum of systems with Np — 0, 1 and 2 is demonstrated. In fact, it
is shown thai the idea, of a multiphonon structure is valid for all limits of U(6|4) (ie.,
0, 1,2,... fermions). The central purpose of this result is thus to extend The significance
of mulliphouon structures as a basic excitation mode, covering the entire supersymmctric
multiplet of CffB̂  4 ).~7^ sLt>w/<v
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1. MOTIVATION Ff*9700870

The study of the stability and of the properties of extremely neutron-rich nuclei of light
elements is considered as an important and actual research subject in nuclear physics. 1 he interest
in this Held has been stimulated by the of intriguing phenomena of the nuclei near the drip-line,
such as "skin" or halo structure Thus the synthesis and investigation of the properties of the
extremely neutron rich isotopes of the lightest elements is of considerable interest both for
locating the neutron drip-line and for testing various theories describing exotic nuclei.

One problem is the optimal nuclear reaction to reach neutron drip-line. In the sense of the
highest rates of exotic nuclei as a nuclear reaction fragments, a fragmentation reactions at
energies above 30 MeV/A is one of the most effective method. Moreover, as it was shown in [ I ]
the highest rates for neutron rich products have been observed in the case of fragmentation of
neutron-rich primary beam The merits of using of 48Ca-beam have been shown in this experiment
^hile 20 new neutron rich nuclei had been synthesized for the first time. It was stressed that some

new neutron rich isotopes were produced with neutron number larger that for the projectile.
le pick-up of some neutrons from target to fragments could be responsible for production of

ments with Neutron number larger then 28. ..„.,.-•—- -r̂ ~,-,,.,. —_C;;̂ ^^

a I of the pieseaL43apefTS~trre search Stability of nuclei with neutron closure N=20
(maihi>C~2XO)^and (ftwJy ®$ [^-delayed neutron decay of t-be nuclei in the region of N=20 neutron
closure^ As it will be shown later to produce extremely neutron rich nuclei, the fragmentation of

intense beam of the very neutron-rich >f'S has been chosen as a method for increasing the rates
of exotrc species,.,,,..,, „.,,,,,„„,,„,_„.„_„ . —______-—-~-~

Indeed, one of the interesting question in this mass region is stability of neutron-rich isotopes
of oxygen As it has been shown the heaviest experimentally known oxygen isotope was 24O and
2f>0 was found to be unbound 111. Most of theoretical models predict 2oO to be bound and 2SO
unbound even of the last one is a double magic nucleus. The last attempt [2J to synthesize of 'O
(by reacting a 92MeV/A "'Ar) have confirmed the nuclear instability of neutron-rich oxygen
isotope

The other interesting aspect for this range of nuclei is deformation phenomenon observed close
to N^20 in the Ne-AI region The compact spherical shapes predicted to appear close to magic
numbers may be replaced by some other deformed equilibrium configurations It was shown [3]
that , for instance, for '°Na (one neutron hole with respect to the N=20 shell closure) the nuclear
potential has one minimum at |5=0 and other at (5=0.35. As the neutron number increases the main
equilibrium configuration for the Na isotopes will become the deformed one at |i~0 4 The
deformation in this region of the neutron closure could also result in the appearance of isomeric
states for extremely neutron-rich oxygen, neon and sodium isotopes. Such effects may influence
the decay properties of these nuclei (half-live, neutron emission probability) and as already
observed in the some cases, masses and mean square radii. The present experiment is the first
attempt to reach 28O.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The search for nuclei near drip line which are expected to have a very low production yields
was carried out at GANIL. For this search the spectrometer LISE [4] has been chosen where
projectile-like fragments were collected at 0 degree by two dipoie system. This attempt to
synthesize O nucleus have been performed using fragmentation of a "6S(78.1 MeV/A) beam. In
this new experiment, the production yield of the neutron-rich isotopes near the drip-line with
N=20 have been increased by using the exotic V'S primary beam at the highest energy and
intensity. Another advantage was obtained by the use of an increased magnetic rigidity (up to
4.3 I'm) available after the upgrading of the first dipoie of the LISE spectrometer.

As a result, the expected production yield of the neutron-rich isotopes in the region Z=84-IO
has been increased by using an exotic V'S primary beam instead of the fragmentation of 48Ca by
factor 50 [ IJ.

2.1. Experimental set-up
The detector system mounted in a vacuum chamber at the end of LISE, consisted of a four-

stage semiconductor telescope. Two planar 500 )im Si detectors were followed by two 4.2 mm
Si(Li) residual energy detectors, lime of flight of the fragments was measured with respect to the

First achromatic
focal point

iirulron •'lle-countcrs
(ic-<lclccloi"

Tsigrt-ts:
He, Ta

Wcilgc:
Be 215 ii
Be 1034 j

Telescope 1)3
El -Si 300 \i
i:2 - Si 300 ji

X,Y
K3 - Si 3.5 mm
K4 - Si 3.5 mm
K5 - Si 5.0 mm
F.6 - plastic

Telescope 1)4
Kl - Si 300 fi
K2 - Si 300 n

X,Y
K3 - Si 500 fi
1.4 - Si 5.0 mm
K5 - Si 5.0 mm
Gc-<lctector

Fig. 1
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radio frequency signal from the
Cyclotron

The lay-out of the detector
system and spectrometer is
given on (lie Pig I. The frag-
ments were identified in a way:
two first detectors allowed two
independent Z determination,
the mass was obtained from the
total energy and the time of
flight, or from the magnetic
rigidity and the time of flight.
The thickness of telescope was
chosen so that fragments in the
region of oxygen and neon
could be stopped in the third
detector Si(Li). A position
sensitive Si detector was placed
before the main telescope for
spatial analysis of the secondary
beam.

The signals from thick Si(Li)
detectors were splitted into two
signals: one for residual energy
measurements and another for
[J-particle detection after decay
of stopped ion. The data
acquisition was triggered by
third detector as well as by (}-
particle detectors Each event
was written on a tape with time
of arriving.

The impantation detectors
were surrounded by Tie neutron
counters and a 70% IIPGe

Yield
(pps I mm)

- 1 5 - 1 O

Fig. 2

-5 O 5 10
X Image (after wedge), (mm)

2O

detector surrounding the final silicon telescope for the measuring of [in and \\y coincidences from
the decay and a search of |i-second isomeric reach, for instance for ?2AI"' isomeric state.

2.2. Beam line optimization
To optimize the setting of the LISE spectrometer the momentum distributions of all isotopes in

the region of N=20 were carefully measured. The beam line tuning was controlled by the position-
sensitive Si-detector. The spectrometer was set to center the O in the Si-telescope. For this
purpose the position-sensitive detector was inserted before the telescope. On the bi-dimensional
spectrum (Fig. 2) of the horizontal coordinate versus Z-value is given A horizontal projection of
this spectra is in a good agreement with computer simulation [5] of horizontal images in the focal
point (one-dimensional spectra on this figure).

An optimization of the targets (Be, C, Ni, Ta) and measurements of momentum distribution of
all fragments with N=20 have been undertaken for the best setting of the LISE spectrometer for
28O. It was found that Ta target had produced the highest rales of the neutron-rich nuclei in
agreement with earlier results.
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3. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

3.1. Study of the stability of 28O
An example of measured Z versus A/Q

matrix coincidence is given in the Fig 3. A
solid line is drawing through nuclei with
N=20. This spectrum was obtained in the
53-hours measurement with an average
beam intensity of 800 enA The heaviest
known isotope of ^F is clearly visible.
Finally we accumulated 519 events of F
nuclide No events corresponding to *'()
and ?8O are seen.

The Fig. 4 shows the experimentally
measured yields of light exotic nuclei with
N=20 versus their Z-values. According to
the estimation given by the modified
formula of Summerei et al. [6J (solid curve)
one could expect about 11 events
corresponding to 28O. The vertical arrow
gives the counting rate for the observation
of one event The preliminary results of this
investigation point to the particle instability
of 28O isotope as well as for 2r>0. An upper
limit for the cross section of the oxygen
isotopes and some information about the
stability and properties of nuclei near the
closed shells N=20 (2729F, 24-2W8o, ;(1Ne)
could be also extracted from the data.

Thus the present experiment gives first
evidence for the particle instability of 28O.

3.2. fi-delayed neutron decay of
nuclei near neutron closure N=20

Our experiment also gives an opportu-
nity to study the fj-delayed neutron emis-
sion from neutron-rich nuclei with magic
neutron number N=20, such as ^F, °Ne

"* I* I

and Na The first measurement of T|-2

values for 27'2<)F, M)Ne are presented.
Additionally, the case of 8He, 12Be,
other nuclei, with neutron shell

I4B and
N=20,

2829Ne, "'"""'Na are re-examined. For
instance, the experimental curves of half-
live measurement for M Ne and "'Na are
shown in the figure. The further data
analysis and comparisons of presented data
with various theories such as the gross
theory [7J or QR.PA 18J are in progress.
The result of '2Alm isomeric state study is
given elsewhere [ 11 j .
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Table A, Z
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FR9700871
78Kr fragmentation

New isotopes and /^-delayed protons

B. Blank, S. Andriamonje, S. Czajkowski, F. Davi, Fl. Del Moral, J.P. Dufour, A. Flctiry, A.
Musquere, M.S. Pravikoff (CEN Bordeaux-Cradignan), R. GrzywacaJZ. .lanas, M. Pfiitzncr (Univ.
Warsaw), A. Girewc, A. lleinz, A. Junghans (Til Darmstadt), M.~Bewitowicz (GANIL Caen), J.-E.
Sauvestre (CE Bruyeres-le-Chalel), C. Donzaud (IPN Orsay)

As the path of the rp process is very close to the proton drip line, the knowledge of the limits
of stability is of particular interest and determines most key points of the rp-process path such
as waiting points and the ending point. Nuclei like f>5As, 69Br, and 73lib have been considered as
key nuclei for the rp-process path. If these nuclei were sufficiently bound so that their decay is
dominated by /3 decay, the rp process could pass through them by proton capture and proceed to
higher masses.

In addition to the astrophysical interest of new isotopes, this region of the chart of nuclei offers
unstable nuclei having a high /?-decay Q-value so that they decay by /3-delayed particle emission.
The measurement of the spectrum of emitted protons allows to test level-density formulae and to
determine the difference (Qe(. - S,,) between the /J-dccay Q-value and the proton separation energy.

V The shape of the proton spectra and the absolute proton branching ratio may give some insight, in
^f the question about the deformation of these nuclei. On the other hand, /^-delayed protons are a

^ useful tool to determine /J-deca.y half-lives.
jj I" an gjcj^jriment performed at the SISSI/LISE JacHity, we-searcUed-for new proton-rich isoI

topes M^by means of proie£tj]lc_fragmeTita.ti6'ii o f a primao.,I?Kr_Jbgam at~?3 TOTeV/nucleon AIUL

£J incasiixcjdJbjJiie-fixaL.tiiiie /^-delayed protons from^^Se, 7MKr, and 75Sr [)Q.
v The fragments have been identified by a TOF-AE-E analysis. This identification was checked by

measuring the 7 decay of the known isomers r>9-7lSe with four germanium detectors surrounding the
silicon-detector telescope. The measurement of 7 rays from isomer decays allowed us to measure
for the first time the spectrum of the isomer 66As [3]. The resulting AE-TOF plot purified by
conditions on the low-resolution TOF as well as on the energy loss in a silicon detector behind
the AE counter is shown in Fig. la.. The energy loss signal has been corrected for the velocity
dependence of the energy loss in order to yield the nuclear charge Z. Figs. lb,c,d show the results of
the projection for the rows with isospin projections T z = -1/2, Tz = - I , and Tz = -3/2, respectively.

The new isotopes are indicated by the arrows. We find clear evidence for 60Ga, 6 lAs, 69'70Kr,
and 74Sr. On the other hand, we have no counts which can be attributed to 69Br (arrow in Fig. 1b),
whereas other nuclei with the same isospin projection Tz are observed with more than 1000 counts.

The isotope 69Br is expected to be proton unbound by almost all commonly used mass predic-
tions ['I]. The present results demonstrate that 69Br is proton-unbound by at least 150 keV to yield
a barrier-penetration half-life of less than 100 ns. In the case of 60Ga, the mass models differ in
predicting its stability. However, all mass models predicit proton separation energies laying inside
a band of ± 260 keV around Sp=0. Therefore, 60Ga is expected to decay mainly by (3 decay. The
nucleus 6 lAs is predicted to be unbound by about 100-400 keV according to commonly used mass
models ['!]. The observation of 64As in our experiment and the comparison of the counting rate
to neighboring nuclei excludes half-lives much shorter than about I [is. From different barrier-
penetration calculations, we conclude that 6#lAs is unbound by less than about 400 keV or bound.
The even-Z new isotopes 69-70Kr and '''Sr are predicted by all mass models to be stable against
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Figure I: Two-dimensional plot
of the nuclear charge Z versus
the time of flight between the
target and the silicon detector
(a). The rows of almost constant
TOF represent rows of constant
isospin projection T s . Parts b-
d give the projections of the dif-
ferent isospin-projection rows on
the nuclear charge for '\\ = -1/2
(b),forT, =-L (c),and for T, =
-3/2 (d). The arrows indicate the
new isotopes [c),d)] as well as the
expected position of finBr [b)].

particle emission from their ground state.
The upper limit deduced from our data, for the half-life ofC9Br shows that this nucleus is proton

unbound. This finding together with the observation of r>0CJa and r"'As changes our understanding
of the a.strophysical rp-process in this region, C8Se being now the ending point for rapid proton
capture in the model of Ftcf. [5] due to its long half life compared to the time scale of the rp
process. The presence of 60Ga and r>/1As could open new branches for the rp process around these
nuclei. However, it has to be shown that 60Ga and 64As are stable enough, i.e. that their decay is
dominated by ft decay.

In order to study the decay properties of proton-rich isotopes, nuclei of interest were stopped
in the center of a silicon telescope. The range of the fragments was adjusted by using wheels with
different thicknesses of aluminum. After the implantation of isotopes of interest, the primary beam
was switched-off for 150 ins, During this interval, /3 decay of a given isotope could be observed
under low-background conditions and time-correlated with the implantation event. Fig. 2 shows
the energy spectra and time distributions of /J-delayed particles measured for 67Se, 7 lKr and 75Sr.

On the basis of the fraction of the number of implanted nuclei as counted in the TOF-AIS-IS
analysis and of the number of observed protons the branching ratios for proton emission has been
deduced to be Pr = (6.5±3.3)% for 75Sr, Pv = (5.2±0.G)% for 7 lKr, and Pv = (0.5±0.I)% for 67Se.
The factor of ten between the branching ratios for 75Sr and 7 lKr on the one hand and of G'Se on
the other hand is most likely due to nuclcar-slnicture effects like deformation. A similar effect has
been observed by Hardy et al. [6] for the ' I \= J /2 nuclei 69Se, ™Kr, and 77Sr.

In order to calculate the energy spectra of/3-delayed protons, we used a statistical model [7].
In the calculations, we assumed a constant /J-strength function and (Qcc-Sp) values of 7.84 MeV,
8.55 MeV, and 8.23 McV for 67Se, 71Kr, and 75Sr, respectively [8]. The spin of the decaying
nuclei was assumed to be P = 5/2" and only transitions to the ground state of the final nucleus
were considered. The probability of a proton emission from a given state, expressed in terms
of angular-momentum dependent transmission coefficients through the Coulomb barrier and level
densities, was calculated using different sets of spherical optical-model parameters and the level-
density formula of Gilbert and Cameron [9]. The dashed lines in Figs. 2a-c show the predicted
shapes of the proton spectra. The calculated curves were normalized to get the best agreement
with the measured spectra.

Figs. 2d-fshow the time distributions of protons emitted after ft decay of 67Se, 7 lKr, and 75Sr,
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Figure 2: Upper panel: Energy spectra of particles emitted in the /? decay of c ' S r (a.),
7 t K r (b), and 75Sr (r). The events with energy lower than 500 keV correspond to the
detection of fl particles, signals with energies higher than 500 keV are due to the regis-
tration of protons. The dashed line shows the results of statistical-model calculations (see
text for details). Lower panel: Time distributions of protons emitted after /? decay of the
studied nuclei. The clashed line represents a. maximum likelihood fit to the da ta using a
single decay component.

respectively. To select protons, only signals with energies higher than 500 keV were accumulated
in these spectra. The half-lives of the nuclei studied were deduced by litting a single-component
decay curve (dashed line in Pigs. 2 d-f) to the measured time distribution. The half-lives ol 7'i/2

 =

(COiJj)ms, (6 ' l lf)ms, and ( 7 l l ^ ) m s Tor 6 7Se, 7 l Kr , and 75Sr, respectively, were obtained.
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Spectroscopy of 22A1, and 22«23

Czajkowski, 13. Blank, F. lioue, S. Andriamonje, II. Del Moral, J.P. Dufonr.
,. Fleury, P. Pourre, M.S. Pravikoff (CEN Bordeaux-Gradignan), E. llanelt/
(Til Darmstadt), K.-ll. Schmidt (GSI Darmstadt), N.A. Orr (LPC Caenf

The fact that the sd shell is very well studied from a shell-model point of vue [I] makes
nuclei in this region very attractive for detailed studies. A detailed comparison between
model predictions and experimental results is possible, hi the case of 22AjJ_e^g1_3_yet
unobserved decay mode via. ft a emission is predicted. 22'23Si are possible candidates for
/?2p and ft'\\-> emission as well as for the yet unobserv«i^r)a_decay.~TTSi is a /?p emitter
with only one known transition ]§jj....Neyej;yieiess,J^njTmror symmetry a^wdl_asJVoni
shell-model emulations one expectsi.a.-yjixkly of transitions.

In an experiment performed atjjje LISE3 facility, we-pfoducod 22AI and.22'2:>l2'lSi,as
projectile fragments from a :!(iAr prima^^ MeV/u î
(letector telescope consisting of silicon detectors and a micro-strip gas counter (MS(!(!)

in 10 4
pv/-fc

[vc. rt-

Energy (MeV)
2.5 5 7.5 10

Energy (MeV)

8
Energy (MeV) Energy (MeV)

Figure I: /^-delayed charge-particle spectra, obtained after implantation
of 2lSi (a) and 2;'Si (b) in the silicon detector, of 22Si in the MSCC (c),
and of 22AI (d) in the silicon detector.

Fig. I shows the resulting spectra taken with the silicon detector (a,b,d) and the micro-
strip gas counter (c). We identify a variety of charged-particle peaks. For 2''Si, almost all
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peaks can be attributed to transitions between known levels in the intermediate and final
nucleus. Such an attribution is cased by the fact that several levels in the daughter nucleus
arc already known due to other measurements. This allows a detailed comparison with
shell-model calculations [4]. This is done by means of the experimentally determined decay
scheme which is confronted to the shell-model predictions in Fig. 3a. The experimental
hair-life is (140±3)ms.

I or 23Si, the mass excess of the IAS in 2JAI is calculated to be Am = 18.74 MeV
which corresponds to an excitation energy of 11.97 MeV. The decay of this level by
proton emission to the ground state in 22Mg releases a total energy of I 1.85 MeV. In our
spectra, we observe a weak proton group at 11.62 MeV which is due to this decay. The
peak at 10.4 I MeV belongs to the decay of the IAS to the first excited state. This allows
us to determine the mass excess of 23Si by means of the 1MME. We find Am = 23.42 MeV.
Its half-life is (40.7±0.4)ms.

The charged-particle groups at 5.86 MeV and at 6.18 MeV belong to the decay of the
IAS by /^-delayed two-proton emission to the first excited state and the ground state of
21 Na. After the identification of this decay mode for 22A1, 26P, 35Ca, 3lAr, 27S, 39Ti, and
for n ( !r, 2:'Si is the lightest /?2p emitter of the T2 = -5/2 series.

The other peaks in spectrum b) of Fig. I are due to /?p decays of excited levels in
2'A1 fed by allowed Gamow-Teller transitions. In part, they can be attributed to decays
between levels in 23AI and in 22Mg. In Fig. 3b, the experimental decay scheme is compared
to predictions by the shell model [4]. Besides one allowed /? transition not predicted as
important but, observed in the experiment, a very nice agreement; is obtained.

In the 22Si case, we have proton groups at (1.63±0.05) MeV, at (1.99±0.05) MeV,
at (2.K)±0.05) MeV, and at (2.17±0.05) MeV. The experimental branching ratios are
((>±2)%, (20±2)%, (4±2)%, and (2±l)%, respectively. These proton groups can be at-
tributed to transitions between 22Al and 21Mg. The half-life of 22Si is (28±3)ms. A
comparison to shell-model results shows that, as in the mirror decay of 22O, one level at
low excitation energy is much stronger fed than predicted by the model.

Figure 2: /^-delayed a spectrum ob-
tained after drift-time analysis in the
MSCC (a). Peaks labeled 1-4 and
6,7 are identified as belonging to
20Na. The peak at 3.25 MeV (5)
originates from the decay of 22A1.
An additional condition on a 22A1
implantation in the MSCJC (b) sup-
presses almost, all 20Na activity.
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Besides /?p emission from 22A1 as shown in Fig. Id from the silicon detector, the feature
of the MSGC to be able to distinguish protons from a particles [3] allowed us to search
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for the predicted decay of the IAS via. a emission. The o spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.
Almost all activity in this spectrum is due to the decay of 20Na, a contaminant in our
measurement. However, the peak at 3.25 MeV belongs to the decay of 22AI. First of all,
this is the expected energy for a transition from the IAS in 22Mg to the first excited state
in I8Nc. Secondly, for a possible transition in 20Na the branching ratio is a factor of 500
too high as compared to the main peaks in 20Na. Thirdly, the half-life of the activity is
in agreement with the one of i2AI (T1/2 = (59±3)ms) and disagree with the one of 20Na.
We therefore attribute this activity to the decay of 22A1.

Expernwnt Theory

i l t II Itl

"Al 11 Al

Experiment Experiment

nAl

Figure 3: Comparison of the experimentally determined partial decay
schemes for 2lSi and 2JSi to predictions of the shell model.
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IDENTIFICATION OF 100Sn AND OTHER PROTON
DRIP-LINE NUCLEI IN THE REACTION U2Sn + imtNi

AT 63 MeV/nucleon
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Abstract

The doubly-magic nucleus l00Sn and six new neutron-deficient nuclei in the A~100
region were identified in the reaction " 2Sn -f na(Ni at 63MeV/nucleon. The experiment
was carried out using the high acceptance device SISSI and the Alpha and LISE3
spectrometers at GANIL. The identification of the reaction products (A, Z and Q) was
made using the measurements of time-of-flight, energy-loss and kinetic energy.

Si tidies of N=Z and neighbouring nuclei, especially in llie region of a double shell closure, are
import .an I. for (esling and furflier development, of nuclear models [1, 2). In particular, f.liese
sludies provide information about, the interaction between protons and neutrons occupying
the same shell-model orbits.
While N=Z nudities of low mass are mostly stable, the heavier ones lie away from the line of
beta stability. In the case of 100Sn, the deficit of neutrons with respect to the mean atomic
mass of the stable tin isotopes is about 18 and it is expected [3] to be the heaviest N=Z
nuclear system stable against ground-state proton decay. This stability is related to the
doubly-magic character of lo0Sn. It may be noted that, for heavier N=Z nuclei the condition
of double shell closure is not sufficient to ensure stability: l f i4Pb presumably lies well beyond
the proton drip line. Mapping the proton-drip line in the neighbourhood of l00Sn may also

*0n leave of absence from IFD, Warsaw University, 00681 Warsaw, Poland
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ho of great importance in an aslrophysical context as tin: properties of l.lie proton-rich nuclei
dictate I lie pathway of tlio rapid proton capture process in liot and den.se stellar environments

Ml-
Beta decay in the l0"Sn region can be described in a very simple shell-model picture. It is
strongly dominated by one channel, the ng^/i —• "i/7/2 Clamuvv-'lellcr (GT) transition, and
thus the observation of fast beta decays can lead to the unambiguous identification of the
parent and daughter nuclear states. A meaningful verification of model predictions can be
performed as, due to the high QEC values, the beta decay strength can be determined over a
large energy range [5j. This had been a motivation for a series of experiments using on-line
mass separators at, CS1 Darmstadt, LLN IKS Leuven and CCRN/ISOLDE Geneva [I].
The nuclei l00In {'J\/2 = 5 ± 1 s) and l01Sn are the closest ones to I00Sn discovered so far
using a fusion-evaporation reaction (58Ni (5 MeV/nucleon) + 50Cr) and the on-line mass-
separation technique [6, 7]. These nuclei were identified via the measurement of beta-delayed
protons, a decay mode which becomes energetically possible in this region due to the high
QEC- However, any attempt to produce and identify in the same way l00Sn is most, probably
hopeless. Indeed, for l0lSn approximately one proton was observed per hour, for a proton
branching ratio that is predicted to be larger than 10 %. The production rale and the
proton branching ratio in the case of l00Sn arc expected to be at least one and several orders
of magnitude lower respectively. Obviously other production methods and identification
techniques have to be used to reach and study I00Sn [8].
Recently, in April 1994, 100Sn was independently identified in two experiments employing a
projectile-fragment separator technique. Here we report on the work performed at CANIL
using a 63McV/nucleon "2Sn beam [9, 10]. The experiment carried out at CIS I with a
1.1 CieV/muleon l2lXe beam is described in ref.[ll].
To produce and identify l00Sn at (!ANIL a fragmentation-like reaction was employed in
conjunction with the SISS1 device [15] and the magnetic spectrometers Alpha [10] and L1SB3
[IT] which provided for the collection, separation and in-flight identification of the different
reaction products. In order to enhance the production of neutron-deficient isotopes a beam
of the lightest, stable tin isotope,1 l2Sn, and a natural Ni target (68.3 % 58Ni) were used. In
an earlier experiment, [9], v\e had already observed the neutron deficient tin isotopes down
to l0lSn, including the. previously unknown U)2Sn. In addition, new isotopes of rhodium
(92Rh, !"Rh) and palladium (niPd) were clearly observed and evidence for the production
of even lighter isotopes of these elements, such as 9I llh, 9QRh, 89Rli and 92Pd, was also
obtained (identification ol these neutron-deficient rhodium and palladium isotopes has been
recently reported by a group working at MSU [18]). The present experiment, performed
with a substantially enhanced experimental arrangement provided a confirmation of these
results and the discovery of several new nuclides, looSn,lo;'Sb,lotSb,98ln, 9IPcl,89Rli and 87Ru
(12, 13].

The experimental set-up used for the identification of 100Sn and neighbouring nuclei is shown
in figure I. The production target was located between the two superconducting solenoids
of SISSI. Thus, in comparison with the previous experiment [9] the angular acceptance for
the reaction products was increased by an order of magnitude and the Night-path (118m
in the present, experiment) increased by almost a factor of 3. The momentum analysis was
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performed using the Alpha spectrometer {I3p=\.876 Tm) with an acceptance Ap/p=0.29 %.
To reduce the rate of the light, fully .stripped fragments arriving at the final focus of LISH3
with A/Zfts'2, a thin mylar foil (1.5/nn) was placed at the intermediate focal plane (see
figure 1). 'I'he function of this foil was to change the charge state distributions of the
heavy fragments without modifying their velocities. For example, looSn+'>8 was converted
into a mixture of l00Sri+'19, I00Sn+'18 and 100Sn+'17 (the charge state Q=+48 was the most,
strongly populated after the target and stripping foil for the fin isotopes). Light fragments,
however, remained fully stripped. Consequently, by employing an acceptance range in the
second section of LISE3 from 1.013x/?p to 1.063x7?p, the transmission of fully stripped fons
was strongly suppressed and that of the nuclei in the region of interest was favoured. The
number of unwanted particles was further reduced using the velocity filter located at the end
of L1SE3.
Fragments arriving at the final locus of L1SE3 were stopped in a telescope consisting of four
silicon detectors: El (300/nn),E2 (300/nn), E3 (300/nn) and E4 (500/nn). Since ions in the
mass region of interest were stopped in the E2 detector, the El defector provided information
on the energy-loss (AE), while the El and E2 defectors combined served to determine the
total kinetic energy (TKE). The E3 and El detectors were used in veto mode to reject events
corresponding to lighter ions. The time-of-flighf (TOF) was measured using a start signal
provided by the first Si detector (El) and a stop signal derived from the radio-frequency of
the second cyclotron.
The Ce defector array surrounding the implantation telescope used in the first experiment
with the "2Sn beam was replaced by a segmented HGO ring [19]. An increase in elficiency
(from 6.1% to 50% lor the 511 keV photopcak) was preferred to the good resolution. The
priority of the gamma-detection was the recording of annihilation radiation (the 511-511 keV
pairs in opposite segments) in correlation with heavy-ions, in order to obtain half-life infor-
mation on the exotic nuclei. However, even with the poor resolution of the BCO ring, nine
known decays of the short-lived isomeric states (from l3'"Sc to 9(>'"Pd) were clearly observed
[14]. This confirmed unambiguously the standard AE-TKE-TOF isotope identification pro-
cedure, which was based on the calibrations with m S n charge states.

The Ni target (Ml mg/cm2) was mounted such that the angle with respect to the beam
axis could be changed from 0° to '15°. Angles between 36° and 45° were used to allow the
transmission of "2Sn ions with Q=-H6 to -|-50 to the Si detector telescope in order to provide
calibrations for the energy-loss, total kinetic energy and fime-of-flighf measurements. It,
should be noted that the magnetic rigidity of the beam line from I he production target to the
stripping foil remained fixed during the whole experiment at 1.876 Tm. This corresponded
to the maximum calculated production rate for 100Sn+'18 ions.
The transmission of the beam line from the exit of the Alpha spectrometer to the final focus
of L1SE3 was measured using movable 300 //m Si detectors located at, the exit of the Alpha
spectometer, at the entrance to and at the intermediate focal plane of LISE3 and using the
Si detector telescope. A transmission of nearly 100 % was found.
The resolution (FWI1M) of the TOF measurement was about I us, while the TOF ranged
from 1.4 to 1.5 //s. The atomic number of the fragments (Z) was calculated using the AE
measured with the El detector and absolute Z identification was obtained from the charge
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states of "2Sn primary beam [20, 9]. Another unambiguous assignment of Z was obtained
from the direct identification of the light ions in the AE versus TOP spectrum.
From the measured TKE and TOF [20, 9] for a group of events, selected on the basis of
the Z and A/Q (figure 2) it is possible to calculate the masses of the individual ions . 'The
resulting mass distributions for 10"Sn+50, l02Sn+'19, looSn+'18 and l05Sn+50, 103Sn+l9, l0'Sn+<18

are given in figures 2c and d respectively. Eleven events corresponding to l00Sn+l8 were
observed over a period of 44 hours with a primary beam intensity of ~2.4 pnA. The relative
yields of the different isotopes of tin shown in figure 2 do not reflect the corresponding
production cross-sections as they are affected by the distribution of the products over the
different charge states as well as the different transmission efficiencies. The events attributed
to the same fragment but produced in the different charge stales Q at the target have been
summed up. For even-mass nuclei the charge states corresponding to A-2Q=4 (e.g. l00Sn+'18)
and A-2Q=6 (e.g. I00Sn+'17) have been taken into account, while for odd-masses A-2Q=3
(e.g. 101Sn+49) and A-2Q=5 (e.g. lolSn+'18) were included. The distributions of even- and
odd-mass nuclei are presented in the separate pictures of Fig. 2 - as they were observed
at the two-dimensional Z versus A/Q plot, see [12]. In these mass-spectra the respective
neighbouring nuclei (with AA—2) are clearly separated. In addition to the eleven events
of l00Sn+'18 reported in [12], thirteen more events have been assigned to the 100Sn+l7 ions,
giving a total of 24 events of l00Sn identified in this experiment.

The obtained data allow for the identification of six other new nuclei, namely l03Sb, l0 lSb,
98ln, 91Pd, 89Hh and 87Hu, which are clearly isolated from neighbouring heavier isotopes in
the measured spectra given in Fig. 3.
The number of events observed may be used to obtain a lower limit for the production cross-
section by taking into account the estimated transmission efficiency (~5 %) and the charge
state distribution measured for the "2Sn beam after the Ni target. For l00Sn this leads to
a > 120 pb.
For the first time nuclei near and at the proton drip-line in the region of the doubly-magic
nucleus 100Sn have been produced with relatively high rates — about 5 per day for 100Sn. This
result confirms that medium energy fragmentation-like reactions combined with projectile-
fragment separation techniques presently offer the most efficient method for the production
of very neutron-deficient nuclei up to A^JOO.
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Figure Captions

1 Schematic diagram of the experimental facilities at GANIL used to produce and identify
100Sn.

2 Identification of the reaction products: a) atomic number (Z) versus mass-to-charge ratio
(A/Q); h) region of plot a) with two groups of tin isotopes indicated for which mass
(A) distributions have been calculated as shown in panels c) and d). The charge states
indicated correspond to those before the stripping foli (see text).

3 Mass distributions separated into odd-A and even-A quasi-fraginentation products ob-
served in the experiment with the II2Sn beam at 63 MeV/nucleon: (a) for Z from 52
to 18, (b) for Z from 47 to 44. Nuclei identified for the first time in this study are
indicated by solid arrows, while the events assigned to t00Sn and IOfiTe (discussed in
the text) are marked by dashed arrows. The number of counts corresponds to the
2.'lxlO15 incident particles on the ""'Ni (144 mg/cm2) target.
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Mass Measurement of 100Sn using the CSS2 cyclotron
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1 Introduction
The doubly-magic nucleus l00Sn was recently produced and identified in two indepen-

dent experiments employing the projectile-fragments separator technique : at GSl with a 1.1
CeV/nucleon I2<lXe beam [1] and at GANIL using a 63 MeV/nucleon U2Sn beam [2]. This
nucleus is the subject of many searches since longtime, due to its N = Z character at the double
shell closure, providing information on the interaction between protons and neutrons occupying
the same high lying shell-model orbits and shell-closure near the proton drip-line. It is also the
heaviest N = Z doubly-magic nucleus, stable against ground state proton decay, since 164Pb is
expected to lie far beyond the proton drip line. One of the fundamental quantities providing
information on nuclear binding and structure of 100Sn is its mass. The mass resolution achieved
using the direct Iime-of-flight techniques developed mainly with the high precision magnetic
spectrometers Sl'EG at GANIL and TOFI at Los Alamos is limited by the length of the fly
path (less than 100 m) to ~ 3 x 10~4. This resolution is insufficient to measure the mass of
100Sn with available countrates. Given the much increased path length when the ions follow a
spiral path, we have proposed and tested the use of the second cyclotron of GANIL (CSS2) as a
high precision spectrometer. The mass resolution obtained with the simultaneous acceleration
of m/q = 3 light ions (6//e, 9Li) was_shown [31 to be 10~6.

*ra<* pnxSnrrrt'ivfffk.n experiment aimed at measuring with tfeis good resolution the masses
of radioactive ions of A = 100, produced via the fusion- evaporation reaction 50Cr+58Niyi

iooAg22+)iooCd22+iooI|122+ a n d ioogn22+ i o n g w e r e a c c e l e r a t e c i simultaneously since their rel

ative mass differences are less than 3 X 10~'. Using the mass of 100Ag as a reference, the masse;
_of 100Cd. 100In and 100Sn could be determined A*fcfr<*«pfedSta«*?©N^

• • • • - - . . . , . _ _ _ . — -"'""" j

2 Experimental method
The method consists in substituting the existing stripper located between the two cyclotrons

by a production target, where the secondary nuclei are produced to be then injected and
accelerated in CSS2. In the fundamental cyclotron equation, the mean magnetic induction J9,
the radio-frequency applied to the cavities / (u> — 27r/), the harmonic h (number of radio-
frequency periods/turn) are related to the mass-charge ratio mjq , the orbital radius p and the
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velocity v by :

u/h~J q ~ v K '

where 7 is the relativistic factor. Considering that the radio-frequency of the three GANIL
cyclotrons (CO, CSS1 and CSS2) is the same, and given the harmonic of CSSl {h\ — 5), and
the ratio between the injection radius of CSS2 and the ejection radius of CSSl (P2/P1 = 2/5),
the ratio between the extraction velocity of CSSl, Vi, and the injection velocity in CSS2, Vi, is
given by :

* = f (2)
where /12 is the CSS2 harmonic. The secondary ions must then be degraded to an appropriate
velocity to allow their injection in the cyclotron. As harmonics are integer numbers, the ratio
UJ/UJ = 2/3, 1/2, 2/5, etc, constitute a set of permitted solutions. Two ions injected into
CSS2 with slightly different masses m and in + 8m (let call m our reference mass) will have
difFerent time-of-flights during their acceleration inside CSS2, the heavier mass will arrive 8t
later. The cyclotron transmission for the simultaneous acceleration of different ions is between
10~2 — 10~', strongly dependent on target homogeneity and the specific reaction considered.
To first order:

7 - - (3)
t m

which consists in a calibration procedure : the unknown mass m + 8m can be determined from
the well known reference mass ??? if the number of turns Nr or the total lime-of-flight t are
known. If they are not known, the calibration can still be achieved if we have more than one
reference mass simultaneously accelerated with the unknown masses, or can be obtained by
variation of the magnetic field [3] and/or frequency.

3 Acceleration of A = 100 secondary ions
The fusion-evaporation reaction using a 50Cr beam accelerated by the first GANIL cyclotron

(CSSl) and incident on a 58Ni target located between the two cyclotrons was used to produce
the radioactive nuclei of A = 100. This reaction is known to be very favorable to produce
nuclei around 100Sn [4]. The optimal energy for the production of 100Sn with this reaction, E
= 255 MeV, estimated with the Monte-Carlo codes PACE and IIIVAP, and the ratio v2/vi —
2/5 determine the incident energy (5.3 MeV/nucleon) and the target thickness (1.3 mgfcm2)
to be used. The tuning of CSS2 was done with the primary beam 5 0Cr t l + degraded to 2/5 of
its initial velocity in a 22 mg/cm2 Ta target. After final corrections for the isochronism and
timing of the injection and initial phase, the individual orbits are perfectly separated and the
phase is constant with the radius [5].
Both Ni and Ta targets, located between the two cyclotrons, were rotated and cooled to dissi-
pate the heat and allow the use of an intense beam (i = 300-500 nAe). To conserve the same
settings in the transport line and in the CSS2, the A = 100 secondary ions were selected in the
22+ charge state. The accelerated ions were detected and identified inside the cyclotron using
a Silicon detector telescope (AE 30/im, Exy 300/im) mounted on a radial probe which can be
moved from the injection radius 1.25 m up to the extraction radius 3.0 m, and with a radial
dead zone of 2 mm, much less than the distance between the orbits (14 mm). The time-of-flight
(phase) of the detected ions was measured relative to the radiofrequency HF signal of the CSS2
cyclotron. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.

3 Results
After the tuning procedure was completed, the magnetic field was increased by SB/ B —

4.7 x IO~4 which equals the estimated fractional difference in the mass/charge ratio between
50Cr11+ and 1O0Sn22+ [6]. Hence, at this new field, 100Sn22+ ions would have been accelerated
with the same phase and isochronism curve as achieved for 50Cr11+ at the end of the tuning
process. However, with increasing radius, the phase of 100ln22+, 100Cd22+, l00Ag22+ ions moves
further and further ahead of the isochronous phase. A simulation calculating the trajectories
of the ions throughout the cyclotron to the detector can help us to understand the "Energy -
Phase" spectra and identify the different nuclei. Moreover in order to separate genuine 100Sn
events from background, a particle identification parameter, proportional to the atomic number
Z, was derived from a linear combination of the signals from the two detectors of the silicon
detector telescope. Figure 2 shows the "Energy - Phase" spectra for events falling within the
gates set on the identification parameter for In and Sn, and their projections on to the phase
axis. There is an excess of 10-12 events in the Sn spectra around -10° which have correct
phase, total energy and identification parameter value simultaneously, and these are attributed
to 100Sn22+ ions.
Finally, from the phases of the different isobars with respect to 100Ag, we can determine their

mass excesses :
M.E.{100Cd) = -74.180 ±0.200{syst.)MeV

M.E.{l00In) = -64.650 ± 0.300(sys*.) db 0.100(atoi.)MeV

M.E.C°°Sn) = -57.770 ± 0.300{syst.) ± 0.900(stat.)MeV

These masses are to be compared with the experimental values presented in the Audi-Wapstra
mass table [6] for 100Cd (-74.310 ± 0.100 MeV) [7] and also for 100In (-64.130 ± 0.380 MeV)
which was obtained from the combination of an indirect measurement [8] and our previous direct
measurement using the CSS2 cyclotron technique [9]. The mass of 100Sn (—56.860±0.430 MeV)
given in the Audi.-Wapstra mass table [6] is an estimate based on extrapolating systematic
trends. Our mass of 100Cd is in good agreement with the existing measurement, which gives
good confidence in the new results for 100In and 100Sn.
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Figure 2: "Energy - Phase" spectra and their projections on to the phase axis, both gated by the
identification parameter for In [(a),(b)] and Sn [(c),(d)J respectively. The arrows indicate the
location ofi0OSn22+ counts.
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"»Ag
l00Cd
iooIu
100Sn

Present Work
(c/h/nAc)

~ 40
~ 10

~ 0.01
~ 4 x 10-'1

(nib)
3.9 [10]

~ 1
~ 0.001

~ 4 x 10~5

Stat. Model
PACE (nib)

30
16

0.02

-

Stat. Model
111VAP (mb) [4, 11]

38
7

0.014

0.0003

Stat. Model
CASCADE (mb)

38
3.2

0.027
-

Table 1: Experimental cross-sections of the present work normalized to the value of Schubart et
al [10] for 100Ag, and compared to statistical model calculations.

We compared our experimental count rates to statistical model calculations. As noted above,
the absolute transmission of the CSS2 is difficult to determine. However, if we suppose that
the transmission of the four A = 100 isobars is approximately the same, we can obtain relative
cross-sections. To our knowledge, only one value has been measured [10] for l00Ag, which is
3.9 mb. This value is one order of magnitude lower than estimations from statistical model
calculations. If we normalize our count rates to this experimental value [10] for 100Ag, we obtain
the cross-sections of Table 1, all of which are an order of magnitude lower than the statistical
model predictions. Note that the small 40 nb cross-section for l00Sn is nonetheless three orders
of magnitude larger than the ones in fragmentation reactions [1, 2].

5 Conclusion
We have shown that the method of using the CSS2 cyclotron as a high precision spectrometer

works well also for heavy A = 100 secondary ions. I0OSn has been observed as the product of a
fusion-evaporation reaction for the first time. The masses of not only l00Sn, but also l00In and
100Cd were determined using l00Ag as a reference. The known mass excess of 100Cd has been
confirmed within 2 x 10~6 and we measured for the first time the masses of looln and 100Sn with
a precision of 3 x IO~6 and 10~5 respectivly. A preliminary production cross-section of 40 nb
has been determined for the fusion-evaporation reaction 50Cr + 58Ni —> l00Sn at 255 MeV.
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Fragmentation of a neutron-deficient U2Sn beam at the intermediate energies by a natN\
target studied by means of the magnetic spectrometers Alpha and LISF3 at GANIL has
born proven as a method allowing to produce and identify very exotic nuclei in the l00Sn
region [2, 3]. It was also found that the fragments can be observed in their excited fjs-isorneric
states due to the reasonably high isomcric ratio (typically about 30 to 50%), characterizing
such reactions [I]. The time correlation in the /is range between the implantation of the
identified fragments into the Si-stack detector and the gam ma-radiation following the isomer
decay allowed to record the respective gamma-spectra in the practically background-free
conditions. Therefore even very limited intensity of gamma signals can be used for the
identification and study of new isomcric decays, see e.g. (>CmAs case [4j. The evidence for
new isomeric states in Vz — \ nuclei near doubly-magic l00Sn, namely 91Pd (T^^ .GiO. l / J s ) ,
9fiAg (T,/2=0.7±0.2/is), 98Cd(T, /2 «0.2/is) and l02Sn(T, /2 «0.3/is), has been obtained [5].
In addition, Ihe dorrclatipn between detected ions aiidjjjllowing gamma dnray of l.ho ft*
isomeric state provides for unambiguos identification of the nuclej^n^^anted_JJLJJleJlnal
facjugjofprojcctile fragment separators, sbsJifpcfr.
With respect to the future experiments with isomeric beams it is important to notice that in
specific cases (where the isomer is decaying via strongly converted transition) the intensity
losses due to the decay in-flight are substantially reduced. The increase of the isomeric
half-life is caused by the absence of the electrons in the produced fragments.
Fragmentation of neutron-rich projectiles together with the present technique should allow
for a search in regions of the nuclear chart which are not or only weakly populated in fission
or fusion-evaporation reactions (e.g. very n-rich Sc to Co isotopes).
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Isomeric states in 66As
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Bordeaux-Gradignan), M. Lewitowicz (GAN1L Caen), J.-E. Sauvestre (CE Bruyeres-le-Chatel),
C. Donzaud (IPN Orsay)

New type of the experiments performed at LISE spectrometer is related to. the search for the
isomers(j$jjji ITmicrosecond Jjfetimgl Ahjxperimental method sensitive to s+teh isomers»has been
applied for the first time in the series of experiments~[T72, 3, 4] with U2Sn 63AMcV beam, resulting
in the detection of over forty known isomers. The principle of this experimental technique is
based on the time correlation between the detected gamma radiation and implantation of identified
fragment, as described in [1].

Among other results,The signature for the decay of new 86mAs state has been observed,in the
experiment with the U2Sn beam. The low resolution of BGO gamma detectors and low production
rate of this particular nucleus excluded more precise measurement of the isomeric decay properties.
The latter have been measured in the similar experiment, but wUli much better rate of 66As ions
achieved by using neutron deficient 78Kr beam. Although main objective of the latter experiment
was to serch for new proton-rich isotopes [5] and the spectroscopy of beta delayed protons [6], the
isomeric decays have been also investigated. There was a setup of five high efficiency germanium
detectors mounted around the implantation silicon stack detectors allowing to study the properties
of isomeric decays. In addition, the important role of gamma-detection setup was the indepen-
dent confirmation of the identification of the implanted nuclei by using known isomeric decays of
69m,71mg_

I . .

200

500 1000
EkeV

1500

Figure 1: Energy spectrum of gajnma^xadiation obtained in correlation with implanted 66As frag-
mentSi The preliminary decay scheme deduced from measiured 7-energies and intensities as well
as frorn 7-7 coincidence relations is also given. The intensities are normalized to the 393 keV
transition. The relative population of the isomers is indicated.
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As for the most of the counting time the spectrometers ALPHA/LISE were optimized for the
transmission of N=Z and more exotic nuclei around Z=32, the 66As was one of the most frequently
implanted fragments [5] (about 173000 ions). This allowed for the spectroscopy of isotneric states
in 88As, including gamma-gamma coincidences and the analysis of time periods between heavy-ion
and gamma events resulting in the half-life determination. The measured energy spectrum for the
gamma radiation correlated with 86As implanted ions in the range of 50 /ts is presented in the fig 1.
The preliminary decay scheme, deduced from the analysis of the gamma spectra, is also given there.
Two isomeric states were found in the 66mAs nucleus: at E*=3024 keV excitation energy having
Ti/2 of 17(2)/ts, and at E*=1357 keV having Tx/2 of 2.0(3)/ts. Both isomeric states are populated
directly in the reaction, however the deexcitation of the upper one populates low-lying isomer. The
isomeric ratio for the production of the 3024 keV isomer (i.e. number of ions in this isotneric state vs
total number of implanted 68As ions) was 21±3%. The study of 86mAs demonstrates that the heavy
ion - gamma correlation method applied to the fragmentation products is an efficient spectroscopy
tool providing the information on the excited levels in nuclei at the limits of the nuclear stability.
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1 Motivations

The production of energetic secondary beams of excited long lived nuclei (isomers)
at GAN1L is mainly motivated by the growing interest to extend our knowledge on nuclear
structure and on tlic mechanisms of excitation as well as deexcitation of isomcric levels.

Furthermore, energy storage or GRASFR (gamma LASER) could be direct applications in
the future of these studies on isomers.

In a first step, as for exotic proton or neutron-rich exotic beams, isomeric beams are a pow-
erful mean for testing classical nuclear models. Indeed, isomeric states have different properties
like angular momentum (spin isomers) or deformation (fission isomers...), as they are excited
states with different parlie ule-hole configurations than that of the ground state. ^Jl^*"

e pTese-M-t {Je^n^ljj^sijLLLs.j^ beams at ( ! A N i r T * d ~ ^
on a-ftffrt. experiment of the measurement of the total reaction cross section induced by a

nucleus in an isomeric s ta te , \i

2 Production of a VSc"'Jlsomeric Beam with LISE3
Projectile fragmentation has been extensively used to produce secondary exotic

beams at (!ANIL. I3inary nuclear reactions, e.g. transfer, are an other possibility. In this
case, reverse kinematics is used to obtain a focussed beam, the opening angle of the cjectile
being mainly determined by the kinematics. In addition, we take advantage of selection rules of
transfer reactions to populate preferentially the isomcric state.

During the period 1992-1995, we have tested both methods using the LISF3 spectrometer for
the selection of a secondary riScm beam. We were interested in measuring the isomcrie purity
of the secondary beam (number of isomers over total number of *2Sc) as well as the intensity
and the isotopic purity of the secondary beam.

In a first experiment, we have established that a pure isomeric beam could be produced at,
CANIL [I]. A wCn primary beam at 30 MeV/A bombarded a natC target (5 mg/cm2 thick).
A secondary 'l25r"1 (.7" = 7+ , E3=617 keV) beam was separated with L1SE3. It reached about
100 pps for a 5 nAp wCa primary beam intensity. 30% of residual 40Co which has the same A
over Z ratio contaminated the isomeric beam.

Isomeric purity was determined by measuring the 7-ray activity of l2Sc identified and im-
planted in a solid state telescope, using a UPCie detector. The obtained value of 98% ± 5% is
consistent with EFR-DWBA calculation predictions [2].
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Ill order to increase the isomeric beam intensity, the production of 42,S'rm by fragmentation
has been investigated in a second experiment. For that purpose, a primary beam of 50Cr which
has a close N over Z ratio and a heavier mass than 42Sc was accelerated at CANIL for the first
time. Three different production targets (Be, C, Ni) were bombarded. The yields obtained are
higher than for the transfer experiment (around 1000 pps). However, the isomeric purity is lower
around 28% and is not affected -to first order- by the target nature. As for other measurements
done elsewhere [3], theoritical models still fail to reproduce these results. A paper will be
submitted shortly.

3 Total Reaction Cross-Section Measurements

The measurement of the total nuclear reaction cross section (a,) induced by a sec-
ondary isoineric beam has been performed recently. In a semi-geometrical framework, one can
easily conceive that a,, is sensitive to a significant difference of shape or radius between the
isomeric and the ground state. Indeed excited and ground states exhibit different orbital wave
functions. This experiment aimed at measuring the dilference on ar induced by 42Sc beams
with various isomeric purities.

In this experiment, transfer reactions have been used to produce a I2.SV" beam via neutron-
proton pick up from a 40Ca primary beam at 30 MeV/A. Three systems have been studied :
4He(4OCa42 Sc)d,3 I]c('MCa42 Sc)p,12C(4oC'a;]2 Sc)]0B in order to measure the different iso-
meric purities. For the 12C and ' lie targets, the direct transfer to the ground stale is forbidden
and it has been shown experimentally [1] that the population of the isoineric state is favored.
For the 3 / / c target, the selection rules allow both ground and isomeric states to be populated.

Isoineric purities were measured with the same method than previously and results are shown
in Table J.

Production target F(%) I (pps)
4 He 63±5 w300
3 / / r 55±5 « 300
12C 84±5 « 300

Table 1 : Isomeiic purity (F) and yield (I) for the different reactions.

The isomeric purities obtained are unexpectedly close to deduce finp differences in a,-. This
also shows that other channels are open. Indeed, these channels are kinematically allowed by
the large spectrometer energy acceptance, especially for the helium targets. As a matter of fact,
with an uncertainty of 10% on the total cross section measurement with the throe mixed beams,
only a ratio It = a]n/af.-s of 2 or more could be significantly deduced with the isomeric purity
obtained.

For this reason, neighboring nuclei like 4XCa and 38/l?- are used to validate the experimental
method by the absolute value of the total cross section measured in the three experiments. They
happen to induce similar total cross section values than the 42Sc ground state. I3y comparison
with these nuclei, one can increase the sensitivity of the R ratio, e.g. lt= 1.2 for a 10% uncertainty
on the experimental results.

For this purpose, tuning of the LISE3 spectrometer was quite different than in the first
experiment in order to allow those neighboring nuclei to be transported at the end of the beam
line. This could also explain the difference of isomeric purity obtained with the carbon target
compared to the first experiment, based on the optimisation of the isomeric. purity by transfer
reaction. This confirms the sensitivity of the isoineric ratio to the different parameters of USE3
that act in a different, way as cuts in the excitation energy spectrum of the primary excited 42Sc
produced [6].

For the measurement of the total reaction cross section , the method of the associated 7-rays
previously used at GANIL and SARA ['1] [5] has been chosen. The experimental set up placed
at the end of LISE3 and displayed on Figure 1 is the following:
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Figure I: Experimental set up

The 7 dcl.nrl.or consists of II individual Nal counters arranged in a. [n geometry around
l.hc interaction target whirli is ' Y ' (I 1.-15 ing/cm l thick). The olliciency of l.liis set up is very
high because of multiplicity and higli intrinsic oINcioncy. Doloctors arc also very sensitive to the
room 7 background so they .ire surrounded by a load .shielding. A .r>()//.in Si detector (Alvl) used
Tor ident.ilication of the incoming particles is placed 5.'5 cm upstream the interaction target and
a. Parallel Plate Avalanche Counter (ITAC) gives also x,y position for each incident, particle.
A Al']-F- telescope and a IIPCJc detector used for identification of the isoiners as in previous
experiments is placed 39 cm alter the interaction target. Coincidences between A10J and the
'iTrNal detector sign nuclear reactions to determine ar.

The experimental results arc still under analysis. They will be published in a near future.
Nevertheless, the very preliminary results seem to show that there is no significant enhancement
of the value of the total rear lion cross section on the isomeric state with respect to the r2Scg"
and the neighboring nuclei. We also see that the results are compatible with the Kox empirical
formulae [7].
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The context
Cau!.ombjjssion (CF) is a fission induced by the time-vajryjnjgjnejd^ifanother

nucleus passing by, qutsjffielrie fange~ot the strong n u d e ^ r K ^ . TheiSteresTof sucfTa
process lies in the direct c6up~nfTg~o*fTtie electromagnetic Held to collective degrees of
freedom, which can result in a time scale much faster than in fission induced by the
nuclear interaction. Experimental data about this phenomenon are rather scarce. Thejnnin
diiXicy,UyJio_m.̂ ^ from the pre^ (NF)
\djJjc.lixarjLbejeasily confused with electroiriagnetic induced fission. Experiments have
been mainly carried out either at sub-barrier energies^! or, in contrast, at relativistic
energies^). At sub-barrier energies and provided the beam energy is lowered enough
(<85% the barrier) Coulomb fission is strongly dominant and nuclear fission
comparatively small (negligible). Ayrelat|y^ strong excitation
of the Giant Resonance modes, CF represents a large fraction of the^tbtaTftesioTTc^'ss
section when induced Bŷ^
looking foTUFTs; a chafierip^siiice the elcpected cross sections are two to three orders of
magnitude smaller than those for NF.

ow is it possible to distinguish CF from NF at 24 AMeV?
The underlying idea is similar to the one exploited at sub-barrier energies. By

keeping the closest distance of approach between the interacting nuclei sufficiently large
to prohibit nuclear interaction, CF can be isolated. This is naturally fulfilled when
choosing the beam energy to be much smaller than the barrier. The same can.be done
much above the barrier by selecting the closest distances of approach to be larger than the
one usually referred to as a safe distance. The experiment thus requires an event by event
determination of the closest distance of approach by utilizing a related observable: the
scattering angle of the fissioning nucleus .

The experiment thus consists in a precise characterization of the correlated fission
fragments enabling one to reconstruct the kinematical characteristics of the fissioning
nucleus^). Due to the inverse kinematics, the fragments are emitted in a rather narrow
forward cone and are detected by means of an annular telescope centered on the beam.
The fragments are identified in Z from their AE*E and their emission angles obtained
thanks to the strip structure of the detectors (radial and annular strips respectively).

In addition each event is characterized by the neutron multiplicity as measured
with ORION, a high efficiency, 4K, Gd loaded, liquid scintiilator detector. The neutron
multiplicity appears quite necessary in so far as it allows the distinction between Coulomb
(rather cold events) and nuclear events, most of the latter corresponding to rather hot
events.
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Fig. I: (B) Contour distribution of the fission events leading to a total atomic number of
the two fragments equal to 92 (the region of interest for CF is delineated). The pattern of
the neutron multiplicity distributions are shown in (C) in two angular domains of the
fissioning nucleus where CF and NF are expected to be strongly dominant..

The data are shown in Fig. 1 after a selection of Zl+Z2=92, the sum of the atomic
numbers of the two fission fragments. The selected CF events are characterized by
®scat=2-5 to 4.5 degrees. The lower angular limits is set to rsject nuclear reactions on
light contaminants. The upper one corresponds to a closest distance of approach of 25fm
to be compared to 16fm for the two touching nuclei. The 9fm gap is sufficient to make
the probability of fission after nuclear interaction very weak. This is best shown on the
neutron multiplicity distributions (Fig.lC) for expected CF (2.5<0scat<4.5) and NF

(®scat>4.5). The two distributions are markedly different in their pattern. The narrow
peak observed for the former distribution is expected if the fissioning nucleus is only
weakly excited. The rather flat distribution observed for Mn>4 is due to NF events which
appear at such small angles because of our limited angular resolution. They can be easily
rejected by requiring a Mn<4 condition for CF.

Fragment Z distributions: a comparison between nuclear-,
Coulomb- and photo-fission data

As it is well known, the Z distribution of fission fragments brings interesting
information on the characteristics of fissioning nuclei and in particular on their excitation
energy . This is well shown on the present NF data when they are displayed as a function
of the measured neutron multiplicity which is a function of excitation energy (Fig.2). The
general pattern of the distribution evolves and this is best seen following also the peak-
over-valley (symmetric splitting) ratio. At low Mn, there is a pretty good
matchingbelween these data and the photo-fission data of ref4). A detailed comparison
between Coulomb- and photo-fission data is more delicate because of the low statistics
for the former process, however the overall distributions for both processes are evolving
in a very similar way with increasing excitation energy (or neutron multiplicity).
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Fig.2: The fission fragment Z distributions (black dots and solid lines) for CF (left hand
panels) and NF (right hand panels) are compared with photofission data4)at different
excitation energies (<E*> <8.4 MeV: dashed lines and <E*>=9.7 MeV dotted-dashed
line). The data from ref*) have been folded by our detector Z resolution in order to make
the comparison meaningful.
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1. Introduction

Inelastic scattering of heavy ions on different targets has been measured at GANIL \
in order to study target excitations and more specifically the giant resonances and I

excitations, the multiphonons.
However, the target excitation is not the only contribution to the inelastic channel.

Other mechanisms giving rise to an ejectile identical to the projectile have a sizeable
cross section. The pick-up break-up mechanism, where a nucleon is picked up by the
projectile and emitted before the ejectile is detected, has been shown to contribute
for 30% of the cross section between 40 and 80 MeV excitation energy in the 40Ca -f
40Ca reaction1 at 50 MeV/A. It gives rise to protons emitted in a forward cone of 30°
opening angle, around. the ejectile*, ....,,,,...........

A new contribution, giving rise to fast nucleons emitted in a narrow angular range
on the same side of the beam as the ejectile, has been observed in all the follow-
ing heavy ion reactions at intermediate energies: 208Pb(17O,17O+n) at 84 MeV/A 2,
40Ca(40Ca,40Ca+p), 48Ca(20Ne,20Ne+n) 3 and 58Ni(40Ar,40Ar+p) around 50 MeV/A.
A large feeding of the GS and the first excited states of the daughter nuclei is observed,
even for high apparent excitation energies.

2. Experimental observation

In all these experiments, the scattered projectile is detected in the SPEG spec-
trometer in coincidence with protons or neutrons detected in the PACHA and EDEN
multidetectors respectively. Our new mechanism was first observed in the missing en-
ergy spectra defined as the excitation energy minus the particle energy. Even for high
excitation energy regions a large contribution is observed leading to the ground state
and the first excited states of the daughter nucleus, whereas statistical calculations
do not predict any yield to these low lying states.

Figure 1 shows a missing energy spectrum obtained in the 40Ca(40Ca,40Ca+p)
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reaction for an apparent excitation energy between 40 and 55 MeV and for two groups
of detectors, one at backward angles in the laboratory frame and the other in the
forward direction, on the same side of the beam as the ejectile. While for the two
spectra we observe a large bump around 30 MeV that corresponds to the decay

125

100

40
EmiJMeV)

Figure 1: Missing energy spectra in coincidence
with protons detected in the forward direction and in the backward direction.

of the target, only at forward angles (top figure) we see an important contribution
populating the GS and the first excited states of the daughter nucleus, 39K. The
angular distribution of these protons is centered at -(-40 degrees (on the same side of
the beam as the ejectile) which is not consistent with a target decay expected to be
symmetrical around the direction of the recoil.

3. Contribution to the inelastic spectrum

The comparison of inelastic spectra in coincidence with forward and backward
emitted protons allows us to extract the contribution of this mechanism to the in-
clusive inelastic spectrum. This is shown in figure 2 where we can see on the left
column the inelastic spectra in coincidence with forward emitted protons (2.a) and
with backward emitted protons (2.c). Figure 2.e is the result of the subtraction of
2.c from 2.a. The extracted contribution is peaked at 30 MeV and extends up to
60 MeV. On the right column, the same spectra are displayed with the condition
that the missing energy be less than 8 MeV. The subtracted spectra (2.e and 2.f)
look very similar, and have the same number of counts, which indicates that all the
contribution of this new mechanism is concentrated at missing energies below 8 MeV.
A tentative normalization gives a total contribution for the mechanism of 25% of the
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Figure 2: Inelastic spectra in coincidence with forward (2.a, 2.b) and
backward emitted protons (2.c, 2.d). Figure 2.e and 2.f are the result of subtractions.

inclusive inelastic cross section.

4. Out of plane angular correlation

In the 58Ni(40Ar,40Ar+p) reaction, we could extract information on the azimuthal
angular correlation between the protons and the ejectile. By choosing an out-of-plane
proton detector at <3f>iab=-3O°, we plotted in figure 3 the azimuthal angle distribution of
the ejectile. Figures 3.a and 3.b correspond to the coincidence with protons emitted
on the same side of the beam as the ejectile while figure 3.c and 3.d correspond to
angles on the opposite side, where protons arising from the scattering on the hydrogen
contaminant of the target are expected. On the left column, we gated on protons with
a kinetic energy less than 10 MeV, corresponding mainly to protons coming from the
decay of the target. Indeed, the flat azimuthal angular distributions of the ejectile
(figures 3.a and 3.c) indicate no azimuthal angle correlation with the protons, which is
expected for inelastic scattering followed by a decay of the target. The cuts observed
at -30 and +30 degrees only reflect the acceptance of the spectrometer. On the right
column are shown the same spectra, but gated on protons of energies higher than 10
MeV and missing energies less than 8 MeV. The corresponding distributions are now
asymmetric. For the scattering on the hydrogen (figure 3.d) the asymmetry simply
reflects the conservation of momentum. However, the asymmetry shown in figure 3.b
is very interesting. It indicates that the proton goes in the same overall direction as
the ejectile. This is depicted in the right hand drawings in the Vj_ versus Vvert plane
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where the proton is the circle and the ejectile the full dot.
This last information leads us to the conclusion that the proton is pulled by the

projectile for a short while, thus the name given to this new mode, the "Towing
Mode". Contrarily to the pick-up break-up process, the proton does not stick to the
projectile long enough to be fully boosted to the projectile velocity. A possible inter-
pretation could be a transfer to a very unbound level followed by a quasi instantaneous
emission. A tentative estimate of the life time of the level reached, assuming that the
nucleon trajectory around the projectile is less than a fourth of a revolution, gives
less than 10~22 second. This could account for the angular correlation that shows the
proton around +40° while the projectile is emitted at +2°. Further experiments will
allow us to bring new information such as the dependance of this phenomenon on the
reaction studied and its connection to the pick-up break-up process.

200 -

150

1.14 <
Figure 3: Out-of-plane angular distribution of the ejectile for

< l-4$ degrees, in coincidence with protons detected at <f> = -30 ° (see text).

5. Conclusion

The measurement of light particles in coincidence with scattered ions has revealed
some of the hidden complexity of inelastic heavy ion reactions. In addition to the
excitation of giant resonances and multiphonons, two other mechanisms feed the
inelastic channel at high excitation energies. Both the well known pick-up break-up
process and the newly discovered "towing mode" account for 30% of the observed
cross section at excitation energies from 30 MeV up to 80 MeV.
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It is now well established that, in nuclear reactions induced by heavy ion projectiles
in the Fermi energy domain, large amounts of energy are dissipated and that large
fractions of these latter are found as thermal energies in the nuclei resulting from these
interactions. Despite many experimental efforts, the reaction mechanisms responsible
for the energy dissipations are not yet quite well understood. For heavy systems, the
very dominant reaction mechanism gives rise to a temporary di-nuclear system that
separates into two heavy fragments, a projectile-like fragment and a target-like
fragment [1,2]. Deep-inelastic models, as those developed for projectile velocities
slightly above the coulomb barrier, reproduce in a quite satisfactory way the correlation
between the deflection angle of the di-nuclear system and the damping of the total
kinetic energy [2,3], assuming that dissipation takes place by nucleon exchanges
through a window opened between the reaction partners before their separation [4].
Nevertheless, attempts [5] undertaken to take into account in a more realistic way some
of the specific aspects associated with the reactions induced by projectiles in the Fermi
energy domain could not preserve the good agreement between the experimental data
and the revisited models.

Very interesting pieces of information can be gained on the involved reaction
mechanisms from the correlation between the excitation energy and the angular
momentum transferred into intrinsic spin of the nuclei resulting from the interaction.
Applying a low bombarding energy picture, such as the one of reference [4], large
amounts of spin are transferred to the projectile-like and target-like fragments as
intrinsic spin. On the other hand, recent experimental results [6] indicate that, in the
Kr+Au system at 150 A.MeV, the amount of spin of the target-like fragment is rather
small. Very few experiments have been devoted to the spin determination in the energy
range of several tenths of A.MeV[7-10]. Most of them have inferred rather low spin
values, but these values are averaged over the impact parameters for all reactions
leading either to a binary fission of one of the nuclei resulting from the interaction or to
alpha particle emission. Two experiments [8,10] have tentatively determined the
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correlation between spin and excitation energy, but the first one [8] was restricted to
rather peripheral collisions involving small energy dissipation amounts and, in the
second experiment [10], the excitation energy was determined using a quite unrealistic
massive transfer hypothesis that overestimates by very large amounts the excitation
e n e r g i e s - v ^ L^j

fa-thc present experiment^ the Angular momentum transfers wet^investigated in the
84Kr+238U system at 35 A.MeV as a function of the thermal pan or tne excitation
energy. The intrinsic spin values or tne target-like fragment (TLF) was inferred from
the width of the out of the reaction plane angular distributions of fission fragments. The
reaction plane was determined by the beam axis and the direction of the projectile-like
fragment (PLF). The excitation energy was determined by the measurement of the
neutron multiplicity associated with the detection of a fission event. Due to the high
fissilitv of the uranium-like nuclei, the angular momentum transfers have been inferred
in a very large range ot the iLt excitation energy, from less than 1U MeV up to about
600 MeV. P — ^ —

L4
The PLFs were identified in a single measurement between 3° and 7.2° by a large

area telescope constituted of two silicon strip detectors (150|im and 500 ^m in depth)
covering an azimuth range of 84.5°. It has been checked that the reaction plane was
safely determined even at very small detection angles of the PLF. A second setting of
this telescope allowed to measure the PLF characteristics between 7.7P and 26°. The
neutron multiplicity was measured by Orion, a high efficiency 4rc detector. The fission
events of the TLF were selected by a coincidence between two parallel plate avalanche
counters providing us with the time of flight and the energy loss of both fission
fragments. An accurate discrimination between fission fragments, intermediate mass
fragments and heavy residues has then been performed using the correlation between
the time of flight and the energy loss in the detectors.

The average binary aspect of the reaction is evidenced in Fig. 1 that presents, for all
PLFs detected with Z larger than 20, the correlation between the deflection angle and
the energy per atomic number unit (E/Z). The reactions induced on the carbon backing
of the uranium target has been subtracted from this plot. It is quite reminiscent of a
usual Wilczynski plot [11], as observed at lower incident velocities of the projectile: a
di-nuclear system is formed that rotates from the grazing angle towards smaller angles
until a separation occurs due to the repulsive effect of the coulomb and centrifugal
forces. Due to the angular threshold at 3°, it is not possible from this figure to determine
wether the events detected at low E/Z and at deflection angles much larger than the
grazing angle arise from a di-nuclear system that has lived long enough to reach
negative deflection angles before its scission or wether, for these highly excited PLFs,
the angular spreading due to evaporation is responsible for the large detection angles.
Whatever the origin of these events detected backward the grazing angle is, the average
behavior of the experimental data shown in Fig.l is in very good agreement with the
solid curve that presents the average correlation predicted by the deep-inelastic model
of J. Randrup [4]. Furthermore, this model, coupled with the evaporation code GEMINI
[12], reproduces the measured yield for each element between Z=36 and Z=18 within a
factor of 2.

In order to infer from the angular distributions of the fission fragments the spin of a
fissioning nucleus, the characteristics of this nucleus at the saddle point need to be
known: its mass, its temperature and its effective moment of inertia. Unfortunately, the
time ts for a nucleus to reach its saddle point is poorly known: few experimental works
have allowed to measure, with very large uncertainties, the time for a nucleus to go
from its equilibrium shape to the scission shape, but theoretical estimations on ts are
uncertain. In the present work, the initial TLF spins have been inferred from the angular
distribution widths using 3 different hypotheses on ts: i) ts = 10-23s, i.e. the nucleus at
the saddle point is the initial TLF before any deexcitation; ii) ts = 10-21s, i.e. for the
highest excitation energies considered, the initial TLF has cooled down on the way
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towards saddle and corrections have been performed following the same evaporation
code PACE [13] for temperature and spin during these 10-21s; iii) ts = 10-19s, i.e. the
nucleus at the saddle point is almost cold and corrections have been performed

84Kr + 238U 35A.MeV

10

15 20 25

lab (deg)

Fig. 1: Correlation between the deflection angle ana the energy per atomic number unit
for projectile-like fragments detected with an atomic number Z > 19.

according to the predictions of the code PACE. The effective moment of inertia have
been calculated from the liquid drop model assuming no angular momentum in the
fissioning nucleus. Large values of spin could increase this effective moment of inertia
by an amount that could reach 30 per cent [14], but the final spins depend only on the
square root of this quantity.

The TLF spin values inferred from the out of the reaction plane distributions are
presented in Fig. 2 as a function of the TLF excitation energy. These values are the
average values on the results of the 3 considered hypotheses on ts. These hypotheses
lead, due to compensation effects, to very similar initial spin values and the
uncertainties due to ts are shown as error bars in Fig. 2. In order to determine the TLF
excitation energy from the total measured neutron multiplicity, a sharing of the
excitation energy between the PLF and TLF was assumed according to the prediction of
a Monte Carlo simulation for the nucleon exchanges during the interaction in the
framework of the Randrup model [4]. The effect of the actual sharing is rather sensitive
for TLF excitation energies lower than 100 MeV, but it becomes negligible at higher
excitation energies. From Fig. 2, a continuous increase of the TLF spin is observed with
the excitation energy up to about 400 MeV, then a saturation is observed The
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maximum spin value reaches about 60 ft, to be compared with the 180 fT predicted by
the Randrup model for the aligned part of this spin at an excitation energy of 600 MeV.
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Fig. 2: Spin of the target-like fragment as a function of its excitation energy

The disagreement concerning the spin values between the Randrup model
predictions and the experimental data can partly arise from the basic hypotheses of the
model that are not well suited to this bombarding energy, as previously stressed, but it
seems anyway difficult to reconcile, for binary reactions, very large thermal energies
with rather small spin values. Large dealignment effects could explain the low
measured values, but simulations do not support this hypothesis. Alternatively, for the
highest angular momenta transferred, the lifetimes of the nuclei resulting from the
interactions could become so short that they would no more undergo fission: it must be
stressed that, within the experimental uncertainties, the spin values inferred in the
present paper are close to the maximum spin predicted by the rotating liquid drop
model [15] for nuclei in this mass range. In this spin domain, the limit of validity of the
statistical theories applied in the present analysis could be reached.
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Abstract:
The reactions 8 4Kr+1 9 7Au and 84Kr+nalij w c r e studied at E/A=150 MeV

employing the large-volume neutron multiplicity filter ORION at SATURNE. The
observed correlations between the atomic number of projectile-like nuclei and neutron
multiplicity indicate large excitation energies in the primary projectile- and target-like
fragments. Angular correlations between the fission fragments of the U-like nucleus and
the projectile-like fragments show a memory of the reaction plane, however no
indications of spin effects arc'found.

The aim and context of this experiment
This experiment is part of an extensive programme which aims at investigating

simultaneously the dissipation of translational energy into heat and the transfer of orbital
angular momentum into intrinsic spin of the interacting nuclei in an extended energy
domain. Data have been obtained for such a system at barrier energies') and more
recently at GANIL at E/A=35 MeV^). It was thus interesting to complement the data at
much higher energies where the dissipation mechanism is expected to be quite different.
For this purpose (he experiment was carried out at the National facility SATURNE where
Kr could be accelerated at energies exceeding those available at GANIL. The Kr projectile
is massive enough for the interaction with the target nucleus to be followed over a broad
range of impact parameters through sonic leftover from the projectile. Two massive target
nuclei were chosen: a highly fissionable one to study fission, very sensitive to spin
effects, and a complementary target -Au- to get rid of (he backing/impurities of any U
target.

The experimental set-up (Fig. 1)
The large efficiency, 4m^ scintillalor detector ORION, was utilized in order to

measure on an event-by-event basis the number of emitted neutrons and thus gel a
relevant information about the violence of the collision or associated dissipated energy.
Due to the sectorization of the detector, spatial information could also be provided. The
projeclile-likc nuclei, all with velocities close to that of the beam, were identified in Z and
localized in 9 and <J> by means of a pair of annular strip Si-detector (annular and radial
strips) mounted as a telescope with the beam passing through its central hole. As for the
fission fragments, they were detected in coincidence by their energy loss and relative time
of flight and located using two standard PPAC detectors set vis a vis and parallel to the
beam direction. The fission events are thus characterized by a large set of observablcs: the
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total and differential neutron multiplicity, the atomic number and the polar and azimuthal
angles 0 and <I> of the projectile-like nucleus, the 0 and <I> of the two fission fragments
issued from the target nucleus making possible kinematical reconstruction of the
fissioning nucleus.

experimental set-up inside ORION

segmented Sl-Slrip detector

PPAC

fcr

LCr-Tekscopes

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the experimental set-up

In addition to the previous detectors a set of nine silicon telescopes was aimed at the
detection of light charged particles from 15 to 150 degrees.

Energy dissipation
The most sensitive data in order to infer the energy deposition are shown in Fig.2

where the measured average neutron multiplicity (filled squares) are given for the five
sectors of ORION and the whole detector as a function of the Z of the outgoing projectile-
like nucleus. These data have been checked against a two-step model including an Intra
Nuclear Cascade step (described by the ISABEL computer code)-*) followed by the
GEMINI^) evaporation code for three contributing sources (the Pre-Equilibrium
Particles, the Target-Like Nucleus and Projectile-Like Nucleus). Care is taken to include
in these results the production of secondary neutrons generated by the primary reaction
products in all materials of the reaction chamber, scintillator tank, shieldings and walls of
the cave by employing the CERN-developed code GEANT/FLUKA^). Finally the
neutron detection efficiency of ORION is taken into account to fold the calculated data
and make them directly comparable with the measured ones.

Kr+Au E/A = ISO MeV

j;:

t I* » M
atomic number

Fig.2. Comparison between the simulations and the experimental data (see text).



Such calculations lead to a general large over-estimate of the neutron multiplicity
values and a factor of 0.4 has to be applied on the excitation energies generated by
ISABEL in order to mach the measured neutron multiplicities. The overall agreement can
then be considered as satisfactory. The detailed contribution of Projectile-like (PLN),
Target-like Nuclei (TLN) and the Pre-Equilibrium Particles (PEP) to the total neutron
multiplicity is shown in Fig.2. It has also been checked that the multiplicity of evaporated
like charged particles from the TLN (inferred from the backward data) is in reasonable
agreement with those deduced with the reduced excitation energies.

Mean E*/A of 1.1,2.1, 3.2 and 5 MeV are thus deduced for TLN in coincidence
with final PLN of Z=30, 25, 20 and 15 respectively, showing the efficient heating of
nuclei following rather peripheral collisions of 150 MeV/A Kr with U. This confirms, at
least qualitatively, the findings of previous high-energy experiments^). Clearly the
interacting nuclei do not act as mere spectators at high bombarding energy.

Fission for probing the spin effects
With the U target, fission was observed for 47% of the total reaction cross section

which makes this decay process a significant probe for the primary nucleus-nucleus
interaction. The fission probability has been studied as a function of average Z of the
outgoing PLN and associated neutron multiplicity. It shows a maximum close to 1 for
PLN with Z=34 to 23 (associated measured neutron multiplicities from 10 to 30,
respectively). For higher Z values of the PLN, fission becomes more and more unlikely
but still represents a 20% probability for PLN with Z=15.

The coincidence events between the PLN and the two fission fragments of the
TLN show that, despite the small scattering angle values at which most of the PLN are
detected (close to the grazing angle of 0.9 degrees), a kinematical effect is preserved on
the average between the PLN and the reconstructed TLN. As a consequence the plane
containing the beam axis and the PLN velocity vector can be considered as the reaction
plane and the fission process can be used to search for spin effects.

Whatever the violence of the collision -selected by the neutron multiplicity- no
alignment or a weak alignment of the spin with the plane perpendicular to the fission
plane has been observed as already noticed elsewhere'). This can be taken as an
indication that the mechanism of generating spin and excitation energy in residual nuclei
at such bombarding energies must be quite different from, e.g. binary dissipative
collisions prevailing at lower bombarding energies.

Summary
For the first time, neutron multiplicity measurements were used for studying

collisions between heavy nuclei at relativistic bombarding energies. Average secondary
Z's of PLN and alpha-particle multiplicities were described qualitatively as a function of
neutron multiplicity assuming an Intra Nuclear Cascade followed by evaporation,
provided the predicted excitation energies are reduced by a factor 0.4. Large thermal
energies (up to E*/A=5 MeV) are deposited in the TLN. Fission is observed up to high
excitation energies in the Kr+U interaction. No indication of spin effects on the angular
distribution of fission fragments was found in contrast with what is observed at smaller
bombarding energy.
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Abstract

The reaction mechanism underlying the 44 MeV/u 40Ar projectile break-up process has been
studied on different targets, by measuring the coincidences between light particles or intermediate
mass fragments detected in a large angular range, and projectile fragments or light charged particles,
detected.in..the. fonvM-d-waH-et-the^nultideteetor-AReQS. While the experimental data relative to
projectile-like fragments (PLF) with charge close to the one of the projectile can be interpreted in the
framework of a three source analysis, the anomalous light fragment production with Z < 10 rather
suggests "fission" as one of the possible decay mode of the highly excited projectile or PLF. It is also
observed that a great amount of the forward detected light charged particles are correlated, and due
to the break-up or decay of light excited ions.

1 Introduction

As known, already from the first inclusive experiments at Ganil, it was clear that, while fusion processes
were almost disappeared, on the contrary the projectile fragmentation played an important role, being
a substantial fraction of the reaction cross-section [1]. As a first question physicists asked themselves on
the possible scenario of the reaction. It was astonishing to observe how the participant-spectator model
and the Goldhaber approach, typical of relativistic energies, accounted for many of the observed features
[1, 2, 3]. More refined exclusive experiments [4, 5] were not able to distinguish between a three body
participant-spectator model and a two-body collision, reminescent of a fast deep inelastic process.

Apart the reaction scenario, we would like to mention, amongst the others, two topics, connected to
the reaction mechanism at these intermediate energies, and that are worth to be deepened. One is the
problem of the pre-equilibrium processes, that are known to increase with the incident energy and that our
group has already investigated [6]. In particular it would be extremely important to find an experimental
signature for them, and their evolution with energy. The other one concerns the PLF "crumbling" after
a violent collision with a target nucleus. It is known that the fission barrier depends on the excitation
energy, so that also a relatively light nucleus, if enough excited, can fission, given that its fission barrier
is lowered. Some recent data for the reaction 35Cl(8MeV/u) +12 C have been interpreted in this sense
[7]. If the outgoing PLF is enough excited, we do not exclude this process also at intermediate energies,
where it can compete with particle evaporation. In this sense an anomalous rise observed in the inclusive
light-PLF production cross-section [1, 2] could suggest such an interpretation.

We think that an enrichment of the experimental phenomenology by more precise and/or selective
measurements could help in clarifying the above mentioned subjects. At this aim we have undertaken a
series of experiments with the multidetector ARGOS at different beam energies and using a variety of
targets, ranging from Carbon to Thorium. In the following we shall report on preliminary data from the
first E230 experiment carried out at Ganil in July 1994 by using a 44 MeV/n 40Ar beam bombarding
a selfsupporting Al target. The ARGOS multidetector and the E230 experimental layout is described
elsewhere in this Compilation [8]
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Come. Alphas with Z=16
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Figure 1: a) Lorentz invariant cross-section for a particles in coincidence with Z=16 PLF detected in the
forward wall; b) Charge-charge correlation in the forward wall for Z1,Z2>3.

2 Preliminary results and Conclusion
Fig.la shows a typical bidimensional plot of the invariant cross-section, for a-particles in coincidence
with Z=16 PLF detected in the forward wall. Two sources are clearly visible, whose velocities are
very close respectively to the initial velocities of the projectile and the target. However some particles
with velocity intermediate between these two are also present in the plot, suggesting the occurrence of
dynamically emitted particles from the overlap zone of the two interacting nuclei, that can be thought
as a third source of particles. In effects for PLF of charge > 10 all the particle energy spectra can be
consistently interpreted in the frame of three equilibrated sources as predicted by an abrasion-ablation
model. By means of a fit procedure we obtain typical temperature values of about 3 MeV for the PLF
and TLF sources, but a much higher temperature, about 12 MeV, for the intermediate source. As a
typical example Fig.2 shows the proton velocity spectra in coincidence with Z=16 in the forward wall,
at all the investigated angles, from 1.5° to 172 °. The results of the fit (partial source components and
total) are also shown. The backwards and forward emission from an equilibrated high velocity source,
clearly visible in the spectra at very forward angles, are well reproduced. A similar and in general better
accord is obtained for other different couples of particle and coincident PLF.

For Z<10 the probability of finding two coincident light ions in the forward wall with velocity close
to the one of the projectile is increasing, as shown in Fig.lb, where the charge of a fragment is reported
as a function of the other one. A maximum is observed for Z=6. A possible explanation, as said in the
introduction, could reside in the statistical decay of a highly excited projectile or PLF, that then decays
by fission or other multifragmentation modes. We remind that fission of compound systems as light as
47V has already been observed at bombarding energies as low as 8 MeV/n [7]. At these intermediate
energies and for some less peripheral collisions, the highly excited projectile or PLF could fission in two
excited fragments, that then can again decay. The resulting scenario is that of a "crumbling" projectile
or PLF, decaying with a multisequential mechanism, as described by Richert et al. [9]. The abundance
of light fragments and especially a-particles in the forward wall and the fact that they are well correlated
[8], are in favour of this mechanism.

In conclusion, by means of the multidetector ARGOS we have investigated the "fate" of a 44 MeV/n
40Ar light projectile after collision with an 27Al target. For PLF with charge close to the one of the
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Figure 2: Proton velocity spectra (non normalized) from 9 = 1.5° to 6 = 172°. The lines are the result
of a three equilibrated sources fit procedure; TLF: dotted line, PLF: dashed lines, Intermediate source:
dot-dashed line; Total: thick line. The beam velocity is 8.9 cm/ns.
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projorl.ilo, two sources are clearly visible, and the velocity spectra can be succesfully interpreted in
the framework or a participant spectator mechanism, with a fire-ball source simulating rattier particles
dynamically emitted from the overlapping nuclear matter . Lighter I'LP are in general accompanied by
an increase of their multiplicity, indicating that for higher excitation energies, the projectile can fission
in two or more (excited) light, fragments. Precise inlerferometric measurements of the relative momenta
for alpha-particles and other light particles, suggest that they originate mainly from a itiiill.ispciiictit.ial
decay mechanism.
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Close collisions of heavy ions, in which nuclei experience a considerable overlap of their
density distributions, may lead either to the formation of a compound nucleus or to the
deeply inelastic dissipative processes in which the system breaks apart before the compound
nucleus is formed, i.e. before a complete statistical equilibrium is achieved. In this latter
case, there exist 'collective' degrees of freedom which relax very slowly as compared to the
relaxation of single particle degrees of freedom or to the contact time of colliding heavy
ions. This process is associated with the mass transfer, kinetic energy loss and angular
momentum dissipation. The phenomcnological description of slowly relaxing , collective
degrees of freedom employs the transport equations or the Langevin equationsfl] . With
respect to the collective variables, the dissipative collisions are similar to the induced fission
in the highly excited nucleus and, indeed, the Langeviu approach has been applied for the
description of this process for a long time. Irreversibility of dissipative processes is related to
the memory loss, quantitatively described by various time-dependent correlation functions.
Analyzing those functions is important because they determine essentially the transport
properties, in particular the diffusion coefficients.

Recently, the velocity autocorrelation function has been determined in the classical molec-
ular dynamics with the realistic nuclear potential[2] and the slowly decaying algebraic ve-
locity and force correlations have been demonstrated for peripheral collisions of nuclei. The
decay of both velocity autocorrelation function (VACF) and force autocorrelation function
(FACF) seems to be universal (~ t~^ with 7 = 1 ) and originates from the long free paths
between collisions, similarly as in the strongly chaotic (ergodic) periodic Lorentz gas (PLO)
with open horizon. This means also that the decay of the force (velocity) correlations is in-
dependent of both the details of the potential, in particular its short range features, and the
fermionic/bosonic nature of the particles involved[3] , as was demonstrated on the example of
fermionic diffusion in superlattices[5] . ' Recently, we have shown how such slowly decaying
correlations can be incorporated in the Langevin approach which is a usual framework for
the description of the dissipative reactions and/or the induced fission of hot nucleus. The

'These results are relevant for modelling transport properties of fermions in e.g. Boltzmann-Langcvin
formalism if in medium two-particle cross-section is small with respect to the size of the topological hole
clue to the antisyinmetrization. In this limiting case, two-particle collisions in the collision integral of the
Boltzinann-Langevin equation would generate, even for large densities, the anomalously enhanced diffusion
process with D ~ ta (a ~ 0.6) and not the normal diffusion as it is usually assumed. The consequences of
this finding for transport properties in realistic situations of nuclear heavy-ion collisions or metallic cluster
collisions should be further studied.
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main problem is the generation of the properly correlated noise which drives a Brownian
particle in each microscopic realization of its trajectory.

In the earlier exploratory studies[l] , we have designed the generator of such a stochastic
force applying the velocity series of a point particle in the two-dimensional PLG as a gener-
ating process of the deterministic, chaotic random process. In case of the open horizon, the
velocity autocorrelation function of the particle in the PLG is proportional to I//, and iden-
tifying the time series {u(<0), u(<i)...} with the time-series {F(/0),F(/i)...} of the stochastic
force {F(t) ~ u(<)) , one obtains the non-Markovian generator of the stochastic force acting
on the Brownian particle. This generator has desired correlation properties but its practical
implementation may be cumbersome. More recently, we have studied Markovian generators
of the stochastic force which are based on the Kangaroo process (KP)[6] . In particular, we
have proposed a special, multidimensional generalization of the KP, conserving the norm and
having the covariance V(t) ~ t~* as the PLG process for the open horizon case. We have
found also that the path length distribution, which is P(s) ~ .s~3 for the non-Markovian
PLG case independently of the dimensionality, equals P(s) ~ s~2 in the generalized KP, also
independently of the dimensionality of the problem. This difference is however not essential
for the properties of the Brownian particles. In particular, both the survival probability for
the Brownian particle to remain inside of the potential as well as the asymptotic energy
distribution of particles are qualitatively the same and can be made almost identical by an
appropriate change of the geometry of the PLG, i.e. by changing the radii R of the circular
scatterers. These result remain unchanged if one allows variations of |m| (or |u| in the case
of the PLG) of the stochastic process. The advantage of the Markovian generator lies in its
flexibility to describe physical situations with a different degree of isotropy in the distribution
of the long free path. One should also stress that both for the Markovian and non-Markovian
generators, the long free paths are responsible for the appearance of the algebraic covariancc

\ For particles escaping from the aUraclJivej^e^.aJj^ external bar-
rier, we4kwo futmTITair entangled relatioirbetween the FAGFofthe stochasljcTotce, on one
side, and both the/survival projjabilil,y~aiul the asymptotic energy distribution oTpaiticles,
on_the other sjde.yFor fast (exponentially) decaying FACFy l|icTsurvival probability decays
exponentially and the asymptotic energy distribution of particles is always Maxwellian. For
the FAGF decaying as C(t) ~ I// , the situation is more involved. For a shallow poten-
tial , the asymptotic energy distribution of escaping particles exhibits a pronounced peak
corresponding to pre-randomized particles which are associate*! with long trajectories in the
adjoined billiard with the open horizon and leave the potential without any collision with par-
ticles of the molecular environment. With increasing depth (size) of the potential, this peak
is shifted gradually to lower energies and finally it disappears. The peak for pre-randomized
particles is superimposed on top of the Gaussian distribution.! The Gaussian shape of the
energy distribution is connected with the randomized particles. They can stay inside the
potential well for a long titne, never reaching the equilibration state. Decreasing magnitude
of the fluctuating force leads, first of all, to the disappearance oj the 'pre-randomized peak1

and, moreover, the smooth part changes its shape gradually from the Gaussian distribution
to the Maxwellian one. In the survival probability distribution one sees a similar tendency
accompanying the decrease of the magnitude of the Langevin fonce. In the case of a strong
force, the survival probability approaches the asymptotic ~ \/t dependence in a short time.
With decreasing magnitude of the Langevin force, the exponential modifications of this de-
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pendence show up for short and intermediate times and the algebraic ]/t-tn\\ is seen only
asymptotically. The passage time from exponential to algebraic regime of the decay law
moves gradually towards higher values with decreasing magnitude of the stochastic force.

The simple laws relating the FACF to the properties of both the decay probability of
the system p(t) and the asymptotic energy distribution P(E) are challenging. For pe-
ripheral collisions of particle aggregates such as heavy nuclei, the diffusion is anomalously
enhanced and the diffusion coefficient grows from D(to) = 0 logarithmically in time. Hence,
depending on the duration time of the process, the time-averaged diffusion constant may ex-
hibit considerably different values. From this stand point , the long-lived orbiting dinuclear
complexes, found in medium-heavy ion reactions, are particularly attractive lor theoretical
studies. On the one hand, classical molecular dynamics and Langevin studies of this work
predict characteristic dependencies for N(t) and P(E) , associated with the anomalous dif-
fusion. On the other hand, small number of open decay channels, which one expects in these
configurations, yields by independent quanta! arguments the algebraically decaying survival
probability N(t) . The correspondence between these two formulations, if any, remains an
intriguing open question.

Similarly, in the induced fission one would expect different lime-averaged diffusion coef-
ficients and, hence, different dissipations for low and high fissility systems which are charac-
terized by substantially different path length from saddle to scission. The existing data on
prescission neutron multiplicities and fission fragment kinetic energy are clearly incompati-
ble with hydrodynamical two-body viscosity and hence with the fast decay of the temporal
correlations. A much better description is obtained using the one-body/long-path type
dissipation[7] . This is an indication that the dissipation mechanism for strongly elongated
shapes, proposed in the present work, could be the correct one. Much systematic work has
still to be done to address appropriately this challenging open problem.
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The limits of existence of excited nuclei are not yet precisely known, as a function

of their mass, their temperature, their spin, and a better determination of these limits is the

common goal of many experimental researches. One easy way to produce excited nuclei

is to use heavy ion collisions. The purpose of the experiment described here was to detect

The hottest nuclei produced in the 60 MeV/A Ar+Au reaction and leading to r e s i d u e ^ ^

The final residues were detected in forward direction in a solid state detector. The

total deposited energy and the time of flight were measured. A dedicated low energy

experiment was made with the same detector to measure the pulse height defect (PHD)

which can affect substancially the energy measurement for slow heavy nuclei. Once the

PHD is known, the energy can be corrected and the mass of the residue can be

determined. Not all the detected heavy nuclei are residues : some of them are fission

fragments and have to be eliminated. For the identification of fission a parallel plate

detector was disposed at backward angles in order to intercept the partner of an eventual

fission fragment detected in the forward direction.

The neutrons emitted in coincidence with the residue were detected by the DEMON

neutron detector. DEMON is an arrangement of 96 counters, each of them being

essentially a container filled with liquid scintillator and coupled to a photomultiplier. The

neutron/gamma ray discrimination is achieved using a standard pulse shape analysis

method. The neutron energy is obtained from a time of flight measurement. Low energy

charged particles are absorbed in lead absorbers (5 mm thick) placed in front of the liquid

scintillator. High energy charged particles emitted at forward angles are rejected by thin

plastic scintillators acting as anti-coincidences.
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The residues were sorted in classes of events following their velocity which is

qualitatively related to their initial excitation energy (the larger the velocity, the larger the

excitation energy). ^ (itAM

For each class of events, the initial excitation energy can be quantitatively

determined in two independent ways :

i - from the energy distribution of the neutrons, which reflects the temperature of

the emitter. Special care was taken to eliminate the pre-equilibrium neutrons : only these

neutrons emitted backward in the residue center of mass were used to determine the

temperature. The temperature obtained this way is an apparent temperature reflecting the

continuously varying excitation energy of the residue along its de-excitation chain : a

simulation shows that corrections as large as 60% have to be applied to these apparent

temperatures to obtain the initial ones which are those we are interested in

ii - from the neutron multiplicity. Due to the low overall efficiency of DEMON, we

have no access to the event by event neutron multiplicity. However, the mean neutron

multiplicity may be statistically reconstructed. It can be related to the excitation energy of

the emitter, via a statistical decay code.

The good coherence between these two independent determinations of the

excitation energy in our experiment is attested by the figure 1 where the experimental

correlation between initial temperature and neutron multiplicity is compared to the

predictions of a simulation. This gives confidence into the validity of our temperature

determination.

ex,

"a
Figure 1

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30
Neutron multiplicity
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The production mechanism of the residues can be understood using a microscopic

calculation (BNV) coupled to a statistical decay code : the temperature/velocity correlation

of the primary excited nuclei is well reproduced (fig. 2) and the experimental cross

section (50 nib for the production of nuclei hotter than 6 MeV leading to residues) is in

good agreement with the theoretical expectation (= 60 mb).
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One of the first questions which arise is related to the number of nuclei (or

nucleon systems) which are formed after the first step of the nucleus-nucleus encounter.
At energies 20 to 100 MeV/u.incornpJej^XusiDji.pr massive transfer mechanisms were
in voked to explain the observed (Jlsffipulions of pioHucTsTcsrjeclTil I yTor hea vy res id ucs.
for the nearly symmetric systems, ^Ar on ^Al from 55 to 95 MeV/u, and ^Zn on nalTi,
from 35 to 79 Mey/u, Charged prQd.u.cts_were detected in a nearly 47T, geometry using two
complementary multidelector systems,MUR and T O N N E A O . The"events were sorted as a
function of the violence of the collision with the total transverse momentum Pj_ Lorentz

invariant cross section maps iftJ^V^m} glotted for_differenLBiodiicts (fl$/\J) show three
sources for Z = 1 and 2 particles ^cjuasi-projectile, cjuasi-target and a third source, located
al mid^apjdlty. For^

Fusion events ?

For nearly symmetric systems, it is not possible to disentangle complete fusion events
from incomplete fusion events after mid-rapidity emission. In both cases, the source of
particle emission seems to be unique and its rapidity is close to Ycm. Data obtained at 55
and 86 MeV/u are presented in fig. 1. Several methods were tried to select possible
fusion events.The best selectivity has been obtained with the ratio of the total transverse
energy to the total cm. longitudinal energy Ej_/E//. For two sources located away from
Ycm, this ratio is small. It is close to 2, on the average, in the limit of an isotropically
decaying source located at Ycm. We have taken a less stringent requirement, i.e. E i / E//
> 1.5. One then obtains the lower row at each energy in fig. 1 where the quasi-projectile
and quasi-target sources are strongly reduced, especially at the lower incident energies;
most events in the lower rows are issued from a different mechanism than the main
portion in the upper rows. Their cross section amounts to less than 5% of the reaction
cross section at 50 MeV/u and vanishes above.

Characteristics of the quasi-projectile

Since all products from the quasi-projectile are well above the detection threshold
and their charges are well identified, we can determine the velocity, mass (or charge) and
excitation energy of the primary excited quasi-projectile nucleus left after pre-equilibrium
emission. The source velocity vector was reconstructed for each event from the
momentum vectors of its products with Z > 2. In order to quantify the relative motion
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damping seen in fig. 1, the velocity (or kinetic energy per nucleon) and deflection angle
of the quasi-projectile source can be plotted in the center-of-mass. The distribution
obtained with all well characterized events is shown in fig. 10 at 55 MeV/u. The grazing
angle is ~1° and one observes a large range of energy damping and deflection angle. Very
few events have a kinetic energy close to full damping of the relative motion. A more
quantitative view is shown in the right panel, where the mean kinetic energy and mean
deflection angle are plotted for each beXp bin. The quasi-projectile mass can be
reconstructed by adding up the masses of the detected products and taking into account
the geometrical efficiency. Pre-equilibrium particles contribute to the mass. As in ref.
[12], the best way of minimizing this contribution is to take for each event the products
emitted in the forward hemisphere in the rest frame of the quasi-projectile and multiply
their contributions by 2 in order to get the emission over 4 n.

This method leads to large fluctuations event-by-event, but the mean value in eacli
bexp bin is correct. The mean mass of this q-p remains below the projectile mass at all
impact parameters, in agreement with the binary character of the collision : fig. 3.

A comparison to a Landau-Vlasov code is also shown in figure 15 . The mid-
rapidity source is observed to be stronger than in the experiment. The solid triangles
show the mass of the fast source when it separates from the target-like source, after a time
of around 70-90 fm/c, depending on b. At 6 fm, it is equal to the experimentally
reconstnicted mass but it is lower at 2 fm.

In figure 4 is schematized the evolution of reaction mechanims with energy for
central collisions below - 5 % of OR (bCXp<1.5 fm). The solid line represents the
proportion of the available energy transfonned from relative motion into other degrees of
freedom (Total Kinetic Energy Loss TKEL, dissipated energy). The short dashed line is
the part given as excitation energy to the mono or di-nuclear system. In the most violent
collisions, at low energies, fusion occurs.When deep inelastic collisions replace fusion,
the relative motion is fully damped, and their total excitation energy is close to the
available energy. When the beam energy increase, fully damped events are issued from
smaller impact parameters, i.e. their cross section decreases. At the beam energies studied
here, fully damped events are rare, thus the dissipated energy and the excitation energy
are lower fractions of the available energy. Note that the plotted values are mean values in
the 70 mb bin of most violent events. It contains very violent events with a larger
damping of the relative motion and larger values of the dissipated energy and excitation
energy. At high beam energies, the quasi-projectile and quasi-target have a low excitation
energy per nucleon and a small mass and the name of spectators is justified.

The dotted line shows the part of available energy carried by emission from the
interaction zone. Around the Fermi energy, pre-equilibrium emission sets in and becomes
more important with the beam energy. At several hundreds of MeV/u, the participants
carry most of the dissipated energy.

In conclusion, binary collision dynamics dominates above 35 MeV/u in the nearly
symmetric systems 36Ar+27Al (or 40Ar+27Al) and 64Zr+natTi. This dominance is
observed for all degrees of dissipation. Fusion is observed in central collisions with a
cross section not exceeding a few percents of the reaction cross section. The transition
from dominating fusion to dominating dissipative binary collisions occurs at incident
energies around the Fermi energy for nearly symmetric light and medium-mass systems.

Publications :

- A. Kerambrun et al, Report LPCCaen 94-14, unpublished (1994)
- J. Pe"ter et al, Nucl. Phys. A 593 (1995) 95-123
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Z = 2 = 3-6 Z>7
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rapidity / beam rapidity

Figure 1 : Contour plots for Z=l, 2, 3-6 and > 7 at 55 (lop) and 86 MeV/u (bottom). At
each energy, the upper row contains all events with an estimated impact parameter <
1 fm, the lower row contains the events of the upper row which have a large E /E// ratio,
i.e. possible fusion events. The abscissa is the laboratory rapidity normalized to the
projectile rapidity and the ordtnate is the transverse momentum per nucleon relative to the
projectile momentum per nucleon.
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Figure 2 : Left panel : contour plots of the cm. kinetic energy per nucleon of the
reconstructed quasi projectile versus its cm. deflection angle at 55 MeV/u. Right panel:
mean values of the same bservables per beXp bin. The label 1.5 means : bCX|) = 0 to 1.5
fm, 2.5 means from 1.5 to 2.5 fm, and so on. The right-hand vertical scale is the
corresponding dissipated energy per nucleon.
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Figure 3 : Experimental data and Landau-Vlasov calculations for 36Ar+27Al (top) and
64Zn+Ti (bottom) systems as a function of the impact parameter. The experimental data
are shown by open symbols. In each figure, the lower points show the average residual
mass of the fast source, the upper points show the average reconstructed mass of the fast
source (projectile "spectator"). The reconstructed mass includes some pre-equilibrium
contribution, especially in central collisions. The horizontal bars show the estimated
impact parameter bins. The vertical bars in Zn+Ti show the variances of the distributions.
Landau-Vlasov calculations results at 65 MeV/u for Ar+Al and 62 MeV/u for Zn+Ti are
shown by closed symbols. Points : average residual mass of the fast source ; triangles :
average mass of the fast source at the moment of separation, i.e. minimum mass of
source.
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Figure 4 : Schematic picture of the evolution of reaction mechanisms with incident
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central collisions (<4% OR). Solid line : Total Kinetic Energy Loss TKEL (dissipated
energy). Dotted line : total energy of particles emitted from the interaction zone (pre-
equilibrium particles, or participants). Short dashed line : excitation energy of the quasi-
projectile + quasi-target, or spectators).
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1 Motivations
owe

The predominant decay mode of highly excited nuclei is the disassembly intfo several
intermediate size fragments (1). The understanding of this process, referred as nuclear
multifragmentation, has triggered a blooming of theoretical works which differ upon the
degrees of freedom involved (1,2), but the physics which drives the phenomenon is not yet
delineated, fn this context, the study of the multifragmentation phenomenon in very central
nucleus-nucleus collisions is of particular interest since compressed matter is expected to
be created early in the collision. Therefore, such investigation might reveal whether
compression induces a specific pattern for multifragmentation and help to disentangle true
dynamical mechanisms from phase-space effects. A good experimental signature of a
compression-expansion cycle developped during the collision could be the kinetic energy
of the emitted fragments (3-15). In this contribution we present Evidjyicj2jigijr_jijradjial
coJJec^iyejiQl.ton of the jragm^ the rnultifrjigrnentation of a finale source
formed ir^c£J3J^^j^^^ symmetric_Xe+Sn^^ sj^tem_aX_50m/kMjy. This
contribution is a part of an arliclelfuBrhftted to Physics Letters B (16).

2 Experiment I

The experiment was performed usijTg_aJi2Xe_beam with an intensity of 5.IO7 pps and 50
AMeV"~fncidenTenergy delivered by thejGANIL facility. This beam impinged on a 35O(ig/cm2

thick self-supporting natSn target. Charged products were detected with the INDRA detector
which covers the laboratory angles from 2° to 176° with a geometric acceptance of 90% of
4n. Charged particles were identified in atomic number with a resolution better than one
unit up to Z=60; isotopic separation for Z<4 was achieved up to about 200 AMeV. Absolute
energy calibrations are estimated to be accurate to within 5%. Identification thresholds
evolve from 0.7 AMeV to 1.7 AMeV when atomic number Increases from 1 to around 60.

3 Selection of single source events in central reactions

A first selection is performed by imposing for each event two criteria: (i) the sum of the
total charge exceeds 80% of the combined charged system (charge conservation); (ii) the
sum of products of the charge by the parallel-velocity exceeds 80 % of the projectile linear
momentum restricted to its charge (pseudo linear momentum conservation). Events
satisfying both conditions represent about 6% of the reaction cross-section and correspond
to the most dissipative collisions. On this sample we have performed an eveni by event
shape analysis based on the 3-dimensional kinetic energy tensor (17,18,19) calculated in
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the center of mass frame of the reaction. In order to minimize possible secondary emission
and preequilibrium perturbation, only fragments with Z^3 were included for the
calculation of the tensor. In the following, we have chosen as the centrality selector the
value of the angle 9nOw between the beam axis and the eigenvector associated to the largest
eigenvalue extracted from the diagonalization of the tensor.
The overall properties of events selected with small Qfiow are typical of those of a
mechanism where the colliding system retains a strong memory of the entrance channel. On
the contrary, several clues suggest that a selection of events with Gf|0W s60° allows to
isolate unique source events formed at small impact parameters (16):

i) the velocity distribution of the fragment is bell shaped and centered at the velocity
of the center of mass which indicates that a high part of the initial relative kinetic
energy is transformed into others degrees of freedom;
ii) the correlation function of relative azimuthal angle between alpha pairs emitted
between 4.5°<9|ab£ll0° is isotropic which is a strong indication of collisions at small
impact parameter (20);
iii) over the covered angular domain the shape of the kinetic energy spectra of the
detected fragments is the same, thus the fragments are emitted isotropically;
iv) for light charge particles (Z<2), the da/dcosGcm distribution is flat from 60° to
120°. This reflects an isotropic emission from a source moving at the center of mass
velocity. However, deviations from isotropic emission are clearly observed for the light
charge particles (Icp) emitted at forward and backward directions. This additional
component reflects presumably some memory of the entrance channel dynamics.

To estimate the size of the isotropic source we take into account all fragments and twice the
number of lcp emitted in the range 60°-120°. The measured isotropic component exhausts
90% of the total detected charges. The isotropic source represents 79% of the combined
system, and simulations have shown that the missing charged products should
preferentially be associated to the anisotropic component of the Icp. ftll these features
supports the conclusion that events selected by means of largest values of"9nOw are strongly
dominated by a mechanism where most of the available charge conies from a single source
formed in very central collisions. The measured cross section of those events (for cos9now

>0.5) is about 6mb. Therefore its represents 12mb and an estimation of the detector
efficiency gives a correcting factor of about 2 to 3.
It is remarkable that a substantial part of the isotropic source is observed as fragments.
The sum of the charge of all fragments is about 51, and over a mean multiplicity of 7
fragments, the mean size of the largest three fragments is 15, 10 and 8. These features are
definitively in the regime of mukifragmentation. Last, by means of the calorimetry method
(21) applied on all detected fragments and twice the Icp associated to the Isotropic source,
we have estimated that the stored excitation energy is about 12 AMeV. This very high
excitation energy rises the question is the stored energy purely thermal or is collective
motion present?

4 Analysis of the kinetic energy of the fragments

We have addressed the nature of the excitation energy stored in the system by means of the
analysis of the kinetic energy distributions of the fragments. In Pig. la we report, for
collisions with Gn()W ̂ 60° the Z dependence of the mean values of the center of .mass (cm)
kinetic energy spectra <Erm>, of all fragments with Z>3 (filled circles). The mean kinetic
energy increases steadily from about 60 MeV for Lithium up to a maximum value of about
110 MeV for Aluminium and then stays roughly constant. Indeed, integrating over the
restricted domain 60°-120° (open circles) does not affect this behaviour. Thus, the overall
trend, visible in Fig. la, stays remarkably stable regardless of the changes in the
conditions chosen for the analysis. To investigate to what extent the trend for <Ern,> reflects
the role of the largest fragment in each event we have built separate spectra for them (Fig.
lb) and for other fragments (Fig. lc). Whereas the trend for the largest fragment does not
depend on its own selection, the mean kinetic energy <Ecm> increases with Z for the other
fragments. It is worth noting that for any given size, the mean kinetic energy is
significantly smaller when the fragment is the largest in the event. Due to the high quality
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of the experimental apparatus and its thorough calibration, this Is the first time one sees
clearly the details of the kinetic properties of the fragments.
For a quantitative Interpretation of the experimental results we have performed
calculations with a phenomenological model (SIMON) of simultaneous disassembly (22). In
this model, the initial source is sampled to give a fixed number of prefragments whose size
are randomly chosen and distributed in space by imposing a configuration as compact as
possible. The initial momenta of the prefragments take into account the Coulomb and
thermal motions and an eventual expansion effect mimicked with an initial selfsimllar
velocity. The calculations, presented here, correspond to a desintegration of a 12 AMeV
excited Gold nucleus and the initial partition have been determined to reasonably
reproduce the experimental multiplicity and elemental distributions as well as the mean
size of the largest three fragments.
First we compared the measured <Ecm> to the prediction of the model assuming a pure
thermal scenario (black area in Fig. la). This clearly falls to explain the kinematical
observables. The calculated mean energy values are systematically too low and are roughly
independant of the fragment charges, at variance with the data (Fig. la). Furthermore, the
shape of the energy spectra distribution is not reproduced as it is shown for Z=8 in Fig. Id.
These disagreements illustrates the need for an additional motion to be superimposed onlo
a thermal plus Coulomb scenario. Indeed a clear Improvement is observed when part of the
total excitation energy is stored into a collective radial mode (<Er>). Best agreement are
obtained when <Er> accounts for 2 AMeV and are presented in Fig. 1. (grey area). For Zsl3
the <Ecm> and its Z dependence are remarkably reproduced (Fig. la) as well as the shape of
the energy distribution (Fig. Id for Oxygen). However, the calculated <Ecm> continuously
increases for Z>13 in contradiction with the experimental saturation. As we know from the
above experimental event by event analysis that the largest fragment dominates the mean
energy profile for the highest Z, we have applied the unfolding procedure to the simulated
events (Fig. lb aud lc). The calculation is now consistent with the data regardless of the
charge when the largest fragment in each event is excluded (Fig. lc). This results suggests
a better sensitivity to the collective motion when one concentrates on fragments excluding
the largest one, and the simulation with 1 AMeV (3 AMeV) under- (over-) estimates the
experimental value by 25%. On the other hand, the average kinetic energy of the largest
fragments are overpredicted (Fig. 1b). This is presumably due to a badly handled
determination of the location of the largest fragment in the simulated breaking
configuration. Conversely, these details on the kinetic properties of the fragments may
provide valuable information on the distribution of matter in the multifragmenting system.
Finaly we have checked that the value of <Er> holds remarkably against changes of the
initial characteristics of the source (size and excitation energy) giving reasonable
agreement for elemental and multiplicity experimental distributions.

The extracted mean collective energy corresponds to about 17% of the total available
kinetic energy of the Xe+Sn system at 50 AMeV. This fraction is of a same order of
magnitude that compressional energy predicted by various transport model for this
reaction (23,24). However, further investigations are needed to demonstrate that this
extracted mean colletive energy is directly connected to the early compression phase of the
collision or partly due to a thermal radial flow. Morever, a quantitative analysis of all
features of the observed multifragmenting source has to be done to study the possible role
of the expansion in the decay properties.
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MR. 1. Kinetic energy characteristics of the fragments for very central events (Ofiow s60") in the cm. The experimental
data are shown by filled circles (0<0 c m<l80") and open circles (60"<0,:n,<l 20"). a) Average kinetic energy of the
fragments as a function of their 7. l>) Average kinetic energies of the largest fragment In each event, c) Average kinetic
energy of the fragments but the largest, il) Center of mass oxygen energy spectrum. The results ol a phenomeuologlcal
mulllfragmcntalion model (see text) with and without expansion are presented in grey and black respectively.
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Reaction nicchanisms have been studied for symmetrical systems Ar+KCI and

Xe+Sn with INDRA from 32 (resfA3§) to 74 {JSS$&3&) McV/u. The large angular

coverage and efficiency are very useful to look at the event topology. The fust main result

\vJ««J>4uifrj3eeir^5>am6(l is the strong dominance of binary processes**. Only a very

small fraction of the cross section (< 100 mb) corresponds to fusion collisions whatever

the bombarding energy is. All peripheral and most central ones lead to two sources

behaviour2'. As for lower bombarding energies, it is possible to gel Wilczynski plots

exhibiting generally an incomplete dissipation of the initial available energy (figure 1).

I lowever, a first difference with the low incident energy behaviour lies in the fact that the

projectile-like (PLS) and target-like (TLS) sources have suffered a severe decay with

particle and fragment emission ; the I'LS and TLS remnants can hence be very distant

from the initial fragments and a proper analysis needs a reconstruction of the initial TLS

and PLS from the delected products. A second difference with the low incident energy

regime concerns the PLS and TLS decays. It is impossible lo resolve clearly in lime the

initial dissipative process from the decay step and some fragments are dynamically

emitted. This feature can be recognized in figure 2 in which the invariant cross section for

alpha particle emission is plotted as a function of the parallel and perpendicular velocity

components. The best way of recognizing ihe binary character of the collision is to
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construct such plots in a reference frame where the center of mass of the reaction is at rest

and the parallel axis chosen as the main axis of the momentum tensor for each event.

Such a treatment has been achieved in figure 2 for semi-peripheral events. One recognizes

the binary nature of the collision but one notes too an additionnal contribution between

both sources. It corresponds to a dynamical emission which can be either a neck-

emission during the slowing-down process, or a PLS or TLS decay before complete

decoupling between both partners.

It has been possible to estimate the proportion of mass corresponding to this

dynamical emission. Up to about 20% of the total mass of the system3). Mainly alpha

particles and IMF are involved : more than half of IMF can be dynamically emitted. A

more complete analysis has been performed for events involving fission of the PLS or

TLS. For the Xe+Sn system at 50 MeV/u, it has been possible to establish that the

angular distribution of the fission fragments emitted from the PLS (resp TLS) source is

peaked in the TLS (resp PLS) direction. Moreover, for asymmetric fission, the lighter

fragment is emitted preferentially in this direction. This means that this fission

phenomena has been dynamically initiated. Such a result is connected with viscosity

properties of nuclear matter.

Another aspect of this reaction mechanism analysis is dealing with the

measurement of the energy deposit. Values exceeding 10 MeV/u have been obtained for

both Ar+KCl and Xe+Sn system in agreement with earlier data obtained with Nautilus4),

jjjias been established that energy_deposits jxpiessed jn MeV/u are similar in Ar+KCl

and Xe+Sn which means that the underlyliigjriechanisms do not depend significantly on

the involved total masses <
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Three fragment production has been studied in peripheral 2usPb + 197/1« collisions at 29

MeV/u. The data suggests the formation and subsequent decay of necklike structures

producing a small fragment emitted at mid-rapidity in between the two partners of a deep

inelastic scattering. Data and trajectory calculations suggest also the existence of a competing

process in xohich the neck is absorbed by one of the reactants, this latter decaying further by

binary fission.

Peripheral reactions between heavy nuclei at moderate incident energies (less
than 20 MeV/u) are dominated by deep inelastic scattering: a process in which a
large amount of the kinetic energy is transformed into heat but in which the identity
(mass and charge) of the two incoming partners remain approximately conserved. By
contrast, nuclear collisions in the relativistic regime are known to be mostly
governed by geometrical concepts. This leads to the formation of the so-called
participant zone (also named "fireball") formed in the region corresponding to the
geometrical overlap of the two nuclei. The situation is more complicated around and
slighly above the Fermi energy: in the present work, we show the formation of
necklike structures in peripheral collisions between two heavy nuclei.

We consider triple coincidences among fragments emitted in Pb+Au
colllisions at 29 MeV/u studied with the Nautilus multi-detectors at the Ganil
facility. We have been able to distinguish two classes of events: the first one (class I,
left part of fig.l) in which a small fragment labelled 1 (Zj< 20) has been emitted and
another class (class II, right part of the fig.) in which for most cases alll fragments
have charge larger than 10. The three relative velocity distributions calculated
bertween fragments taken two by two for events of class I are displayed in Fig. 1 up-
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left. The distributions of the pairs (1,2) and (1,3) are both centered close to a value of
3.5 cm/ns. This value is in agreement with the Viola systematics and suggests a
process schematically depicted in Fig 1-bottom-left. Two large fragments with
masses close to those of the projectile and target move away after the collision with a
large relative velocity leaving behind them a small fragment emitted at rest in the
center-of-mass frame. Such a picture suggests the formation of a neck in between the
two interacting nuclei and its subsequent decay due to Rayleigh instabilities: the
neck is stretched and elongated as the two nuclei fly apart, then the density drops
down and the ratio of the surface over the volume increases strongly leading to neck
rupture.

Events of class II corresponds to 90 % of the 3-body events. For those events, a
break-up of the pair (1, 2) is observed with a relative velocity peaked at 2.4 cm/ns.
This is in agreement with the expectation value for the symmetric splitting of a
nucleus with mass number around 200. Therefore, it can be concluded that these
events result from a deep inelastic scattering followed by symmetric binary fission of
one of the two partners as depicted in Fig. 1-bottom-right.
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The dependence of nuclear temperature upon excitation energy ĥ M f̂ewH experi-
mentally studied .with increasing values of excitation energy over the years. The study
of projectile "spectators" in reactions at several hundreds of MeV/u allowed to reach
high excitation energies [1] . In this Aladin experiment, the temperature was obtained
via double ratios of two isotope pairs [2] . The relation between this isotope tempera-
ture TV0 and E*/A signaled a phase transition, with the nuclear gas regime dominating
above E*/A = 10 MeV. u. y\m~d*A .

We have undertaken ^ study of the relation between isotope temperatures and
excitation energy up to 25 MeV per nucleorrTThe drawbacks relative to the Aladin
experiment are a poorer separation between the sources of particles and a smaller mass
of the decaying nucleus. The advantages are : i) this mass does not vary with excitation
energy, ii) temperatures were obtained from several pairs of isotopes, and iii) kinetic
temperatures were also obtained. s~ Syi**^ ii U i / r J h ^ k ^

The systegMEaa 30Ar +58 M at 52,74 and 95 MeV/u. The kinetic energies of all
charged products were measured with"the indetector array INDRA. The selection of
well characterized events, the impact parameter sorting, the reconstruction of the ex-
cited quasi-projectile, the determination of its charge and mass, and the determination
of its excitation energy via calorimetry were made as in previous studies [3].

Determining a temperature value makes sense only if thermal equilibrium was at-
tained in the source. Experimentally one can check that the angular distributions of
various products are isotropic in the source frame. All QP products exhibit angular
distributions in the QP frame which are nearly flat below 90°.

Temperatures were calculated for several pairs of isotopes differing by one neutron
which have large values of the binding energy differences and no low energy levels. The
relationship between the temperature and the yields Y of the isotopes was given in [2]

7 > 0 P / I . W - i* Hghtl * heavy)11) \ / , \

lv =B/\n[a.— — —-) (1)
\I light/I heavy)")

where n ( d) stands for the pair of isotopes with the smallest (largest) binding energy
difference, and appears at the numerator (denominator) on the right side. B is the
difference of binding energy differences. The greater the value of Z?, the better the
accuracy of TV, especially at high temperature.

In fig. 1 are shown the temperature values obtained at 95 MeV/u with various
isotope pairs listed in the figure caption. The double ratio of isotones d3IIe-6He7Li was
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also studied , but the very small number of 6He did not allow to get significant results.
When B is not large (fa 5 MeV), i.e. p,d-6Li,7Li and 7Li,8Li-cLi,7Li, the curves

increase very slowly with E*/A and saturate at low 7Y° values. Such ratios cannot be
used. When the isotopes having the largest binding energy difference, 3 / /e — a, are
involved (at the denominator ) larger B values are obtained (13 to 18 MeV) and Tr°
increase more with E*/A. The curves obtained with isotopes p — d and d — t at the
numerator , do not overreach Tr° — 6 MeV and do not show any increase of slope at
high excitation energies. A different behavior is observed for the apparent temperature
^•L«TLi-3//e» ' which was the one used in the Aladin experiment[l]. It increases rapidly
with E*/A up to 3-4 MeV, then the slope becomes weaker, but no plateau is observed,
at variance with Aladin . The Tj? values seem to be close to those shown in [1] , but
in the present work the value of B is taken according to [2] whereas in Aladin it was
increased by 20%. Thus our values are about 30% higher. Above E*/A=10 MeV, the
temperature overcomes 6 MeV and the slope increases slightly, much less than in [1].

A difficult correction is to take into account the decay via particle emission of
fragments emitted by the initial nucleus. This reduces the yields of the decaying
fragments and increases the yields of daughter fragments : side-feeding. The large
differences between the Tr° values obtained for the pairs Li-He, pd-IIe and dt-Ile
are likely due to side feeding. Then the apparent temperatures in fig. la cannot be
used directly. Initial temperatures must be obtained via calculations including the
population of all excited states contributing to the reduction or the feeding of the
isotopes of interest.

[1] J. Pochodzalla et a\.,Pliys. Rev. LeU.75 (1995) 1040.
[2] S. Albergo et al, Nuovo Cimento A89 (1985) 1.
[3] A. Kerambrun et al., Report LPC Caen 94-14 (1994), unpublished.

J.C. Steckmeyer et al. - V. Mctivier et al., Proc. XXXHhd Int. Winter Meeting on
Nuc. Phys., Bormio (Italy), January 1995, ed. by I. Iori.

J. Peter et ai., Nucl. Phys. A593 (1995) 95.

Fig 1: Measured apparent temperatures versus excitation energy per nucleon.
a : Isotope temperatures. Solid symbols : average excitation energy obtained in

bins of events sorted according to the violence of the collision. Open symbols : no such
sorting, excitation energy obtained event by event.
Solid squares and open circles : isotope pairs 6Li,'Li - 3He,a.
Light stars : d,t-3IIe,a.
Solid triangles and open squares : p,d - 3He,o.
Thick stars : 7Li,8Li - 6Li,7Li.
Solid and open triangles : p,d - 6Li,'Li.

b : Slope parameters from deuteron kinetic energy spectra at incident energies 52
(stars), 74 (crosses) and 95 MeV/u (circles).
For orientation, the Fermi gas correlation is shown with A/12 (thick line) and A/8
(dashed line) in a. and with A/10 in b.
For clarity, error bars show statistical uncertainties only.
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An experimental evidence for a phase transition in nuclear matter at high
excitation energy can be the pattern of the correlation between the temperature and the
thermal excitation energy of a nucleus. In a recent paper [1], such a caloric curve was
built from a compilation of various experimental data, exhibiting a plateau at a constant
temperature T=5 MeV for energies between 2.5 and 10 MeV per nucleon. This plateau
was considered in this paper as a signature of a transition from a liquid phase towards a
gaseous phase.

At the same time, the temperature range in which such a transition is evidenced in
[1] was investigated in an experiment performed at GANIL on the very heavy and
almost symmetric system 2°8pb + l 9 7Au at 29 A.MeV [2] and the data of this
experiment lead to a different conclusion: there is no evidence for a phase transition in
nuclear matter for temperatures up to 7 MeV.

The 208pb + 19?Au system at 29 A.MeV has been extensively studied at Ganil
and the underlying reaction mechanisms well understood [3,4,5,6,7]. In the present
experiment, a very sensitive selection on the violence of the collision was achieved by
means of the energy deposited in the 4rc neutron detector ORION operated as a
calorimeter. The temperature of the projectile-like nuclei was determined from the
slope of the alpha-particle energy spectra in an angular range dominated, for alpha-
particle emission, by a pure evaporation process. For very heavy nuclei such as the
primary projectile-like fragments formed in these collisions, collective effects such as
rotation or expansion cannot modify in a significant way the slope of the spectra. The
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temperature was deduced from four independent moving source fits at four different
detection angles between 5.5° and 20°, leading to four values in agreement with each
other within ± 0.5 MeV. This very good consistency confirms that mainly evaporated
alpha-particles were selected in this angular domain, as also suggested by the pattern of
the two-dimensional invariant scatter plots. For the most violent collisions selected in
ref [2], the apparent temperature reaches 6.9 MeV. Despite the fact that this temperature
is much higher than the limit given in ref [1] for the pure vapor phase of the nuclei (5
MeV), the hot nuclei do not end up as nucleons or light clusters, but they give rise to
either many intermediate mass fragments with Z > 6 [3], or binary fission fragments, or
even heavy evaporation residues [4].

Ethermal =A/10 * T2

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

^thermal (MeV)

Fig. I: Correlation between thermal excitation energy and temperature

The amounts of energy dissipated during the reactions have been inferred from an
energy balance assuming, as shown in ref [5], binary kinematics. The excitation energy
of the projectile-like fragment was then deduced, taking advantage of the almost
symmetric system considered that do not allow, on the average, a mass transfer between
the reaction partners. The correlation between the excitation energy and the apparent
temperature is shown in Fig. 1. An estimation of the errors on the excitation energies
due to preequilibrium emissions has been performed from the data of [6] and [7]. The
experimental correlation is in very good agreement with the solid curve showing the
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prediction of the Fermi gas model with a level density parameter a =A/10. Applying
corrections deduced from a classical evaporation code to infer from the apparent
temperatures the initial temperatures leads to level density parameters depending on the
temperature, as expected and in rather good agreement with the prediction of Shlomo
and Natowitz [8].

In summary, ^o evidence can be found in our data for a phase transition in i \
er lor temperatures up to 7 MeV. A possible explanation for the different ' '

behaviour of the caloric curve of rcf [ i j could be found in the way the temperature has
been extracted, considering the yields of different He and Li isotopes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

&

(£) T.

Numerous experiments asijieeii perfoniiedCin order to cxt.riirt. spafo-t.iM.(fi...cliativc!.crislics of emitting
sources produced in heavy jcin collisiousjjfising Hie intensity inletreromelry tccliniciue. TTTe (jiianTuiii
s(at.ist.ics cfi'ec(s ;IIK( l.hc liiiiii state (('oulouih and nuclear) interactions between particles induce corre-
lations as strong <is their relative distance is small. The correlation (unction in relative momentum q
(momentum of one particle in the rest frame of the pair), delined as the ratio of measured distribution of
correlated pairs over an uncorrelated background constructed by mixing particles from did'erent events,
is a suitable quantity to reveal such correlations and thus to extract, the size and the lifetime of a source.
However, clue to experimental limitations, the correlation function presents usually a threshold in relative
momentum (5-10 MeV/c) whereas theoretical models predict a strong sensitivity below 10 MeV/c. In /
particular, in the case of large dillerence of emission time between two particles, correlations are restricted /
to the low relative momentum region. An original experiment has been performed at CIANIL, iisingtlje /
SPEC! spectrometer, in order to nie:imire~precisely pairs of nrnl.ons_nt_vpjy siiTiTrOejnl.ive innmenliim^ i/

. CY\

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The SPI'X! sperlrometer is not an apparatus dedicated to this kind of experiment, so its detection
setup has been adapted to be able to measure light charged particles in coincidence.

l2Cslilclcc(ors

Hcnm

SI'KCi upc'^'rc

I'1(1. I. l:)x|K'iinicntal setup

'Pcriunnciit add less: Institute of I'hvsics, N;i Slovana: 2, 18(M0 I'r.ignc 8, f.'zecli Republic

f S) i l̂ -<- K^C h
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II. was composed of 4 drift, chambers to reconstruct the trajectory of two particles, in association with a
plastic scintillalor for their identification. Due to the small angular aperture and acceptance in momentum
of the SPEC, the range covered extended from 1 to 10 McV/c in relative momentum. Moreover, this
system has been optimized for proton detection, and did not measure with the same efficiency heavier
particles aud especially unlike particle pairs. Thus, to complete the measurement, a set of 12 Csl(TI)
scitilillalors was installed in flic reaction chamber, surrounding the SPEC aperture (fig 1). This setup
has been placed at an average angle of 25 degrees with respect to the beam axis to measure backward
emission from a projectile-like nucleus, produced in the reverse kinematic reaction l2!>A'e + *8Ti at 45
MeV/nucleon.

III. RESULTS

The analysis of the data measured in the SPEC! spectrometer is described in details in reference [I].
The experimental two-proton correlation function constructed for the first, time at very small relative
momentum is presented in the ligurc 2. It can be fairly well reproduced using the new quantum approach
describing particle correlations [2,-1], which takes into account the quantum statistics clfects and the final
slate interactions between particles as well as the emitter Coulomb lield influence. The full three-body
theoretical calculations, corrected for the experimental acceptance and resolution, predict a very large
lifetime of the source (1500 frn/c).

p-p correlation function

cr
^ 2 . 5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0

I . . . , p-n-rr-ri ' | i • • • P " " | ' " ' I 1

Experimental
„ Quantum model
° T = 1500 fm/c

1 1 . . . . I , • i 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 t t 1 l

8 9 10
q(MeV/c)

FIG. 2. Experimental Iwo-proton correlation function measured in SPEG compared to the prediction of (lie
three-body quantum model for a source lifetime r = 1500/m/c

Moreover, we have estimated a velocil.y of the source equal to 90% of the beam velocity by selecting pairs
on the relative orientation between their total velocity and their relative momentum [5].

Single spectra measured in the Csl detectors confiiin the prediction of an emitting source with a mean
velocity of 90% of the beam velocity aud a temperature of 'I MeV. From the data measured in the
detectors, we have constructed the correlation function of all possible two-particle systems involving p,
d, t and a particles. Some of them arc represented in figure '.).
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200 100 200

relative momentum q (MeV/c)

Fid. •!. Some experimental correlation functions constructed with data from the Csl detectors

Menu difference in omission times r,,;, = '\{)[)fm/c, T>I,J = '100/m/r and r;,t( = BWfin/r between respec-
livoly \.vrn protons, two (Ictiterons nml pio(on-<le\ilcion lias been estimated by comparing the experimental
correlation functions for those pairs to the predictions of the (piantum model. In the case of identical
particles and exponential decay law, this mean interval is et|tial to the lifetime of the source for this
particle.
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I'Ki. I. (Comparison of experimental and theoretical ratios of p-d correlation functions (I -|- R(q))+ and
(I -I- /?(.,))-

One can observe that the value of r;,,j seams to be not compatible with the lifetimes for protons rrr and
deiilerons r,;,;. This leads to assume that a delay exists between the time distribution of protons and
deiiterons. It has been demonstrated in the reference [.'(,''] that it is possible to analyze the sequence
of emission for unlike particles. The sensitivity of the correlation function to the order of emission is
rellected on the relative orientation between their total velocity v and their relative momentum q .
Thus, wo have constructed the two correlation functions ( I -I- K(</)).(. and ( I -)- /?(</))_ by selecting pairs
according to the sign of the scalar product If .~v". The result is presented in lignre '1. The fact th.i l the
correlation function ( I -I- lf(<i)).\. presents a stronger anti-correlation than ( I -|- ll(q))_ is an indication
that the douterons are emitted, in average, earlier than protons.
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A theoretical calculation performed with the quantum modrl with the same source lifetimes for protons
and deuterons TV — r& — 600/m/c, and a shift of the origin of the distribution of protons equal to
8l.Q — 300/m/c, is superimposed to the experimental data. Thee experimental ratio of the two correlation
functions is quite well reproduced, (the difference at small relative momentum is due to the fact that
the acceptance and resolution of the detectors have not been applied to the theoretical calculation).
This estimation demonstrates that a quantitative analysis of the evolution in time of the source can be
performed.

IV. CONCLUSION

In the very small relative momenta region, the correlation function is strongly sensitive to the long
range Coulomb interaction, even for emitting source characterized by a very long lifetime.

The two-proton correlation function has been constructed for the first time in the range of very small
relative momentum from the data measured in an original experiment. A very long lifetime lias been
extracted for the source produced in the reaction l29Xe + 48Ti at 45 MeV/u. Indeed, the quite flat
p-p correlation function measured in Csl detectors, which exhibits a threshold of 5 MeV/c in relative
momentum, does not constrained sufficiently the theoretical model to estimate accurately the value of r.

Moreover, we have investigated a new possibility to analyze the emission sequence of particles of
different types, which reveals that deuterons are emitted earlier than protons in average. This conclusion
is consistent with the one obtained in an other experiment [6]. The coalescence scenario i.e. the deuleron
production in the final state interactions between proton and neutron can qualitatively explain this
observation. To quantitatively go beyond this result, and in particular to understand the mechanism
of dcuteron formation, it would be necessary to measure protons, neutrons and deuterons in the same
experiment [7].

Usually, one uses a simple static description of the source of particles. However, the correlation function
is very sensitive to the shape of the emitting source and to the correlations between the space-time
coordinates of the emission points and the momenta of particles. A study is currently underway in
collaboration with J. Aichelin and collaborators, to extract the latter information from the microscopic
transport code QMD. Through this analysis, we aim to acquire more precise informations about the
dynamic evolution of the source.
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The aim and context of this experiment
Using heavy projectiles of intermediate energies (several tens of MeV/A) and,

more recently, of high energies (several hundreds of MeV/A) is generally considered as
the most efficient approach for heating up nuclei. However this procedure suffers a
number of drawbacks. First, the interacting nuclei get also collective excitation
(compressional, rotational and deformation energies). The coupling of all these degrees
of freedom makes the study of the heat effect alone extremely difficult. In some cases it
can even be completely masked by the collective excitations. Second, it takes a rather
long time (more than 100 fm/c) for the nuclei to achieve thermal equilibrium in a nucleus-
nucleus collision and this time makes an intrinsic limitation to the study of fully
thermalized nuclei of high T. Third, from an experimental view point, one has to consider
simultaneously two initially heated nuclei (the projetile- and target-like nuclei) and in most
of the cases a hot neck region. This multi-source characterization is one of the major
difficulties encountered in most of the studies. •

j , '-1

S^ i The mentioned difficulties can be overcome/by using light particles as projectiles.
6-"^°* iHwas One of the aims p{ the present ej^^menlno inyestigate the amount of thermal

I '^W2' energy that sti^particles^aie able to deposit into a target nucleusTtlie^aJmTalm being a
x ^ detailed s t u ^ »f Mip~thnRJj£gjg£[^

xo^* considering current models? Is there any need to invoke~new^henomena (for instance
multifragmentation) which are not observed at modest excitation energies?

Vci^tHs A ]kxJU e < j ) K u o J { cue [fJUi^^Msyt
The experimental set-up '

The large efficiency, 4 m^ scintillator detector ORION, was utilized in order to
measure on an event-by-event basis the number of emitted neutrons which is closely
related to the dissipated energy 0 , Two other types of particles were simultaneously
detected: light charged particles and intermediate mass fragments by a set of ten Si
telescopes located from 15 up to 150 degrees. Finally for the U target, fission was
measured using two PPAC detectors mounted vis-a-vis and parallel to the beam direction.
The experiment was run at the national facility SATURNE with proton beams at 475
MeV and 2 GeV and 3He at 2 GeV.

Excitation energy distributions
The first question which was answered in this experiment was the extent of

thermal energies reached in such collisions. This was achieved through the measurement
of the neutron multiplicity distributions as shown in Fig. 1. Their interpretation was done
using a two-step model: an lntra Nuclear Cascade^), followed by an evaporation
process^). The neutron data are satisfactorily reproduced thus allowing to carry out the
distribution of thermal energy at the end of the INC process. It could be shown (Fig.2) in
the case of the Au target, that thermal equilibrium was achieved after 30 fm/c and that at
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(475 MeV) p (2 GeV) p (2 GeV) 3He
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Neutron Multiplicity (as measured)
Fig.l Neutron multiplicty distributions and comparison with a two-step model (shaded
area). For details see text

least 10% of the events correspond to energy depositions larger than 500 MeV (i.e. T>5
MeV, using a level density parameter a=A/10). Such energies may appear quite modest to
heavy-ion practitioners. However and in contrast with many quoted excitation energies,
there is in the present approach no ambiguity on the complete thermal character of these
energies. In the present case, no collective expansion can contribute to the estimated
energies. The multiplicities of evaporated-like charged particles, measured backwards,
are quite consistent with the neutron data, giving strong support to the deduced energies.

How does a heavy nucleus raised at more than T=5 MeV decay?
The decay channel referred to as "statistical multifragmentation" has been

predicted to show up for nuclei raised at temperatures larger than 5 MeV. Even if the
present experimental set-up for intermediate mass fragment (IMF) detection does not
cover 4K, and thus does not permit a detailed study of possible multifragmentation, it
allows to infer average multiplicities of evaporated-like IMF as a function of neutron
multiplicity, i.e. thermal energy. The average measured values are essentially compatible
with what is predicted by a conventional step-by-step evaporation code like GEMINI.
Moreover no sudden increase of the IMF multiplicity is observed as a function of neutron
multiplicity in the experimental data at variance with what is predicted by statistical
multifragmentation models. When counting the IMF one should be cautious not to take
into account those detected at high energy and essentially at forward angles which are of
pre-equilibrium origin and which have thus nothing to do with a statistical process
whatever it could be, sequential or simultaneous.

The binary fission channel for a target like U is prominent at moderate excitation
energies and then falls off steadily with increasing excitation energies (even if it always
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Introduct ion

I:LgB.tjng up a nucleus \ ^ ^ on its surface
ofFers ["bifĈ JJin principje sevex^jaxhantages over heavy-ion Collisions. The pions pro-

~ ducecl in the annihilation (about 6 at y/s= 2.5 GeV) propagates the released energy
within the nuclear medium on ayery-short time scale, in/a soft, radiation-like fash-
ion, allowing thermalization to bexachieved very rapidly while both the mass loss
due to preequilibrium emission and^the excitation of collective degrees of freedom
remain moderate. These considerations motivated a series of experiments at the
Low-Energy Antij)roton Ring (LEAllj^t CERN wWe beams of 200 MeV/c, 1.2
GeV/c and 2 GeV/c antiprotonsj,yefe^n^4eyed. The most important issues ad-
dressed in these experiments.^?*?.Mie. assessment of the heat energy deposited into
the host nucleus and the amount of mass and energy ldsses suTfered during the ther-
malization stage. The former issue was investigated By measuring the muitiplicities
of evaporatecl neutrons and light chargecTTFagrnents while the latter was tackled by
means of inclusive d2cr/dEdfi distributions measufedTof various particles.

Experimental method

In the earlier run, the incoming antiprotons were tagged thanks to a scintillator
system located 16 m upstream from the reaction chamber and focused onto natCu,
1C5Ho, 197Au and 238U targets with thicknesses of 1-2 rag/cm2. The experimental
setup comprised mainly two 4TT devices devoted to detecting neutrons, charged
particles and fragments. The Berlin Neutron Ball (BNB) with a volume of 1.5 m3
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present at the highest energies). This decrease is qualitatively understandable since the
more energy deposited, the larger the number of ejected particles in the first step of the
reaction is, leading to lighter and thus less fissionable nuclei. However fission still
represents about half of the decay mode at the highest registered energies. We are led to
conclude that, since binary fission cannot account for the whole cross section at high
temperatures and multifragmentation is negligible, the missing events must be found as

03

T3 o 200 400 600 800 1000

Thermal Energy (MeV)

Fig.2 Thermal energy distributions as deduced from the comparison between
experimental data and model calculations.

evaporation residues. This should be confirmed in further experiments performing on-
line gamma-ray spectroscopy (the only way to identify the residual nuclei close to rest
and thus stopped within the target) in conjonction with 4rc neutron measurements.

The fate of nuclei submitted to proton bombardment is of current interest when
considering high intensity spallation sources of neutrons^).

Summary
A great deal has been learnt from the present experiments on the energy deposition

when using GeV beams of light particles on heavy target nuclei. Large amounts of
thermal energy (>500 MeV on a Au target) can be reached with a sizeable probability and
the neutron multiplicity has been found as a good observable to study the events as a
function of excitation energy. Evaporated light charge particles show average
multiplicities which are compatible with the neutron ones when considering an
evaporation process. IMF emission is weak and remains compatible with a step-by-step
evaporation process. From the average IMF multiplicity there is no indication of a
statistical multifragmentation process. The binary fission probability tends to diminish at
the highest excitation energies and we are led to conclude that evaporation residues must
then be more and more abundantly produced.

More exclusive data are needed to fully understand all aspects of the p-nucleus
interaction and further experiments are planed on COSY (Jiilich). On the theoretical side,
some deficiencies of the current INC+evaporation approach have been identified (lack of
production of complex particles and IMF of non-evaporative origin). In this respect the
QMD or VUU approaches appear to be promising.
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housed the Berlin Silicon Ball (BSiB), consisting of 157 500^m-thick Si-detectors.
The BNB measured the neutron multiplicity on an event-by-event basis while the
BSiB provided energy and identification for stopped particles with Z< 2 as well as
a rough identification for heavier fragments.

The second experiment made use of a TOF spectrometer consisting of 8 NE213
scintillation counters associated with 3 mm thick plastic scintillators allowing one
to discriminate between neutral and charged particles. Spectra for neutrons and
high-energy protons, a-particles, pions and kaons were obtained.

Experimental results

A partial account of the results has been given in ref. [3]. Fig. 1 top displays
joint multiplicity distributions measured at 1.2 GeV for a variety of targets. The
measured multiplicities increase with the target mass because of the larger number
of nucleons the pions can interact with, giving rise to a larger excitation energy in
the nucleus.

Another interesting finding concerns the light charged particle multiplicities ob-
served for the Copper target, which reach values up to 14, which means that the
system basically vaporizes into light fragments for some part of the events. Fur-
ther analysis is underway to explore whether or not these events exhibit a critical
behavior.
The patterns of the distributions of
Fig. 1 top point to evaporation as the
dominant emission process, since for
heavy targets, light charged particle
emission sets in only for events associ-
ated with a large number of neutrons.
The Galilei-invariant velocity distribu-
tions (Fig. 1 bottom) of the detected
light charged particles are found virtu-
ally isotropic in the laboratory frame,
and therefore fortify the above conclu-
sion that most detected particles are
evaporated. This observation enables
one to assess the excitation energy from

•IS -5 .JJ I 1J ! TJ -7.3 -5 -2J 1 U ! l i
Z-l V pir.lltl (cmfal) £-] V parallel (cmfai)

Figure 1.the measured total light particle multi-
plicity on an event-by-event basis, the
connexion between the two parameters being established by means of the statistical
model. It is worth mentioning that for a given so-obtained excitation energy, the
partial multiplicities for the different light particle species are found in good agree-
ment with those predicted by the statistical model. Such a procedure yields [3]
the excitation energy distributions displayed in Fig. 2, which are well reproduced
by predictions of the Intra-Nuclear Cascade model (histograms). The distributions
extend to energies as large as 3-4 MeV/nucleon with a sizeable cross-section, con-
firming the relevance of this approach to investigations devoted to hot nuclei.

The intermediate-mass fragments (IMF) observed in this experiment were found
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to exhibit Poisson-like multiplicity distributions with mean values compatible with
those predicted by the statistical model for a given excitation energy, at variance
with what is observed in intermediate-energy heavy-ion collisions. This finding
suggests that the IMF excess found in the latter collisions are mostly of dynamical
origin and do not manifest the failure of the conventional statistical model at high
excitation energy.

Fig. 3 displays a neutron double-differential cross section dV/dEdO measured
at forward angles in the interaction of a 2 GeV/c autiproton with a Uranium target.
In this spectrum, two components corresponding to the evaporated neutrons and
preequilibrium ones are readily distinguishable as a low-energy peak and a high-
energy tail respectively.

10 --
2f>0 400 600 SOU 1001)

R'(McV)

Figure 2 Figure 3

The curves in Fig. 3 depict maxwellian fits for the two components, with slope
parameters T,=3.4 MeV and T2=34.0 MeV. Also included in Figure 2 are pre-
dictions [4] (histogram) of an INC model combined with a statistical model, which
reproduce the data quite well.

Conclusion

The recent results obtained in the LEAR runs seem to confirm the interesting
prospects put forward by earlier theoretical works. Although the total available
energy in the system is tangibly lower than that involved in heavy ions collisions, this
drawback is largely offset by cleaner experimental conditions making the conclusions
regarding the decay of hot nuclei less ambiguous.
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Measuring the in-plane flow parameter appears to be a pjomisingmethod to gain
information onTine^eqMriOTTUfTiltrbTriiicTeltrn^ter. 'Ihe energy dbrriain of the GANIL
facility'""(iip•to^5^eyTnneleott)lrof^ciaTTnterest'because it is in (or near) this energy
range that the transition from positive to negative flow (or from attractive to repulsive
interaction) is expected. This energy of vanishing flow (EVF) can be determined by well-
known methods, using the reaction plane determination. However, this reaction plane
determination suffers from quite large uncertainties inducing on the flow parameter large
errors which are difficult to estimate and to correct. A newjnethpd. based on particle-
particle azimiuhal correlations is proposed. This methocTdoesiiot require^thelcnowledge
oFtRereactionjilane.'™™' —.., .„.-,

Experimentally, for a given interval of rapidity, the azimuthal correlation function
(C(O)) shows maxima at G> = 0° and <f> = 180° . It is easy to understand that the ratio

^l=[C(0o)-C(180°)]/[C(0o)+C(180°)] increases with the magnitude of the flow parameter
(whatever its sign). So, plotting R as a function of energy, the minimum of R
corresponds to the EVF. An example is given in figure 1, for the Zn + Ni and Ar + Al
systems and for an impact parameter around 5.5 fm. The energy locations of the minima
of these curves are in good agreement with the EVF estimated by other methods.
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Figure 1 : A-l as a function of E/A
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'She (experimental measurement and the theoretical comparison of collective flow
can give important information about the nuclear equation of state (EOS) and the in-
medium nucleon - nucleon cross section. Experimental measuremenujar 64Zn+27Al
collision from 35 to 79 MeV/u with the 4rc array MUR = TONNEAUjThe results_wese
compared to BUU calculations. /

We used the sum of the parallel momentum of all detected particles ( ^ Pj//)

determine the completeness of our events. In order to get an impact parameter sorting,
several global variables related to the violence of the collisions have been tried and we
used "the average parallel velocity".

The experimental determination of flow is based on the transverse momentum
projected into the estimated reaction plane. Several methods of the reaction plane
determination were proposed. For this reaction system and the energy ranges, the
transverse momentum analysis is still the best one.

The average in-plane transverse momentum < px/A > as a function of the
fractional particle rapidity (Y/Yproj) exhibits the characteristic signature of directed
collective motion for fragmentrZ= 1,2,3 ; around mid-rapidity a linear increase of px /A
versus the rapidity.

Fig. 1 shows the excitation functions of the measured flow for different fragments
emitted at 0-2, 2-3, and 4-5 fm. It is clear that above 49 MeV/u there is a monotonous
decrease of the collective flow versus the beam energy. At b=2-3 fm, the flow varies
from the largest value at 49 MeV/u to around zero at 79 MeV/u and Ebal is around 79
MeV/u. Since the step of beam energy is 10 MeV/u and the flow obviously exist at 69
MeV/u, Ebal at b=2-3 fm is thought to be 79+5 MeV/u. However, at b=4-5 fm, a larger
flow values are observed even at 79 MeV/u and Ebal is more than 79 MeV/u. In central
collisions (0-2 fm), Ebal may be between 69 and 79 MeV/u and the flow values at 79
MeV/u are expected to be positive.

One of the current theoretical models of nuclear collisions in this energy range is
the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) model. Two sets of parameter were used in
the calculations, one corresponds to a stiff nuclear equation of stage (EOS) with an
incompressibility coefficient K=380 MeV'. the other one corresponds to a soft EOS with
K=200 KeV."
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Fig. 2 shows the calculated < Px/A > as a function of rapidity with a stiff EOS,
and at b=2.5 fm and beam energies E/A=49, 69 and 79 MeV respectively. At the lowest
energy, 49 MeV, the transverse momentum distributions are characterized by negative
slopes in the midrapidity region (around YNN=0.5 Yp) for all values of the nucleon-
nucleon cross sections O"NN> indicating that the flow is negative and the attractive mean

field is important at this energy. The flow values vary with O"NN : small ONN values
result in larger negative flow values. The disappeareance of flow can be seen in the
calculations at E/A=69 and 79 MeV.

To study the sensitivity to the EOS, we performed the calculations with a soft EOS
and stiff EOS, with CJNN

 =35 mb and 45 mb respectively.The flow values with a soft
EOS are a little smaller than those with a stiff EOS.

From these calculations, we built fig. 3 which shows the calculated flow as a
function of beam energy at b=2.5 and 4.5 fm respectively. The solid squares, circles,
diamonds, and triangles correspond to calculations with O"NN=55, 35 and 25 mb,
respectively, and with a stiff EOS (K=38O MeV). The open circles and diamonds are the
calculated values with <JNN=45

 a nd 35 mb, respectively, and with a soft EOS (K=200
MeV). It is clearly seen that the calculated flow change monotonously versus the beam
energy from negative values at 49 MeV to positive values at 140 MeV. The calculated
flow values and Eba| are very sensitive to the in-medium cross section and weekly
sensitive to the nuclear compressibility at b=2.5 fm. This allows us to determine ONN

from the experimental data. Clearly, the value of CNN 'S between 35 and 45 mb, slightly
varying with the nuclear compressibility.

Publication : Z.Y. He et al., Nucl. Phys. A598 (1996) 248
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Figure 1 : Measured flow parameter as a function of beam energy for 3 impact
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Fragmentation is a subject of intense studies in different domains of physics, including
nuclear physics. This ubiquitous process is still poorly unden/tood, maiiil}' due to missing
adequate theoretical tools, in particular, when dealing with/lie non-equilibrium aspects of
the fragmentation. For this reason , we have proposed ft iww kinetic frn.gmoMtn.tion model,
the FragiTientaUoii - Jnactivation - Binary (FIB) model jAvliere a dissipaTTve processistoj>s
randomjx...the sequential, conservative and ofT-eqTniTbnum TragTiTcuta.i.ioiT*]Trocess[b^L]• IM
the FIB model, one deals with fragments (c-7gT~cTiisre"rs, partons etc.) characterized by some
conservative scalar quantity (mass, energy, virtuality etc. ) , that is called the cluster mass .
The anscestor fragment of mass N is relaxing via. an ordered and irreversible sequence of
steps. The first step is either a binary fragmentation, (N) —» (j) + (N — j) , or an inacfivntion
(N) —» (N)* . Once inactive, the cluster cannot be reactivated anymore. The fragmentation
leads to two fragments, with the mass partition probability ~ Fj^-j . In the following steps,
the relaxation process continues independently for each descendant fragment until either the
low mass cutoff for further 'indivisible particles' is reached or all fragments are inactive.
Since for any event, the fragmentation and inactivation occur with the proba.bilit.ics per unit
of time ~ l?j,k-i a I K ' ~ ^ respectively, therefore the knowledge of the initial state and the
rate-functions Fj^-j n.iicl Ik , specifies the fragmenting system and its evolution.

The composed particle first moment Nc = J — < ni > jN , where < n\ > is the average
number of monomers, is an order parameter in the FIB model. If instability of smaller
fragments is more important than instabilit}' of larger fragments, Nc coincides with the
total mass and fragmentation is in the oo-clustcr phase. Conversely, when instability of larger
fragments is more important than instability of smaller ones, the total mass is converted into
finite-size fragments (Nc —> 0 ) and fragmentation is in the shattered phase. The transition
line between these two phases is characterized by the fragment-size independence ol both
fragmentation and inactivation probabilities (the scale-invariant branching process). The
transition associated with the shattering is the second order phase transition[l, 2j .

In our earlier works, we have studied the asymptotic cluster-size distribution which at
the transition line is given by the power-law ??.„ ~ s~T with r < 2 . In this region,
FIB model describes well the fragment-size distribution and all charge-fragment correlations
in the heavy-ion collisions at intermediate energies[3] . Other statistical approaches have
been also tried successfully!'!] . It is our experience that most of the gross measures of the
cluster-mass (size) distribution do not discriminate among models unless supplemented with
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more fine grained information, especially correlations of various kinds. For that reason, we
have studied the multiplicity distributions and their scaling features. Various classes of the
multiplicity distributions have been found for homogeneous : F\i,\j = \2al'\tj and symmetric
p\j = Fjti fragmentation kerncls[5] . For pp < 1/2 (pp is the fragmentation probability
without specifying the sizes of the descendants) and for any a, the fragment multiplicity
is asymptotically a constant. In this 'Cayley domain', fragmentation is analogous to the
invasion percolation on the Cayley tree[6] and resembles the sell-organized critical process
with no characteristic time or length scales. For pp > 1/2 and a > —1 , the fragment
multiplicity is an algebraic function o[ N : < in >,v ~ aNT~l (1 < r < 2) . This is the
'Brand-Schenlzle (BS) domain1, where the multiplicity distribution is a special solution of
the nonlinear stochastic equation with multiplicative fluctuations^) . For /)/;• > 1/2 and a <
— 1 (the 'evaporative domain') , FIB process resembles the evaporation of light fragments
from one big cluster and the fragment multiplicity is approximately independent of the
initial cluster mass. In the two transitional regions: (i) between Cayley and BS domains
(pp = 1/2, or > — 1 ) and (ii) between BS and evaporative domains (o• = — I, 1/2 < pp < 1 ),
the fragment multiplicity is : < m >yv~ (In N)h . Multiplicity anomalous dimension :
<y(7V) = rfln < m >N/d\nN , equals r - 1 (0 < 7(A') < 1 ) in the BS domain, while it
decreases logarithmically : ~((N) ~ (In iV)~' with the total mass in the transitional regions
and is zero elsewhere.

Interestingly, the KNO scaling[8] : < m > Pm = /(*»/ < m >) , appears from our
studies as a. fundamental property of the critical FIB process, whenever the average fragment
multiplicity < in >/v depends on the initial system size N , i.e. in its 'low-viscosity'-
(pf > 1/2, o > —1 ) or BS- phase including the transitional domain a = —1 , and is absent
everywhere outside ol the transition line. The appearance of the KNO scaling is hence
related to the second-order phase transitions associated with breaking the initial system into
a dust fragments each one having only an infinitesimal portion of the initial cluster mass.
Hence, the KNO scaling is not only a property of certain relativistic field theories but more
generally it appears as a property of the critical fragmentation in quantum systems as well
as in the macroscopic classical objects. This new general foundation of the KNO scaling
opens a possibility for its finding in many fragmentation processes in nature.

In order to analyze the higher order correlations in the multifragment (multiparticle)
distributions one has to recognize that the density correlations contain usually lower order
background correlations. These can be conveniently removed using the cunuilant correlation
functions. The statistical independence of any iji in Kv{y\,..., yv) results in factorization
of the pp densities and vanishing cumulanl. Hence, the cumulants Kp are key quantities
to be produced by theoretical models of the fragmentation. Following the linked pair ansatz
: A';,( J, 2 . . . p) — Av YLpcrm I T ' 1 ^*2(1) 2) , the high order cumulants can be expressed in
terms of the cuinulants ol order two. We have found that the critical FIB process is charac-
terized by the appearance of the hierarchical structure of the higher order correlations. This
particular structure for higher order correlations is absent in both oo-cluster and shattering
phases. Curiously, the same hierarchical correlation structures describe galaxy correlations
and phase-space correlations in the multiparticle distributions in ultrarclativistic collisions.

The basic equations, relevant for a description of the FIB fragmentation of an initial
fragment of a given mass (energy, virtuality etc.), such as master and cascade equations
have been given before [1, 2] . Recently, we were able to demonstrate that the FIB cascade
equation includes as a special case the QCD equation of gluodynamics[ll] . The detailed
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knowledge of the multiplicity distributions and multiplicity correlations acquired in our ear-
lier studies,[5] , allowed to identify the QCD parton fragmentation process with a critical
FIB process in the transitional region a = — 1, pp > 1/2 . For the first time, exact solutions
of the QCD gluodynamics for the running QCD coupling constant could be obtained in this
way. The extension of the FIB framework to include also quark jet fragmentation is now in
progress.
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—*
The lifetime, x, with respect to multifragmentation of highly excited nuclei is

deduced from the analysis of strongly damped Pb+Au collisions at 29 MeV/u. The
method is based on the study of space-time correlations induced by "proximity" effects
between fragments emitted by the two primary products of the reaction and gives the
time between the reseparation of the two primary products and the subsequent
multifragment decay of one partner.

Recently, much attention has been paid to the measurement of time scales in
nuclear fragmentation. Indeed, the knowledge of such quantities would be very
helpfull to identify the instabilities responsible for the disassembly of hot nuclei.

The present experiment was performed at the Ganil facility in the Nautilus
scattering chamber in which fragments (with atomic numbers larger than 8) were
detected in Delf and XYZT. To measure the life time T of a hot nucleus, we take
advantage of the distortions induced by Coulomb forces between the two partners of a
deep inelastic scattering. To this end, the system should be as heavy as possible and the
relative velocity in the entrance channel sufficiently low so that the "proximity"
effects can be enhanced due to long interaction time. In addition, the collision must
remain of a two-body type (we mean by this no complete or incomplete fusion). These
conditions are fullfilled in Pb+Au collisions at 29 MeV/u. Thus, we measure the
kinematical characteristics of the fragments emitted by one of the excited nucleus in
the Coulomb field of its partner. In the case of a very long time between separation
and subsequent decay of one of the two partners, one expects that the projection of the
velocities of the emitted fragments (estimated in their own center-of-mass) on the axis
connecting the two primary fragments should be forward-backward symmetric. Then
the distribution should be flat or it should have a minimum at 90 degrees, according
to the value of the angular momentum. By contrast, for a fast disassembly process, a
depletion around 0axis=O° is expected due to the strong Coulomb repulsion between
the fragments.
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Fig. 1: Comparison between the results of the
model described in the text (histograms) with
the experimental data corresponding to TKEL
larger than 2100 MeV. The value of x in each
panel corresponds to different time for the
disassembly of one of the two partners- Tjnter is
the time for reseparation of the two partners

as given by the trajectory calculations.

To quantify such an effect, we have
performed model simulations with the
event generator SIMON. The deep inelastic
scattering of the two incoming nuclei is
described in terms of standard trajectory
calculations with conventional nuclear,
Coulomb and centrifugal potentials. The
dissipation was taken into account with the
window formula. At a given time T (which
is the main parameter of the model), the
decay of one of the two partners is
considered by placing a three-fragment
partition in a compact configuration. The
post-dynamics of the decay process is then
considered by solving the equation of
motion for both the three fragments and
the heavy partner and by considering
secondary decays.

In fig. 1, we compare the results of the
model with the experimental angular
distributions associated with the most
central collisions for which £* is around 5
MeV/u. Several values of T have been
considered with respect to Tinter (the
interaction time); When the value of X is
increased, the agreement is better and
better and the data are best fitted with
values around T=tinter+150 fm/c. This
corresponds to about 300 fm/c after
maximum overlap of the two nuclei. This
rather large value suggests that nuclear
fragmentation in this energy range could
proceed through rather "gentle" shape
instabilities.

D. Durand et al, Phys. Letters B345 (1995) 397

P. Chomaz, D. Durand "Perspectives scientifiques", Pour la Science (Juin 96)
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1 Introduction

The understanding of the dynamical effects which lead to dissipation of energy in heavy ion
collisions in the intermediate energy range (20-100 MeV/nucleon) has been a goal of many
studies because they reflect intrinsic properties of nuclear matter. From recent experimental
results [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] which are in agreement with theoretical calculations [6], it turns out
that, for most collisions (from peripheral to almost central), the mechanisms are mainly
binary. This feature can be compared with the corresponding behaviour at lower and higher
bombarding energies. Below 10 MeV/nucleon binary processes, deep inelastic collisions
(DIC), are indeed widely observed, mainly for heavy systems. The reaction is purely binary
in the sense that it leads to two excited outgoing products which deexcite by sequential
binary decays. In relativistic heavy ion collisions a third emitting source is observed, which
is labeled the "participant zone". Of course one may expect a continuous evolution from
a pure two source DIC picture to this three source picture, when the bombarding energy
evolves in the intermediate energy range. However the nature of this transition has never
been studied quantatively.

The advent of large acceptance detectors has produced a wide body of data on the de-
viation from the purely binary picture. Several studies [7, 8] have shown that, from 12
MeV/nucleon, fission events for a medium size system point to a very fast process where
the fission products are often aligned along the deflection axis and are not isotropically
distributed as they should if long fission lifetimes were assumed. For higher energies and

"permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Physics, ul. Radzikowskiego ISt, 31-341 Krakow, Poland
6present address: SUBATECH, INIP3-CNRS et Universiti, 44071 Nantet Cedex OS, Prance
'permanent address: Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, IFA, P. 0. Box MG6, Bucharest,

Romania
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various systems, a number of groups [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] have shown that, for periph-
eral reactions, part of IMF's comes from the region in velocity space that could imply the
dynamical emission of fast particles and fragments and/or the formation of a "neck".

The 4K INDRA detector has been usjd to perform a quantitative study of the amount
of matter that can be attributed to tlwe^emissions in the case of the Xe+Sn reaction at 50 J-
ATMeVTOne of the essential qualities of a 4TT detector being that it allows lor the definition
of an impact parameter selector, we have used the high efficiency of the detector for light P , /fc /
particles to define this impact parameter selector as the Etransl2, ie, the transverse energy
of the light particles. The events have been grouped into 8 bins, numbered 1 to 8 with
increasing centrality.

This article is an extract from the contribution of J.Lukasik at the 1996 Bormio Confe-
rence [19].

2 Velocity distributions: a signature for slow and fast emis-
sions

In order to have an overall view of the kinematical properties of emitted particles and
fragments, we have plotted the invariant cross section contours dv'tlv m a Vi- v s v\\ P^°*'

In Fig. 1 such plots, in the center of mass (CM) reference frame, are shown for protons
and a particles and for several Etransl2 bins. The binary source behaviour is easily rec-
ognized for bins 1-4. For more violent collisions, the separation between the two sources
is not so clear and the last bin can correspond to fusion-like events. Now, an interesting
observation can be drawn from the figure: when two sources are clearly resolved, all alpha
particles cannot be attributed to a statistical sequential decay. Instead, a larger abundance
of particles is observed in between the two sources (see also [14]). This "excess" emission
can be understood in at least two ways: in the first scenario, a third zone is present, and is
responsible for the so-called "neck" emission, which is reminiscent of the participant zone
observed at liigh energies; in the second scenario, these particles are sequentially emitted
from one of the outgoing partners, but on a time scale short enough to induce some memory
effects in the emission. The two mechanisms probably contribute to the observed "excess"
emission and there is a continuous evolution between them. In both cases, the binary system
is dynamically strongly deformed, the "neck" region being either released (neck emission)
or attached to one of the outgoing partners, wliich is hence deformed beyond a pseudo-
saddle-point leading to a fast break-up. The memory of the partner direction is kept if the
emission time is smaller than a few times 10~22 s, for an angular momentum in the range
50-100 h. A kinematical difference between these two processes can be found in velocity
distributions relatively to the main sources. In the case of a pure "neck" emission (two main
sources -f neck), the corresponding products are likely to be at rest in the CM frame. Such
a contribution can be observed in Fig. 3 for several IMF's.

In the case of fast sequential emission, the relative kinetic energy between the detected
fragment and its emission source is dominated by the corresponding Coulomb energy. Such
a behaviour is observed in Fig. 2 for a particles. It has also been clearly recognized in
three-body events [7, 8, 9, 10, 15].

The aim of this study is to quantify the importance of these fast emissions by measuring
the charge percentage which corresponds to statistical emissions and the one which corre-
spond to neck or fast-sequential decays.The statistical emission is estimated by "doubling"
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Figure 1: Invariant velocity plots for protons (upper row) and alpha particles (lower row) detected for spec-
ified Etransl2 bins. The right and left sides of the rectangles superimposed on the velocity plots correspond
to the source velocities obtained with the use of method I and II, respectively (see text). The presented
projections refer to alpha particle plots.
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Figure 2: Invariant velocity plots in the CM frame for dcuteron, triton, lithium, carbon and oxygen
fragments detected in the most peripheral collisions (upper row - bin 1, and lower row - bin 2 of Etransl2).
The right and left sides of the rectangles correspond to the source velocities obtained with the use of method
I and II, respectively (see text). The presented projections refer to the plots for the second bin.
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those products that are found forward of the velocity of the quasi-projectile. The "dynam-
ical or neck" emission is the difFerencc between the later and the products found forward
of the total center of mass. A critical ingredient of such a method is the estimation of the
mean quasi-projectile velocity for each Etransl2 bin.

We have used two methods to determine the velocity of the projectile-like source. The
first one (Method I) takes, for each bin, the most probable velocity of the heaviest fragment.
The second uses, event by event, the "thrust analysis" [16]. Figure 3. shows, in percent of
the total charge of the quasi-projectile the amount of charge emitted dynamically (prompt
and neck emissions) and the amount emitted statistically.
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Figure 3: Left panel: the percentage of charge contained in the midrapidity (fast) component (neck +
fast-sequential) - the shaded area bounded by squares; and the percentage of charge coming from statistical
emission - the shaded area bounded by circles. The filled and open symbols correspond to method I and II,
respectively. Upper right panel: the percentage of charge in the fast component coming from the fragments
of o given Z number (Z from 1 to 10) for the Etransl2 bins 1 to 4. Lower right panel: same, but for the
multiplicity.

3 Conclusions

The presented analysis (valid for about 80-90% of the total cross section) indicates that
dynamical eTFects are quite important in peripheral and intermediate impact parameter
collisions at 5U McV/riiiclcoiiT "" "~~———- -

T^EtTnature of'"this non-statistical emission is probably connected with the collective
behaviour, since mostly alpha particles and IMF's are involved. In that sense, it differs from
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the usual prompt (preequilibrium ?) emission mechanism which reflects mainly nucleon-
nucleon collisions. A better understanding will require extension of studies to other energies,
to symmetric systems of different size and to asymmetric systems. The data accumulated
by the INDRA collaboration will allow to do so.

Other important questions related to these observations are i) the energy (mechanical,
thermal, ...) necessary for this fast emission, and the fraction it represents as compared
to the excitation energy of the PLS and TLS; ii) the understanding of the nature of this
emission and more precisely its connection to the size distribution of the corresponding
products; and iii) the influence of the viscosity on the deformation of PLS (TLS) and on
the neck formation.

The correct reproduction of all the observed features will imply strong constraints on
dynamical models and the evolution of the viscosity with temperature. It may be a key
requirement before applying the models to the multifragmentation data observed in more
central collisions [15]. The presented experimental results offer a unique opportunity and
challenge for the dynamical models, since they refer to the early phase of the reaction,
and thus may not require any "afterburners". This theoretical analysis is being done in
collaboration with F.Haddad, Ph.Eudes (SUBATECII, Nantes) and M.Colonna(Dapnia,
Saclay) and will be published soon.
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1 MOTIVATION

To improve our knowledge of the properties of nuclear matter under peculiar conditions of
temperature and pressure, it is important in studying central nucleus-nucleus collisions at
intermediate energies, to determine how and at which excitation energy the highly excited
nuclear system formed disassembles. At a high enough energy, the multifragmentation
process is predicted to set in, from both statistical and dynamical calculations , even if
the mechanisms involved are not yet fully understood, experimental evidences concerning
the appearance of multifragmentation are now well established . A second interesting
feature is expected to occur: the vaporization of the system^1 *•*•". In the extreme only
light particles (Z < 2) are produced, forming a gas phase as defined in ref . However,
the link between this vaporization process and the liquid-gas phase transition in infinite
nuclear matter is not obvious and is much debated due to finite size effects and to the
Coulomb force"1 ' . Thus an experimental determination of the onset of vaporization and
of thermodynamical properties of vaporization events should provide valuable information

"permanent address: Institute of Physics and Nuclear Engineering, IFA, P.O. Box MG6, Bucharest,
Romania

6permanent address: Institute of Nuclear Physics, ul. Radzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Krakow, Poland
•'present address: SUBATECH, IN2P3-CNRS et Universite, 44072 Nantes Cedex 03, France
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on the disassembly of hot nuclei and on the possible gas phase. The question of whether or
not such very hot nuclear matter formed in violent heavy-ion collisions reaches thermody-
namical equilibrium before starting to disassemble is of essential importance in validating
the hypotheses assumed in statistical models ' ' .

2 CHARACTERISTICS OF VAPORIZATION EVENTS

The experimental investigation of vaporization events, which are here defined as events
containing only light particles, needs devices capable of performing complete or quasi
complete exclusive experiments. In an ideal experiment, an event by event detection of
all the particles and fragments with their size (charge and mass), their spatial distribution
and their energy should be obtained, thus permitting the exclusion of events containing
fragments. Such an ideal experiment has been partially realized using the new 4n detector
INDRA11.

A 193fig/cm2 ™Ni target was bombarded by different energy MAr beams: 32, 40, 52,
63, 74, 84 and 95 AMeV.

The excitation function for vaporization, not corrected for detection efficiency, is shown
in fig 2. The cross-section becomes sizeable above 52 AMeV and rises sharply to reach
some 10 ' of the total reaction cross-section at 95 AMeV .

To correctly derive the properties of these events, the dynamics of the collisions must
first be studied: are we dealing with the vaporization of one source, or of several sources?
The answer is two sources corresponding to binary dissipatives collisions; only a small
part of the events could possibly be associated with the decay of a single source and are
not included in the analysis. In the following the sources will be called quasi-projectile
(QP) and quasi-target (QT). A complete description of the determination of the dynamics
of these collisions, and more specifically its influence on the variables described later on,
will be presented in a forthcoming article . The spectra of the relative velocity between
the sources are broad, extending from 4. cm/ns up to 62,69,75,81 % of the beam velocity
at 52,74, 84,95 AMeV respectively. This indicates:

• that the collisions leading to full vaporization of the system correspond to a broad
range of impact parameters; this is in agreement with the transverse energy spectra
of the vaporization events, from which the impact parameter range can be estimated
between 0 and 0.4 6max-

• that for the bulk of the events the relative motion is far from being fully damped, and
therefore a large fraction of the available energy remains as collective translational
energy.

3 THERMODYNAMICAL ASPECTS

Whatever the incident energy and the source (QP or QT) the excitation energy distribu-
tions start rising around 8 AMeV, while the maximum excitation energy reached increases
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Figure 1: Excitation function for vaporization. Cross-sections are normalized to calculated
reaction cross-sections.

with the incident energy, up to 28 AMeV (for the QP) at 95 AMeV. In all cases the heavy
source (QT) has more excitation energy than the light one (QP), but the QP has a higher
excitation energy per nuclcon than the QT, which means that thermal equilibrium is not
achieved between the two partners of the collision, due to the very short reaction time
(< 100 fm/c). The energy equilibration time was estimated to be 150-300 frn/c in ref

. Whether or not each sub-ensemble subsequently reaches thermal or thermodynamical
(thermal and chemical) equilibrium before disintegrating can be investigated by looking
at the particle energy spectra and relative abundances in each source, as a function of its
excitation energy per nudeon, e*; a binning £e*=3MeV was chosen.

We discuss first the shapes of the kinetic energy spectra which give information about
thermal equilibrium for each source. They are structureless, with exponential tails whose
slopes are similar within 30%. More quantitatively, for the emission from a source in
thermal equilibrium, all particles should have the same average kinetic energy if we neglect
in a first approximation the possible Coulomb barrier. The increase of the kinetic energy
with the excitation energy is almost linear for all particles; there is a gap between the
more energetic particles (d and '/ie) and the less energetic ones (p and '7/e) of 4-7
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MeV or ~20%. This may appear as a significant deviation from thermal equilibrium.
If we note that no extra collective expansion energy (proportional to the atomic mass)
can be derived from the data, the eventual role of quantal eiFects and side-feeding has
to be checked. In order to test this hypothesis we have modelled the emitting sources
using two different approaches based on thermodynamical equilibrium . In the first
model, hereafter denoted EVA, we use the Weisskopf standard evaporation theory ,
by considering a series of binary break-ups into excited fragments . This approach is
expected to be valid only at rather low excitation energies. In the second model (CEM),
which is expected to be more suited to describe the situation discussed here, the emitting
source is viewed as a nuclear gas of fermions and bosons in thermal and also chemical
equilibrium . In this simple model for a given source density p and temperature T,
the energy spectra of the different nuclear species (and consequently their relative yields)
are uniquely determined from conservation laws and the equilibrium distributions in the
grandcanonical ensemble. Corrections to the ideal gas are also included in the form of
excluded volume effects . In this calculation e* is derived, as in the experiment, from
calorimetry. The experimental e" range is covered by varying T from 10 to 25 MeV. The
freeze out density has been fixed to p = /Jo/3, in order to reproduce the experimental
ratio between the proton and alpha yields at the lowest excitation energy. EVA gives
kinetic energies which are systematically too low whereas CEM reproduces rather well
the measured values.

We now come lo the chemical composition of the vaporized source. In Fig 2-a,-b is
shown the relative particle abundance (Pj = Mj/Ms, where Ms is the total source mul-
tiplicity and Mj the multiplicity of particle species j in the source) versus the source
excitation energy, for the QP at 95 AMeV. a-particles dominate at the lower excitation
energies, while nucleons take over when the excitation energy is increased. The deuteron
relative abundance is roughly constant; the isobars of mass 3 have opposite behaviours:
tritons decrease and JHe increase when raising the energy. Finally the rare QHe behave
like the a's. This evolution is not due to autocorrelations between the source composition
and its excitation energy. Indeed, the mass excess part in eq. 1 accounts for ~ 40% of
the excitation energy around 10 AMeV, and only 20% around 22 AMeV. Therefore the
increase of the source excitation energy is not only due to the increase of the nucleon
abundance, but also to the increase of the kinetic energy of the particles. Note that for a
given e* the relative yields are the same for the QP and the QT, independently of the bom-
barding energy. For a system without isospin like the one under consideration here, equal
abundances of t and ' / /e , and of p and n, are expected from chemical equilibrium, while
they show slight differences in our data. Once again the significance of these differences
has to be tested against models. EVA and CEM reproduce well the general evolution of
the different species as a function of the excitation energy. In EVA the lack of kinetic en-
ergies has to be compensated by nucleon creation in order to conserve the energy; indeed
the yield of protons is strongly overestimated while the production of Z=2 species is too
low (fig. 2a). Otherwise the hierarchy of particle yields is roughly reproduced as well as
the total multiplicity (fig. 2c).
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Concerning the prompt scenario, for which the ratio between the proton and alpha
yields was fixed at the lowest excitation energy, the yields of these two species are correctly
reproduced as well as those of deuterons and r'He. The production of isobars of mass 3
is overestimated by a factor of two (fig.2b). To further understand the significance of the
observed deviations with CEM, it would be interesting to also compare the data with a
more sophisticated model like the QSM of ref ,_wherjgi the contribution from higher-lying
resonances is taken into accounjL_

i,Vaporization events have been studiednn a broad excitation energy range
from 8 to 28 AMeV. They are produced in binary collisions. After reconstruction of the
two sources of emission, the yields and the energy spectra of the different species have been
studied and compared with the predictions of two statistical models.The model describ-
ing the properties of a gas of fermions and bosons in thermal and chemical equilibrium
reproduces rather well both the energies and the yields suggesting that thermodynamical
equilibrium has been reached by each source.
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The knowledge of what kind of instabilities could cause a nuclear system to multi-
fragment is important for the understanding of the dynamics of heavy ion collisions in the
energy range 10-100 MeV/u [1]. For heavy systems at lower incident energies, Coulomb
instabilities [2] can be responsible for the complete dissociation of the system and then,
only a gentle compression phase is necessary. From a theoretical point of view, static
Hartree Fock calculations have predicted that competition between surface tension and

.Coulomb repulsion can lead, for very heavy systems, to the formation of exotic config-
V urations, like bubbles [3]. Borderie et al. [4] have then confirmed such conclusions by

performing dynamical Landau-Vlasov calculations for the system Gd+U at 36 MeV/u.
We will present here^ome results_oblajned_fpr Od-f-U af, SfiJVTeV/ii at the GANIL

facility^ The experiment was performed with the 4n INDRA detector
ucts[5], which allowed the detection of quasi-complete events, for whic
the initial charge (Ztol — Zproj -+- Ztargei = 156) has been measured. Sue
very important since we are looking for the multifragmentation of a verj
system comprising almost all the nucleons (A ~ 400). Detection of all f
during this de-excitation stage is then crucial.

of charged prod-
1 at least 80% of
h completeness is
heavy composite
agments emitted
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SELECTION OF SINGLE-SOURCE EVENTS

To classify these events, we use a combination of global variables, namely the mo-
mentum tensor analysis and the total centre of mass kinetic energy (TKEcm), in analogy
with the diagram used by Wilczynski to demonstrate the presence of dissipative nuclear
orbiting in collision below lOMeV/v ^1

1
tin
|•

• i
•
OH!

Figure 1 : Total kinetic energy measured in the ctntre of mass of the reaction versus
0Fioi, the angle between the main axis of the energy ellipsoid and the beam direction.

The so called "energy tensor" is defined as Qi}• = £ „ " " ^ where the sum runs
over all fragments v(Z > 5). pi and pj denote the Cartesian momentum components of
the fragment of mass m(u) in the centre of mass (CM) frame of the system (note that
the velocity of the fragment CM, averaged over all the events, is the same as the CM
of the system). Diagonalization of this tensor permits the construction of an ellipsoid in
energy space. Its three axes are defined by the tensor's eigenvectors (e"i), its shape by the
eigenvalues (A3 > A2 > Ai; these values are normalized to their sum). The angle between
the main axis (defined by e*3) and the beam direction (i.e. the direction of the velocity
of the CM) will be called in the following 9Floi. This angle is related to the rotation of
the whole system, before it separates into two sources and/or undergoes de-excitation by
evaporation or multifragmentation. In the case of a \mique source of emission, the flow
direction should be undefined and isotropically distributed.
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Figure 2 : Z — Vj| plots for the 3 regions of interest. The dashed lines indicate
the target (left) and projectile (right) vclovities in the centre of mass in cm.7i.s~1

The different plots correspond, from left to right, to regions Tl to TS.
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Region III (0Ftot > 60°) corresponds to a flat cos{$Fiot) distribution and should select
a unique source of emission. Indeed, the Z - V\\ plot (Fig. 2) clearly shows an evolution
from binary collision (Tl) to a single source of emission (T3).

SHAPE OF THE MULTIFRAGMENTING SINGLE SOURCE

A shape analysis, based on the study of the eigenvalues clearly shows the unique source
(T3) to be spherical, in the energy space. These events have a mean fragment multiplicity
of 6.4. They correspond to a cross section of 22. mb, value to be compared with the total
reaction cross-section of 8.1 b.

In order to study these events and to know if exotic shapes like bubbles have been
formed, we examine the evolution of the mean kinetic energy (in MeV) of each fragment as
a function of its charge. The bell shape clearly indicates that heavier fragments are emitted
with lower energies as compared to lighter ones, as if heavier fragments were located closer
to the centre of a nuclear system emitting isotropically (Fig. 3, solid points). Indeed, for
a bubble configuration, the evacuation of the central region should lead to a lack of small
CM velocities (and then energies for heavier fragments).

350

40

Z of fragment

Figure 3 : Mean kinetic energy in Me V versus Z. Solid points indicate the mean
experimental values. Histograms show the result of the simulation; 1: sequential de-
cay; 2: simultaneous de-excitation of a spherical source with 1. MeV/u expansion

energy with the heavier fragment in the center. 3: simultaneous de-excitation of a sphe-
rical source with 1. MeV/v. expansion energy; the sphere is then as compact as possible.

In order to get more quantitative information, we have used the simulation code SI-
MON [8] with different hypotheses and we have compared its results with the experimental
data. The code starts from a given excited nuclear system composed of a certain number
of pre-fragments (hypothesis of freeze-out volume). Their mass and charge distributions
are chosen at random. These fragments are then arranged according to a chosen shape.
Coulomb trajectories are then solved, respecting conservation laws and taking into ac-
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count thermal motion and a possible collective expansion (the latter being implemented
by means of a self-similar motion of matter). Secondary decays (evaporation of particles
and fragments, and fission) are considered, including discrete excited states for Z < 5. Se-
quential (one pre-fragment corresponding to the source) or simultaneous (more than one
pre-fragment) decays can be computed. Experimental data has led us to put the following
ingredients in the simulation, at least as a first step in this study : the initial nuclear system
has the total charge and mass of the experimental entrance channel (A = 393, Z = 156)
because up to now, very few pre-equilibrium effects have been found in our data; for the
same reason, the initial excitation energy, E*, is the difference between the total energy
available in the centre of mass and the Q-value for the formation of the compound system
— this value of E* — 6.7MeV/u is then an upper limit; the number of pre-fragments
is 5, and their masses have a minimum value of 20; as suggested by experimental data,
pre-fragments are arranged in a sphere.

The results achieved are shown in Fig. 3. The sequential de-excitation (histogram 1)
does not reproduce the data. In a simultaneous decay, l.MeV/u self similar expansion is
necessary to reproduce the lighter fragments (Z < 30) (histograms 2 and 3). Moreover,
the shape of the calculated curve ofr heavier ones (Z > 30) is sensitive to the geometry of
the source: when the heavier fragment is located in the centre of the sphere (histogram
2), it does not feel the expansion and therefore has a low energy. Conversely, when the
sphere is homogeneous (histogram 3), the calculated energies are increased with the charge
Z of the fragments. The experimental situation (solid points) is a mixture of these two
situations. Multiplicities (total and fragment), Z and relative velocities distributions are
also well reproduced, in the simultaneous scenario.

CONCLUSION

Experimental study of the Gd+U system at 36 MeV/u with the 4TT INDRA detector
has allowed us to evidence the multifragmentation of a single source of nearly 400 nucleons.
These selected events correspond to 22. mb, as compared to 8.1 b for the total reaction cross
section. A spherical shape, with the heaviest pre-fragment close to the centre, and with
a self-similar expansion energy of 1. MeV/u is the only way to reproduce experimental
data with the SIMON code. Such a value has to be compared with the smaller one of
< 0.5 MeV/u obtained when Coulomb repulsion is the only cause of expansion (this value
is deduced from [4]). It seems that 36 MeV/u is too high an energy to induce a pure
Coulomb multifragmentation : compression-expansion effects seem to be non-negligible at
such a bombarding energy, which is in disagreement with the Landau-Vlasov model using
a local force and no isospin effects [4]. A more detailed version of this text is available in
[9].
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During the multifragmentation of atomic nuclei it seems that identical (or almost
identical) initial conditions are leading to very different partitions of the system in in-
teraction. In such a case it is necessary to develop approaches that are able to describe
the observed diversity of the final channels. On the other hand the multifragmentation
being characterised by the formation of relatively large fragments, one may think that
the mean field plays an important role to organise the system in nuclei. Indeed, the
mean field (ie, the long range part of the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction) is at the
origin of the cohesion of the clusters. Moreover, it has been shown that extentions of
mean-field approaches including a Boltzmann-like collision term were providing excel-
lent descriptions of many aspects of heavy ion reactions around the Fermi energy (see
for example ref.'1' and references therein).

The problem with mean-field approaches is that they are unable to break sponta-
neously symmetries. Therefore, they cannot describe phenomena where bifurcations,
instabilities or chaos occurs. However, since few years, many tests and studies have
been reported showing that the stochastic extensions of mean-field approaches were
good candidates for the description of such catastrophic processes. Indeed, the presence
of a source of stochasticity allows to explore a large variety of evolutions. Therefore,
such approaches may provide valuable descriptions of the dynamics of phase transitions
(at least in the case of first-order phase transitions for which the mean-field is known
to give a reasonable description of equilibrium properties).

Let us first recall that nuclei are understood as drops of a Fermi liquid I2' 3i ^ and,
since we can also observe free nucleon gas, we expect the existence of at least one
liquid-gas phase transition.

As matter of fact, the nuclear forces are known to have a long-range attractive
tail and a short-range repulsive hard-core and so to be analogous to a Van der Waals
interaction. Therefore, we expect the same phenomenology as far as phase transitions
are concerned.

The phase diagram of nuclear matter is still partially unknown because it is very
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difficult to extract unambiguous information from the experimental observation. In-
deed, it is only possible to create in laboratory tiny short-lived fragments of excited
matter. However, it is generally believed that during a nuclear collision the system
may explore a large portion of the nuclear phase diagram and that the observed copi-
ous fragment production might be related to a liquid-gas phase transition.

l.t/m/c

Figure 1. Stochastic mean-field evolutions or two different sources: Part a) (top) Spinodal
decomposition of a spherical source; Part l>) (bottom) of a disk (from ref.'13' ).

In particular, it is generally believed and shown by one-body approaches that the
composite system formed during a collision may enter deep in the liquid-gas coexistence
region and even in the spinodal zone that is the region where the system is mechanically
unstable against infinitesimal density fluctuations. Considering the involved size and
time scales this is certainly a region adequate for the nuclear multifragmentation.

We can now study the fragmentation of a hot and diluted nucleus lying deep
inside the spinodal zone of instabilities. We have considered masses, charges, densities,
temperatures, spins, expansion,... as predicted by one-body dynamic approachesJ8J To
describe the spontaneous symmetry breaking associated with the fragmentation of hot
spherical sources, we have used the recently developed stochastic approaches.'9'

Figure l.a presents one of the many predicted partitions of a large hot and diluted
nucleus containing 210 nucleons that have been fragmented in 5 pieces under the in-
fluence of spinodal instabilities. This is a rather typical event (the average multiplicity
computed over 400 simulation being sharply peaked on the production of 5 fragments).

This dominant multiplicity is clearly linked to the occurrence of spinodal instabili-
ties since this is topologically the optimum way to have undulations, in a finite system,
with an average distance between density lobes compatible with the most unstable wave
length, A = 10fin, of spinodal instabilities in nuclear matter.

This characteristic is better seen on the analyses presented in figures 2. On the
first hand, we observe in figure 2.a radial oscillations associated with a wave length
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Figure 2. Analysis of the multifragmentation events analogous to the one presented in figure la).
The part a) presents the radial projection of the elensty, part, b) multipolc expansion computed at
100 fm/c, part c) analysis in terms of Bessel functions for the multipolc L=5; part d) time evolution
of the L=5 fluctuations.

around 10 fm. In average the matter gets concentrated close to the surface and a hole
is produced at the centre of the nucleus.

In order to get a deeper insight into the characteristic of the unstable modes in
finite nuclei we have performed an analysis in terms of spherical harmonics projecting
the fluctuations on the modes defined by j L^I^YIM (r). This analysis shows that
these projections are strongly peaked at wave numbers that, taking into account the
L dependence of the Bessel function, correspond to a distance between two radial
maxima around 10 fm. Moreover, this strong peaking of the k-dependent projection
demonstrates that the actual fluctuation resembles to a Bessel function, i.e., to the
multipole expansion of a plane wave with 10 fin wave length.

On the other hand, if for this ki, of maximum instability we draw the L-dependence
of the measured fluctuation (figure 3.c) we can observe that the multipolarity 5 dom-
inates the instabilities. This multipolarity L=5 corresponds to a distance of about 10
fm between two maxima of density fluctuation. As a matter of fact, this multipolarity
L=5 induces the fragmentation of the system in 5 equal pieces. For this multipolarity
the most unstable radial k corresponds to k = 0.6/m"1 that is the most unstable wave
number of the infinite matter system at the considered temperature and density. Fi-
nally, on figure 3.d) we can clearly see the exponential amplification of unstable modes
with a characteristic growth time r « 35/m/c in agreement with the nuclear matter
calculation.

It might be important to study the role of the initial shape of the source on the
final topology of the fragment partition. On figure 2 we show the comparison of the
predicted disassembly of two different initial sources; the first one being spherical and
the second one prolate with an aspect ratio 2:1. In both cases the system develops
radially a spinodal instability. Making a hole at the centre is the only possible way
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to develop the instabilities considering the limited size of the system. Therefore, the
spinodal decomposition of both systems is generating non compact geometries with a
hole in the centre. These fragmentations resemble to bubble-like or torus-like topologies
but it should be notice that in the present simulations they only arise from spinodal
instabilities. Such non-compact topologies might have been observed experimentally
by the MSU group and the Nautilus group in GANIL.

In conclusion we have seen that a large enough finite system is developing instabili-
ties very close to the one predicted for the equivalent infinite nuclear matter. Therefore,
one may hope that studying the s'pinodal decomposition of finite system may directly
provide information on the nuclear equation of state.
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Although the static properties of nuclear matter have been the subject of many

studies [1, 2], the nuclear equation of state and the nuclear phase diagram remain open

problems, because they can only be inferred from the understanding of the dynamics of

nuclear reactions and of the evolution of the formed hot systems. Indeed, it is commonly

believed that, during a collision, a wide zone of the nuclear matter phase diagram might

be explored [3] and that the nuclear system may deeply enter in the spinodal zone,

which is the region of the phase diagram where the system is mechanically unstable

against infinitesimal density fluctuations.

Nowadays, the reaction mechanism responsible for the multifragment production

experimentally observed in medium-energy heavy-ion reactions and its possible con-

nection with a spinodal decomposition or a critical phenomenon are largely debated.

Many models aiming to describe this multifragmentation are based on static (or equi-

librium) statistical approaches and do not take into account the dynamics of the phase

transition [4, 5, 6].

In the framework of mean field approaches, some studies of fragmentation induced

by volume or shape instabilities have recently been published [7, 8, 9, 10]. However, as

soon as instabilities are encountered in dynamical simulations, fragments are formed

through the growth of fluctuations and hence a good understanding of the fluctuation

sources is important to reach reliable conclusions. This is the reason why stochastic

mean field approaches have been developed [11, 12].

Since this study is based on stochastic mean field approaches, let us first briefly re-

call their essential features. In standard mean-field approaches the system is described

i {• •". ̂  w u > t ^ ( w LCLAU-,

^ 4 '^Ie "I W ^ c , h^k
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in terms of its one-body density f(r,p,t). However, it is known that the neglected

rnany-body correlations may become of crucial importance when instabilities or bifur-

cations occur, like in the multifragmentation processes we are interested in. In such a

case, the mean-field trajectory is loosing its validity.

A possible way to take into account the feed-back of the unknown correlations onto

the evolution of the one-body density is to add a stochastic term in the mean field

equation, in analogy with the Langevin treatment of the Brownian motion. This leads

to the so-called stochastic one-body theories, in which the system may experience a

partly random evolution in response to the action of a source of fluctuations. Therefore,

one must now follow the evolution of an ensemble of one-body densities, {/^( rjP»*)}-

For example, the stochastic extension of the nuclear Boltzmann equation leads

to the Boltzmann-Langevin (BL) approach, in which the nucleon-nucleon collisions are

considered as random processes [11, 12]. The time evolution of each element / ^ ( r , p, t)

of the ensemble of one-body densities is therefore governed by the following equation:

where {.,.} represents the Poisson bracket. The main ingredients that enter this equa-

tion are: i) The actual self-consistent mean field potential ( / [ / ^ ] , introduced through

the effective Hamiltonian /i[/W] = p*/2m + U[f{n)}; ii) The average part of the colli-

sion integral K[f^], which represents the average effect of the Pauli-blocked nucleon-

nucleon collisions; iii) The Langevin term SK^[f^], which accounts for the fluctuating

part of the collision integral [11, 12]. Simplified methods to treat the stochasticity in-

troduced by the term 6K have been recently developed and tested, in order to be able

to afford 3D calculations [13, 14, 15, 16]. In the results we show here, the stochastic

mean-field method of ref. [16] has been used.

For infinite nuclear matter, the eigenmodes are plane waves and it has been shown

that the most unstable wave length is close to A « 10 fm in a wide part of the spinodal

region [14, 17]. The growth rate of the unstable modes are intimately connected with

the properties of the nuclear forces and in particular with the range of the attractive

part of the potential. In fact the finite range of the interaction which can be associated

with surface energy when fragments are formed, is responsible for the suppression of

the small wavelength instabilities and then for the ultra-violet cut-off in the dispersion

relation [1, 17] (see fig.2).

In finite systems we expect that some of these features to be preserved:the time

scales, the favoured partition in equal mass fragments and even the quenching of small
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Figure 7 - Fragments charge distribution associated to the central events in the reaction
Xe + Sn at 50 MeV/A. The points correspond to the experimental data [19], the
histograms to the results of the .simulations before (dashed) and after (solid) making the
same selection for the centrality as in the experimental data.

cluster production.

Some experimental data are already pleading in favour of the spinodal decompo-

sition scenario. However, before entering this discussion, we would like to stress that

it might be premature to conclude about the fact that some multifragmentation re-

action might be related to a spinodal decomposition because both the experimental

results might still present some ambiguities and it may be that modified versions of

the actual theoretical models describing the multifragmentation might also explain the

experimental data without involving spinodal instabilities. However, the fact that the

composite system should enter the spinodal zone is predicted by almost all the one-

body approaches and we will see that our "ab initio" stochastic mean-field simulations

of subsequent spinodal decomposition are able to describe correctly various aspects of

multifragmentation in central events.

The theoretical calculation have been performed as follow: i) the reaction is first

treated within a regular one-body approach using the BUU code based on a lattice

hamiltonien method as described in ref. [18]; This calculation is performed until the

system runs across instabilities; Starting from this point, the bare mean field approach

cannot be applied anymore and one should take into account correlations and fluctu-

ations; It should be noticed that during the first stage of the reaction the inclusion of
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Figure 6 - Cliarge distributions of the three largest fragments for the reaction Xc + Sn

at 50 MeV/A. The points correspond to the experimental data [19] and the histogram

to the simulation. Mean values are also reported.

the fluctuations was not crucial because the mean field dynamics complemented with

a collision term was representing a reasonable ensemble average; ii) The unstable dy-

namics is simulated using a stochastic mean-field approach, as described in reference

[16], which corresponds to the addition of specific noise to the BUU dynamics; This

simulation is followed until fragments are formed; iii) Finally, when the fragments are

formed they are still hot and their decay may take a very long time; However, this slow

process is well described by statistical decay approaches; Therefore, instead of simu-

lating this decay within the mean field approach, which is not able to predict correctly

the particle and fragments emission, we prefer to use a statistical model; This part,

that includes both the fragments classical trajectory and the evaporation process, is

simulated using the code SIMON developed by D. Durand.

We have also performed a comparison with the recent results of the 1NDRA collab-

oration [19] concerning events with the formation of a composite source in the Xe+Sn

reaction at 50 MeV per nucleon. Indeed, also in this case, our one-body approaches are

predicting the formation of a composite system diving deeply in the spinodal region.

Figure 7 presents the fragment charge distribution associated with these events while

Figure 8 displays the individual charge distributions of the 3 largest fragments. One

can see a rather good agreement between experiment and theory. In particular the

tail at large Z is well reproduced by the theory. We would like to recall that this tail
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is coming from both the mode beating and the final state interaction between frag-

ments. On the other hand, the charge distributions of the 3 largest fragments are well

reproduced both in centre position and in global shape (and width).

In conclusion, while more studies are certainly needed to compare detailed features

of the multifragmention events with the spinodal decomposition scenario, the presented

results are very encouraging. Stochastic mean-field approaches can be now applied for

realistic simulation in 3D. These dynamic approaches are now able to compete with

multifragmentation models and can be directly compared with experiments.
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The experimental observation of the abundant fragment production obtained
in violent heavy ion collisions has generated many theoretical efforts for under-
standing the mechanisms responsible for such an explosion of the nuclear systems.
It has been proposed that, because of the initial collisional shock, a large part
of the nuclear matter phase diagram may be explored and new states can be ac-
cessed, hence making it possible to enter the unstable region of the phase diagram
[1, 2, 3]. In such a context, fragment formation may take place through a rapid
amplification of dynamical instabilities in the spinodal region. In order to deal
with the dynamics of these large density fluctuations, stochastic semi-classical ap-
proaches of the Boltzmann — Langevin type, have been developed and applied
to investigate the spinodal decomposition of nuclear systems [4, 5). As far as the
early development of instabilities is concerned, useful information can be gained,
more easily, in the linear response framework of such approaches [6, 7]. Also, the
response of the system to small initial perturbations can be studied within the
Landau theory of Fermi liquid [8, 9]. It turns out that, clue to the finite range
of the nucleon-nucleon attraction, the small amplitude density inhomogeneities
need to have a relative large spatial extension (f» 5 — 7 fm) in order to grow [2, 6].
The fact that the corresponding most unstable wave numbers (k « 0.8 — 1 fm)
are of the same order of magnitude as the Fermi momentum of the dilute systems
suggests that quantal effects may have an important influence on the spinodal
decomposition process, and should be included into the treatment for a quanti- / /

tative description of the growth of instabilities. In a quantal RPA framework, '•* af( e

it has been shown in [10] that in unstable nuclear matter, the most important/
modes shift towards longer wave lengths (A f« 10 fm) due to quatftffit"effects:""^

In the calculations, we use ft- Skyrme-like parametrizationrfor the effective
mean-field potential and we-havyg&ke^ the instabilities of a dilute nucleusjin-
earizing the timellependent Hartree-Fock equations in the co-moving frame.

~Tn order to solve the dispersion relation first we need to determine the single-
particle representation of the constraint Hartree-Fock problem (CHF). We have
also followed a more schematic approach and solve the dispersion relation by
employing the harmonic oscillator wave functions and the wave functions of a
Wood-Saxon-like potential, instead of the CIIF wave functions. In order to obtain
accurate solutions of the dispersion relation, a sufficiently large number of orbitals
should be incorporated into the calculations. Here, we present calculations carried
out for sources containing A = 40 and A = 140 nucleons by including 100 and
120 orbitals, respectively.

Q (K fl^X, U\ kyvl^l JA^k T

/
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Figure 1: Minimum values of u2/\to\ for different multipole modes for A — 40
(left part) and A = 140 (right part) as a function of the root-mean-square-radius
ivith the Coulomb force (dashed lines) and without the Coulomb force (solid lines)
at zero temperature, calculated in the harmonic oscillator representation.

In figure 1, minimum values of the quantity w2/|w| for modes with multipo-
larity L = 0,2,3 are plotted for two source containing A — 40 and 140 nucleons
as a function of the root-mean-square-radius < ?"2 >1 '2 of the system at zero tem-
perature. These results are obtained by solving the dispersion relation employing
the harmonic oscillator representation.

When the minimum value of the quantity OJ2 j\u>\ is negative, the corresponding
mode becomes unstable. In this manner the CI1F calculations provide a good
basis for understanding transition between the stable and the unstable regions
. As seen from figure 1, for increasing root-mean-square-radius the collective
modes become softer and around < r2 >1 /2« 3.8 fm the octupole mode becomes
unstable.

As seen from the figure, the Coulomb force has a minor effect in the light
system, and in the case of the heavier system, the degree of the instability is
slightly decreased by the Coulomb force. Here, the fluctuating part of the mean-
field due to the Coulomb force is calculated according to [13].

Figure 2 shows the radial wave numbers associated with the quadrupole and
octupole modes as a function of the root-mean-square-radius of the density distri-
bution. These wave numbers correspond to the lowest mode in the stable region
and the most unstable mode in the unstable region. In the figure, the crossover
from stable to unstable regions is indicated by vertical lines. In the case of the
quadrupole mode, the crossover occur at < r2 >1/r2f« 4.2 fm, whereas the oc-
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Figure 2: The radial wave numbevs associated with the nnadrupole mode (top
panel) and the oct7ipole mode (bottom panel) as a function of the root-mean-
square-radius at zero temperature. The vertical lines indicate the crossover from
stable to unstable regions.

tupole mode becomes unstable already at < r2 >ll2m 3.7 fm. In both cases,
modes exhibit a rather rapid transition from surface character with small values
of k to volume character with large values of k at around < r2 >1/ '2« 4.0 — 4.5 fm.
It is also seen that the transitions from stable to unstable regions and from surface
to volume character occur at different stages.

In figure 3, the maximum value of the frequency \OJI\ obtained in the calcula-
tions using the harmonic oscillator representation is plotted as a function of L at
temperatures T = 0,3,5 MeV. These calculations correspond to a source with
the root-mean-square radius taken as 4.54/m for the small system and 6.21 fm for
the large system. It is seen that the instability in both systems decreases for in-
creasing temperature of the source as expected, and the octupole mode appears,
once again, as the most robust one. Also, in the large system, the dispersion
relation has a cut at a lower multipolarity for increasing temperature.

Due to the quantal and surface effects, the multipoles with L larger than 3
for A=40 and larger than 5 for A=140 are strongly suppressed. The maximum
value of the frequencies |u;k(A:)| is nearly equal for all the unstable multipoles
indicating that these modes can be excited, apart from the statistical weight
2L -f 1, with nearly equal probability [14]. These results are in agreement with
recent calculations based on a fluid dynamic approach to spinodal instabilities
[15]. It is interesting to note that the maximum of the growth rate for a typical
multipole mode in a finite source is comparable to the one obtained in nuclear
matter. In fact, we perform a calculation in a periodic box by solving eq.(12)
and determine the growth rates of the unstable modes as a function of the wave
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Figure 3: The maximum value of the frequency \U>L\ obtained in the harmonic
oscillator representation as a function of the multipolarity L for A = 40 (left
part) and for A — 140 (right part) at temperatures T = 0,3,5 MeV.

number. We find that the maximum growth rate at a given density is close to
the growth rate of a typical mode in a finite system at the same central density.

In order to investigate the early development of instabilities in a dilute nu-
clear source, we carry out finite temperature quantal RPA calculations for systems
with A = 40 and A — 140 nucleons. A parametrization of the transition density
in terms of its multipole moments leads to a simple dispersion relation for the
growth rates of. the unstable collective modes . We determine the growth rates
as a function of the radial wave number from the dispersion relation employing
a suitable single-particle representation. Under typical conditions, when the di-
lute system with A — 140 nucleons has an average density p = 0.05/m~3 and a
temperature range T = 3 — 5MeV the collective modes up to L = 5 — 6 become
unstable. Furthermore, as the source expands to lower densities, the unstable
modes exhibits a transition from surface to volume character. The maximum
growth rates of these unstable modes are nearly the same around 30 fm/c, in-
dicating that the system may develop into different fragmentation channels with
nearly equal probability. The results presented here are consistent with recent
calculations of spinodal instabilities in finite nuclear systems based on a fluid
dynamic approach.
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An alternative way to ja.ddress_ tlie^ problem of the multifragmentation of Fermi
liquids.Is.|o,consjdst,.niolecular dynamics in which TTie antisymmetrTsation of th"e wave
function is explicitly taken into a<xojiuITtt7:flpfiw'l llieWappT6aHiSS''Me"b^edian^rvan-
ational formulation of quantum mechanics complemented with the definition of an
ensemble of parameterised trial wave functions. Often, these trial wave functions are
nothing but Slater determinants built from gaussian wave packets. The parameters of
these gaussians can be treated as classical degrees of freedom. These approaches are
very appealing since they treat in an elegant way the problem of the antisymmetrisation
and many applications have already been reported in the literature. However, these
applications have been limited to small systems because of the numerical difficulties in
the calculation of the two-body interaction. vjUt-s ^^c^d^acA^J

We have developed jkmmiki fastnat approacrr>based on the remark that^jsmcejjie
trial functions are a sub-set of the Slater determinantSj he., of tli&liKtependent-particle
many-body wave function, the fermionic molecular dynamics can be seen as an approx-
imatesolution S>1...the mean:field, eqiiatioiis. Therefore, one can start directly with the
variational formulation of the TDHF approximation using an effective force. In such a
way, without any additional approximation, the numerical efforts are strongly reduced
because of the introduction of the mean-field potential. In particular, the computation
time just increases quadratically in the number of particles.

Figure 1 presents the first fermionic molecular dynamics simulations involving 160
particles.'4' In these simulations we have studied the evolution of a hot and diluted
spherical system looking for a possible spinodal decomposition. However, we have only
observed two types of behaviour i) either the global system is bound and the system
will try to go back to the saturation density slowly evaporating particles; ii) either the
system is unbound and it will be soon vaporised.

The key of this amazing behaviour is found in the evolution of the width of the
gaussians (see fig 9) that in our calculations are considered as dynamic variables. This
width appears to increase when the system gets diluted so that it introduces an addi-
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Figure 1. Fermionic molecular dynamics of large systems (A=160): Bottom part, excited at a total
enegy of +2 MeV per nucleon, one can observe a total vaporisation of the system; Top part, with a
total energy of-2 MeV per nucleon, in such a case a residue is formed evaporating particles. The
center of each individual gaussian is represented. For one Gaussian also its width is shown. The time
is evolving by steps of 25 fm/c from 0 to 100 fm/c going from the left to the right.

tional smoothing of the mean-field, washing out the spinodal instabilities and reducing
the formation of fragments. In particular, the increase of the width reduces the inter-
actions between particles and quenches the fragment formation. In the present stage
of our understanding it seems that fermionic molecular dynamics without the width as
a dynamic variable (i.e., with a fix width) might be a better approximation in order
to treat fragments correlations. In particular, such a fix width calculation correctly
converges towards classical molecular dynamics while because of the additional width
parameter the full molecular dynamics seems to lead to* a different phenomenology.
This peculiar role of the width is now under investigation.
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Mean field equations are highly non linear, because of the presence of a self-
consistent potential. Therefore the mean-field dynamics is expected to exhibit
all the phenomenology of non-linear processes [1].

For example, a nucleus traveling at constant velocity can be seen as a solitary
wave (or soliton) solution of the non-linear mean-field equations. The existence
of large non-linearities makes the mean-field dynamics a typical candidate to ex-
hibit a chaotic behaviour. For example, compound nuclei at finite temperature
are considered as very chaotic systems. However, collective motions which cor-
respond to regular vibrations of the compound nucleus, such as the hot giant
resonances, have been observed experimentally. Therefore, the apparition and
the development of chaos is actually a very delicate point because not all the
degrees of freedom become chaotic at the same time.

Recently, the investigations about the collective properties of the mean-field
dynamics have been extended to consider unstable situations such as the evolu-
tion of systems initialized inside the spinodal region of the nuclear matter phase
diagram [2-8]. The studies of refs.[8, 9] have shown that the spinodal decompo-
sition, simulated through full mean-field calculations, appears largely influenced
by the existence of unstable collective modes, which are equivalent to zero-sound
waves. On the other hand, the possibility of the occurrence of disorder and chaos
during the fragmentation of the system has been discussed by many authors [10-
19], in particular within the context of unstable mean-field evolution [20-23]. The
occurrence of chaos would be of great importance since it may give a justification
for the validity of statistical approaches in the description of multifragmentation
events. Therefore a detailed analysis of when and how the chaos appears during
spinodal fragmentation is calledjbr,._jrhjsis....the main goal of the_pjesentarticle.

In this article we perform/^n analysis of the onset of chaos in mean-field
dynamiaTm presence of volume instabilities* As a main finding, we show^that
the mean-field evolution presents two different regimes: a first one dominated by
the almost decoupled amplification of several! collective unstable modes, leading
to the early condensation of the system into clusters, which is followed by a second
stage dominated by a coaje^ren^ejne^lianisrrJ amon^the large-density domains^

Finally we show that, even at the latest stage considered , chaos does not ap-
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pear as fully developed since a hierarchy of the different unstable modes, inherited
from the initial regular amplification of instabilities, remains.

As a consequence, for fast-fragmenting systems, there is the possibility to keep
the memory of the early dynamical instabilities in the final clusterization pattern
in particular preserving small wave lengths to develop. Moreover, we show that
these results and in particular the time and size scales involved are very sensitive
to the range of the considered force.

As already discussed in the comment [22], the dynamics of an individual RPA
eigenmode appears quite regular and almost insensitive to the differences in the
initial density. However, in order to investigate the characteristics of the mean-
field dynamics it is not sufficient to look at the propagation of normal modes,
because they are very peculiar initial conditions. Therefore we have studied
the dynamics of an ensemble of randomly initialized trajectories. The average
initial density was chosen to be equal to 0.4 po. If one looks at the evolution of
two randomly initialized systems, they appear rather different. The observed fast
amplification of small initial differences might be an indication of a chaotic regime.
However, this is a delicate point, since even in the regular case of independent
unstable normal modes, one would observe the same features.

In order to perform a normal mode analysis, we can introduce the Fourier
transform of the density fluctuations:

2

(1)

The onset of chaos can be quantitatively analyzed considering the dimension-
less amplification coefficient:

Ak(t) = (2)

and by considering the average of Ak(t) over the ensemble of N events:

Ak{t) = jj (3)

and its relative fluctuation AAk(t):

A / U ( ( )> = £ ^

computed over an ensemble of events initialized using a white noise. It should
be noticed that the fluctuation AAk(t) is a way to measure the spreading of
the two-time correlations around a straight line, i.e. the deviation from a reg-
ular correlation. When the relative width AAk(t) is large compared to 1 the
fluctuations are large and the correlation between initial and final time is lost.
This corresponds to a chaotic regime. Conversely, if the relative width is small
the system is dominated by a regular amplification dynamics. The behaviour of
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Figure 1: Study of the amplification factor as a function of time, and for various
k modes around the most unstable one, labeled by their node number n. In the
upper panel the thick lines correspond to n=5, the dashed lines to n=3 and the
thin grey lines to n=2. In the lower panel the thick lines correspond to n=5, the
dashed lines to n=6 and the thin grey lines to n=7. The left part figures present
Ak computed for 100 events. The central part displays the ensemble average At',
the right part shows the fluctuation

both quantities as a function of time is reported on Fig. 1 for various unstable
modes. One can first see that the average amplification coefficient Ak{t) follows
an exponential law during its early evolution. This is a characteristic of the lin-
ear response regime. For the different modes one observes that the fluctuation
A/ljfc(<) remains small up to 5 -f 7 instability times r,-. Moreover, for the most
unstable ones (k — 0.6 fm~l for the L interaction and k = 1.8 fm~l for the
S interaction) at the end of our simulation, the observed relative fluctuation is
found still lower than one. This demonstrates that the most unstable collective
modes are robust against chaos and that their dynamics is weakly coupled to the
evolution of the other degrees of freedom. This emphasizes the regularity of the
first stage of spinodal decomposition.
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From the extended experimental data on hard-photon ^ ^ ^ ^ 8 0 ^ % ^ / ) ^ production at
intermediate energies obiiamedjcturing the last decade and from dynamic phase-space simu-
lations ofTieavy-ion collisions,The dominant source of hard-photons hasjjeen attributed to
the bremsstrahluug radiation emittecl in rirst-ciiance protoivheutron (jp}ll collisions. There-
fore, hard photons probe the phase-space distribution of the nucleons in the collision zone
and convey information on the dynamics of the collision in its early stage.

Asjde of the afe£e«te«tieae«{ dominant source which produces direct hard-photons, at
intermediate energies BUU calculations predict theP cyiitejm^jr^asecondLgojirce QJ_p.n
bremsstrahlung photons occurring at a later stage of thfijieavy ion collisian-wjien the system
is almost fuIiy thernialyzed^J/tcrrnaL hard-photons. A dense system is formed in the lirst
stage of the collision, which then slowly expands until the attractive part of the nuclear force
is strong enough to drive a second compression of the system. It subsequently undergoes os-
cillations around the saturation density. The strength of the restoring force (attractive below
pQ and repulsive above) depends on the incompressibility of nuclear matter K^: for large
values the restoring force is larger than for small ones, so the second compression produces
higher densities for larger /C»-

Therefore there are two distinct hard-photon sources clearly separated in time because
of the absence of photon production during the expansion phase. The second source is char-
acterized by a softer energy spectrum, since in the later stage of the collision the energy
available in the center-of-mass of pn collisions is, on average, smaller than that at the be-
ginning of the collision. At higher bombarding energies the expansion is sufficiently violent
to breakup the system into many fragments and no thermal hard-photons are produced.

Experimentally we have searched forJUie^jgxistence of this second photon source.by
a1palysing_lhn pnRrgy ajlgctra of inclusive and exclusive hard-photons and the photon-photon
correlation function for three

The exclusive spectra were measured in coincidence with light-charged particles/and
projectile-like fragments enabling a selection on impact parameter. The slope parameters
and the production rates follow the predicted behaviour: the thermal component is softer
than the direct one and the production rate of thermal photons is largest for the heaviest
system and the lowest bombarding energy. Because direct photons are produced in/ first-
chance pn collisions their production rate does not depend on /Cx>- In contrast, tnermal
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photons are very sensitive to the amplitude of the density oscillation and thus to /(<»• It
should be emphasized that /Co is deduced from the relative yield of thermal to direct hard-
photons, thus making this method almost independent of the choice of the nucleon-nucleon
cross-section. Comparing the measured relative rates of the hard-photon production to the
ones calculated with BUU we obtain the value K^ = (290 ± 50). The exclusive spectra
show clearly that the thermal-photon relative intensity and slope are lower for peripheral
collisions, as one should expect since the compression effects are less important in these. We
thus conclude that the two components observed in the experimental hard-photon spectrum
confirm the predicted existence of a thermal hard-photon source in addition to the dominant
hard-photon production in first-chance nucleon-nucleon collisions.

A more powerful tool to characterize the properties of the photon source is provided by
the technique of Bose-Einstein correlations (or intensity interferometry) between independent
hard-photons, which allow to determine directly the collision geometry. The two-photon
correlation function provides a direct mapping of the Fourier transform g(q) of the space-
time photon-source distribution p(r):

C«(g) = l + A|e(*)|a, (1)

and therefore gives access to information on the medium from which they are emitted.
To study the efFect of a secondary photon-source displaced in space-time by the four-

vector Ar, we have assumed that both sources have the same distribution p(i') and we have
called AD the relative intensity of direct hard-photons and AT = 1 — An the one of thermal
hard-photons. The interference term is then modulated by a factor depending on the relative
intensities of the two sources and on their space-time separation:

CM = 1 + \\e(q)\2{Al + A\ + 2ADArcos(qAr)} . (2)

In the case of no density oscillation, i.e. one source, as would happen at bombarding energies
high enough to break the system into fragments, Ar = 0, and Eq. (2) reduces to Eq. (1).

This analysis has been applied to the data measured for two of the three systems studied
in order to demonstrate the high sensitivity of the correlation technique to the characteristics
of the photon source. The study of the projection of the experimental correlation functions
onto the Lorentz-invariant relative four-momentum Q — (q2 — q^)1^2 shows that in the case of
the lighter system the correlation function exhibits at small Q a clear Gaussian-like pattern,
which analysed in terms of Eq. (1) corresponds to a large photon-source, while in the case of
the heavier system no Gaussian-like pattern is observed. We therefore conclude that Eq. (1)
that assumes one space-time source cannot represent the experimental correlation functions.

We have then analysed the correlation functions in terms of Eq. (2) and found that the
assumption that hard photons are emitted from two distinct sources leads to an excellent
agreement with the data. The efFect of the second source is to attenuate for the light system
the Gaussian pattern expected in the correlation function and to completely wash out the
pattern for the heavy system where the intensities of both sources are equal. The values
deduced for the source size follow the size of the compound system, demonstrating that the
observed effect is related to the size of the colliding heavy-ions; the values deduced for the
relative intensity of direct hard-photons are in excellent agreement with the relative intensity
AD predicted by BUU calculations.
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In conclusion, we have shown that the hard-photon energy spectra and correlation func-
tions measured for several systems different in size and bombarding energy cannot be inter-
preted with the assumption of a single photon-source. By introducing a second photon-source
we obtain a good description of the data. This observation is in agreement with the reac-
tion mechanism expected for heavy-ion collisions at low-intermediate bombarding energies
leading to the formation of a hot nucleus oscillating in a monopole mode. It confirms also
the prediction of the BUU calculation that bremsstrahlung photons are emitted during each
compression pha.se. We have therefore at hand with hard photons a probe emitted at two
very different stages of the collision, the initial one when nuclear matter is formed at high
densities and the second one when nuclear matter reaches again high densities but is already
thermalized. This result opens new opportunities to study the properties of hot and dense
nuclear matter.
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Abstract

Hard photons have been measured as a function of the mass of the projectile-like
fragment in peripheral reactions of 38Ar + 159Tb at 44 MeV/nucleon. The probability
for hard photon production is found to depend on the amount of mass transferred and
the direction of the transfer, indicating the relative importance of one- and two-body
dissipation in peripheral reactions.

The understanding of the dynamics of colliding nuclei near the Fermi-energy strongly
relies on the use of transport equations of the Boltzmann type. In these the driving force
in the drift term is the result of the self-consistent mean field, while the collision term
describes the individual nucleon-nucleon collisions. Due to Pauli-blocking the importance
of the collision term is strongly influenced by the incident energy. Experimentally, however,
the partition of the dynamics into a mean-field and a collision component is much more
difficult to show, since the link with experimental observables is very indirect. The strongest
evidence for the importance of nucleon-nucleon collisions in the Fermi-energy domain is the
observation of nuclear bremsstrahlung. The scaling of inclusive hard-photon cross sections
(Ey > 30 MeV) with projectile and target mass and its angular dependence is consistent
with bremsstrahlung from energetic proton-neutron collisions occuring in the early phase of
the reaction[l]. In contrast to strongly interacting particles, photons can leave the collision
zone undisturbed. Therefore, they can give a direct account of the nucleon-nucleon collisions
in this reaction phase.
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Figure 1: Photon probability as a function of the mass of the primary projectile

We have recently finalized the analysis of the reaction 39Ar+159Tb at 44 MeV/nucleon[2].
In this experiment, done at GANIL, projectile-like fragments were measured with the SPEG
magnetic spectrograph in coincidence with brcmsstrahlung photons detected with TAPS and
light charged particles observed with the KVI Forward Wall. The latter detector allows to
reconstruct the primary projectile-like fragments in an iterative procedure, based on the
sequential charged-particle decay of the excited primary fragment. From peripheral heavy
ion reactions at low energies, at which individual nucleon-nucleon collisions are relatively
unimportant, one knows that for mass-asymmetric nucleus-nucleus systems the mean field
drives the system towards further asymmetry, i.e. the mass drift is from the light to the
heavy nucleus. Also in the present reaction such a preference is found. Even after cor-
recting for the "trivial" effect of sequential particle emission from the excited projectile-like
fragments, the largest yield is observed for fragments with nucleons removed from the light
projectile.

On the other hand the occurrence of nucleon-nucleon collisions in this reaction is also
clearly seen: the bremsstrahlung probability measured for the projectile-like fragments in-
creases linearly with the removed mass (see fig. 1). Since the bremsstrahlung yield is pro-
portional to the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions there is a linear correlation between
the mass transfer and the number of nucleon-nucleon collisions. However, one can also see
that for the relatively small yield of events in which the projectile-like fragment has gained
mass a much more rapid increase of the bremsstrahlung yield with the transferred mass
is observed. This is shown in fig. 1, in which the bremsstrahlung differential multiplic-
ities are plotted as a function of the mass of the primary projectile-like fragment. Thus
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when the projectile loses mass, which corresponds to transfer along the drift direction, less
collisions are needed than when the projectile gains mass against the drift direction. The
collisions are a source of lluctuations allowing reaction channels to be populated against the
direction dictated by the mean field. Therefore, the observation of the asymmetry in the
bremsstrahlung probability with respect to the preferred direction of mass transfer is an
elegant demonstration of the simultaneous action of the nuclear mean field on the one hand
and the nucleon-nucleon collisions on the other.
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and 18lTa+l!)7Au at 40/1 MeV, the
;h energies, i.e. 5 times wic beam
c Dubna cascade model, v

For the systems ^Kr -|- nolNi at 60/1 MeV
experimental 7 spectra extend to extremely h
energy per nucleon. Within the framework of tl
ir«|>liefrtdyeoneidcr the (nN —» /V7) interaction toj>ropcrly reproduce s+t$i a trend.
In fact never taken into account before for the production of very hard photons In CTITs
energy range, this channel involves subthreshold pious produced in nuclear matter.
Full details can be found in [2].

At intermediate bombarding energies hard photons emitted after heavy-ion colli-
sions probe the reaction dynamics. They found their origin, mainly, from the incoher-
ent sum of first chance (pn) bremsstrahlung processes. For a free pn bremsstrahlung
process the maximum energy for 7 conversion is E"m*(s) « ^ where y/s is the pn
center-of-inass energy and 7},, the beam energy. In heavy ion reactions, the maximum
available energy s,,mx results from the coupling of the beam energy momentum per
nucleon pi with the intrinsic Fermi momentum in antip;aallel configuration. It reads :

+ EL) -\-prPrf
mN(mN

where Ep ~ Jinf, +pj? and Ei_ — Jin2
N -\-p\. In the case of sharp-cut off momen-

tum distributions (pr.- = 270 MeV/c), the maximum photon energy, defined ns the
kinematic limit, /i»1"lox(.9mnx) reaches 167 MeV and 194 MeV, in heavy-ion induced
reactions at bombarding energies of 40/1 MeV and 60/1 MeV, respectively.

The kinematic limit in an individual pn collision can be overcome only if extra
energy is available. This energy gain may be found in different mechanisms, like
nucleon off-shell effects, three-body collisions at high nuclear density, dynamic energy
focusing fluctuations, or multistep 7r and A involvements.

For the first time, our results for 8GKr + "nfNi at 60/1 MeV and 181Ta + 197Au at
40/1 MeV present 7 spectra clearly indicating energies much larger than the kinematic
limit. The photon spectrum end points (~ 300 MeV for Kr + Ni and ~ 250 MeV for

1 Experiment performed vvitli 'TAPS
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Ta + Au) correspond to the nb sensitivity of our experimental method (Fig. 1). Our
experimental set-up consisted of the TAPS 7 calorimeter complemented, at forward
angles by the light-charged particle KVI hodoscope. Our trigger mode was set to
emphasize central collisions. More detailed experimental information is given in [2-3].

To interpret these puzzling results, Dubna cascade model (DCM) calculations
were performed. Derived from Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) kinetic equa-
tions, DCM incorporates a simplified mean-field evolution but including Pauli prin-
ciple and nuclear binding. This model was extended to treat pion and photon yields
perturbatively. First only the pn bremsstrahlung was invoked. In such a case the
DCM calculations strongly underpredict the experimental cross-sections at high 7
energies (Fig. 1) we are concentrating on. As a matter of fact genuine BUU compu-
tations exhibit the same pattern [4].

Starting from this conclusion, two more decay channels were incorporated in
DCM : ix° —> 77 and A —> TV 7 after N -\-N —> N-\-A production. These modifications
were not .sufficient to improve the fit to the data. Finally at variance with standard
formalisms used so far in hard photon production at intermediate energy, we added
tiie ix nucleon capture : 7r-|- TV —> TV +7 . 1'lven if all these treatments are not sufficient
to reproduce fully the experimental data, the effects are going in the right direction
(Fig. I).

What are the consequences of the irN radiative capture ? In the Kr -\- Ni case we
have measured the ix° energy spectra. Then tlic influence of this latter effect could be
revealed by the calculated pion yield. In DCM primordial pious arc produced either
directly through TV -I- TV — > TV -I- TV -I- 71, or in two steps via A-resonance formation
and decay, i.e. TV -I- TV —> A I- TV followed by A —> TV + ix. As they are formed
inside the nuclear medium these pious suffer from absorption and rescattering. Pions
undergo absorption either directly due to the reactions ?r -|- (NN)c —• TV -|- TV and
TV -k TV —> TV + 7, or in two steps n + TV —> A with A + TV —> TV + TV.

Iti order to compare the experimental data with the computation results the cal-
culated iva energy spectra and angular distributions have been folded wit h the TAPS
geometrical acceptance and response function. For the Kr -|- Ni case at 60/1 MeV the
calculated spectrum reproduces nicely the experimental maximum but falls off too
rapidly at higher energy (sec Fig. 2). The overall calculated 7r° cross section amounts
to 28 jib to be compared with the experimental value of 42 ± 4 jib. This discrep-
ancy could be linked to inaccuracies in the popular Vc-r West-Arndt approximation
for pion production cross-section. This approximation used in DCM fails near the
threshold [5].

In the 7 spectra (Fig. 1) although the decay process ix° —* 77 exhibits a maxi-
mum at about m^/2, it contributes quite significantly less than thepu brcmsstrahlung.
These two processes generate similar contributions at higher 7 energies (/'/'7 > 150 MeV).
In the intermediate energy regime below 100^1 MeV, emitted photons stem mainly
from the reaction 7T+TV —> TV-l-7 for the primordial pions. This emission is much more
significant than those coming from brenisstrahlung and A-resonance decay. The 7rTV
radiative capture implies a positive correlation between the energies of the involved
7 and TV particles. On the contrary, they are anticorrelated in bremsstrahlung.

As already pointed out for the Kr -|- Ni system, the 7r° spectrum predicted by
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Figure 1: Measured photon spectrum (full symbols) in the reaction ^Kr -J- "ofNi at
60/1 MeV (left panel) and l8 | rJa -|- l97Au at 40/1 MeV (right panel) after subtraction
of the cosmic-ray contribution. The level of cosmic-ray backgiound is shown with
open symbols. The solid line represents the DCM calculations. In the lower part
the calculated spectrum is decomposed into fractions corresponding to the following
elementary mechanisms : p + n —>p + n + 7, n + N —>iV + 7, n° —> 77, and A —> N'y.
The arrows indicate the kinematic limits.
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Figure 2: Energy distribution of ix° in the MKr -|- "ntNi reaction at 60/1 MeV,
compared with the DCM calculations (solid line). The arrow indicates the kinematic
limit.
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DCM is too soft compared the experimental data. Consequently and correlatively,
above the kinematic limit the DCM 7 spectrum exhibits the same trend. This deduced
statement illustrates and emphasizes the major role played by the subthreshold pions
in the nN radiative capture.

In summary, for Kr -f Ni (60A MeV) and Ta + Au (40A MeV), the experimental
7 spectra span over an extremely wide dynamical range. Such dynamical ranges
have never been reported in the literature before. These spectra extend up to 5
times the beam energy per micleon. well over the kinematic limit. Based on DCM
calculations, photon production originating from the incoherent sum of individual pn
bremsstrahlung (the standard approach so far for such reactions) is not sufficient to
reproduce the experimental data. Other(s) mechanism (s) is(are) in order. In this
vein, in DCM, we have incorporate the n -f- N —> N + 7 mechanism involving the
primordial pions formed in the nuclear medium. This process plays a leading role in
the production of the hyper-hard photons. Nevertheless remaining discrepancies call
for a better understanding of the in-medium production of subthreshold primordial
pions and of its interplay with the pion propagation dynamics. It opens an unexplored
exciting field of investigation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The production of energetic particles at energies below the free NN thresh-
old, such as pions, has been shown to originate mainly from central collisions
[1]. In that case a high amount of the available energy in the center-of-mass
frame - larger than for hard photons - is required to be concentrated into a sin-
gle degree of freedom, and some projectile stopping could be better evidenced.
The interpretation of pion data is complicated by final state effects such as pion
reabsorption and rescattering in the nuclear matter which, especially for heavy
targets play a major role to determine the shape of the energy spectra and angu-
lar distribution, due to shadowing effects. This could lower the apparent source
rapidity below the value of the cm. frame. Mostly light projectiles have been
used in these studies, which do not allow to reach a large overlap of nuclear
matter and consequently a high degree of stopping to be evidenced. It is felt
that a study of this effect as a function of the system size could be more effective
to disentangle the various factors contributing to the observed yields. Moreover,
a study of this effect would require exclusive measurements to characterize the
centrality of the collision and to have information on the amount of transverse
momentiiiTiand enejrgy carried out by the

Inclusive and exclusiveaata on ?ro, extracted from an experi-
ment ̂ performed at GANIL, are discussed in terms of stopping and reabsorption.
The distribution of charged baryons associated with pion emission ltagsfcneeti also
investigated. t's

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSTS

The experimenc^was performed at GANIL, irradiating 27Al, 58Ni, ll2Sn and
197Au targets t^jlhli^MtJ^eam)at 95 MeV/nucleon. The MEDEA array [2]
was used to detect neutral pions and the associated charged particles. More
details on the experimental set-up and the data analysis procedure are reported
on previous publications referring to the same experimental set-up [1-8].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Moving source analysis
While the production of hard photons has been generally interpreted as

originating from bremmstrahlung in incoherent first-chance nucleon-nucleon col-
lisions, the importance of secondary N-N collisions may lead to a damping of the
longitudinal motion. In the limit of a complete thermalization picture, which
implies more and more N-N collisions, some degree of stopping of the incoming
projectile nucleons may be expected. This effect is believed to show up more
dramatically the heavier is the system under study. A study of the source veloc-
ities as a function of the system size and impact parameter should help in this
respect.

A dramatic reduction of the j3s value with respect to /?/v/v was observed for
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all targets [8]. This effect increases with the size of the target: /?, ranges from 0.11
for the lighter system to 0.03 for the heavier one. The apparent source velocity
is then even lower than the nucleus-nucleus value, which for the 3CAr-f-I97Au
system amounts to (3nn — 0.07. In case of pions however, reabsorption effects
play an important role to modify the shape of the observed energy spectra and
angular distributions.

A further analysis was undertaken as a function of the impact parameter
b. The selection of the impact parameter in the collisions producing pions was
achieved by the multiplicity of charged particles. This analysis allowed to classify
the events into three classes, roughly corresponding to central, midcentral and
peripheral collisions. Going from central to peripheral collisions (33 increases.
Even for the most peripheral collisions selected in this experiment however, the
apparent source velocity remains substantially lower than the (3NN value.

The analysis of the source velocities evidences some degree of stopping, espe-
cially for central collisions of heavy systems, whereas for light systems and most
peripheral collisions, the participating nuclear matter does not have sufficient
volume and density to result in a sensible nuclear stopping.

B. Distribution of pions
To further investigate the effect of the participating nuclear matter on the

reaction dynamics leading to pion production, the angular distributions of pi-
ons were extracted for central, mid-central and peripheral collisions [8j. For
the heavier system a backward rise of the angular distribution in the NN refer-
ence frame is observed for central collisions, whereas for peripheral collisions a
nearly symmetric angular distribution is found. For the light system 36Ar-f-27Al
a similar behaviour may be noted, but in this case central collisions give a back-
ward/forward ratio smaller than for the 197Au case, where reabsorption effects
are more crucial. The rapidity distributions of the emitted pions in the labora-
tory frame of reference show the following features:
i) low energy pions (Tw=0-20 MeV) arc characterized by a nearly symmetric
rapidity distribution around y=0. The rapidity ccntroid shifts towards negative
rapidities especially for the 36Ar-f 197Au data, when more central collisions are
selected;
ii) energetic pions (T* > 50 MeV) are characterized by large rapidities.

These features point out that low energy pions could be preferentially emit-
ted by a more relaxed source as the result of successive NN collisions; this sit-
uation is better reached for the most central collisions which produce a higher
energy density and overlap of nuclear matter. This component gives the bulk
of the cross section. On the other hand, more energetic pions, where a total
energy in excess of 200 MeV is concentrated into a single degree of freedom, are
mainly originating from single NN collisions, thus retaining memory of the initial
motion.

C. Distribution of baryon matter
If central collisions show a high degree of stopping and pions emerge from a

relaxed source, this should also be reflected by the distribution of the associated
baryon matter.

The rapidity distributions in the laboratory frame of all charged particles in
pion events (selected by the centrality of the collision) evidence two main sources:
the first source is centered around the beam rapidity, while the second at smaller
rapidity. Peripheral collisions are dominated by the peak around y=0.4, while
moving to more central collisions a second source shows up, reflecting a high
degree of stopping. This is particularly evident for the 36Ai+197Au system where
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the low rapidity component is dominant in central collisions.

HI. CONCLUSIONS

Stopping of the projectile in nucleus-nucleus collisions indicutes a substantial
energy loss of the colliding nuclear matter. In high-energy heavy-ion collisions
the energy lost by the colliding systems provides high energy density regions,
which could be good candidates to probe the existence of a quark-gluon plasma.
It is important to note that at those high bombarding energies the energy loss
is usually accompanied by production of a large number of particles (mainly
pions). At energies around 100 MeV/nucleon pion production corresponds to
only a few hundred fxb of the total reaction cross section. When central collisions
are selected by the emission of a pion and an associated high multiplicity of
charged baryons, some degree of stopping is however expected.

Evidence for this phenomenon was observed by several observables. First of
all, both hard photons and neutral pions were shown to be associated especially
for heavy systems and head-on collisions to a slowly moving sources which could
stem from multiple collisions taking place. The pion reabsorption effects espe-
cially for heavy colliding systems could provide a further (apparent) reduction
of the observed pion source velocity, since a substantial reduction of pion yields
at forward angles is expected. Low energy pions were shown to emerge with
an almost flat angular distribution, whereas energetic pions are mostly forward
peaked, which could point out the importance of first chance nucleon-nucleon
collisions in these cases. Moreover, additional evidence for the occurrence of
stopping of baryon matter came from the investigation of the associated charged
particles in pion events. By a comparison of the results obtained for several tar-
gets, it was shown that when the target nucleus is heavy enough, there is a high
probability for the incident nucleus to loose a substantial fraction of its energy.

Further investigation could require a detailed knowledge of how the trans-
verse energy is distributed among the reaction products. In conclusion, a clear
evidence of the nuclear stopping was found at energies around 100 MeV/nucleon,
by a systematic investigation of the energetic products of nucleus-nucleus colli-
sions measured by a nearly 4TT multidetector.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade it has become increasingly clear that the A(1232) isobar, as well as
higher-lying baryon resonances, plays a major role in the dynamics of heavy-ion collisions
in the few GeV/nucleon range. Calculations suggest that these resonant states serve as
an intermediate energy storage and greatly enhance through multi-step processes the
cross sections at threshold of high-pt pion, as well as eta and kaon production. On the
other hand, as mesons are subject to strong final-state interactions, which often involve
resonance excitation, any interpretation of their propagation in the nuclear medium has
to rely oti an accurate knowledge of not only the resonance production, but also the
destruction processes. However, elementary cross sections involving resonances in the
input channel are usually unknown and have to be estimated from the inverse process, if
known, by applying the principle of detailed balance [1,2].

In case of the pion the relevant processes are largely mediated by the A resonance
through the elementary reaction N + N —> A •+• N (resonance creation) and its inverse
A + N —• N + N (resonance capture). Whereas the first one is accessible to direct
measurement, the cross section of the latter is obtained with the aid of detailed balance [1]
from the cross section £Tyv+/v-»A+/v- However, it has been pointed out [3] that, as these
reactions involve a resonance of short lifetime, the finite width of the resonance has
to be corrected for [3,4], leading to the so-called 'extended detailed-balance principle'.
The latter can be verified through an experimental determination of CTA+N-*N+N and
comparison with the known cross section a^+N-^A+N [5].

We present results from the 1992 campaign of TAPS at GANIL. Heavy-|"n induced
hard-photon and sub threshold TT° production has been investigated in 36Ar-induced reac-
tions at 95 MeV/u, both inclusively, and in coinclcfence with ligliT~cTiargecl particles and
p£ojectilc-like_fragmerits. A number of novel results have been obtained and are discussed
together with the experimental details in refs. [6]. Here we concentrate onjieutral-pion
p_rodjoction* with particular emphasis on processes involving the A resonance.
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2 The A capture cross section

From the shape of the TT° kinetic-energy spectrum, obtained for 36Ar-|-197Au at 95 MeV/u,
which is strongly alfected by the pion final-state interactions in the nuclear medium, we
have extracted a pion absorption cross section <raf,t. Within the standard assumptions of
the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (BUU) transport theory, i.e. supposing in particular
that (7^, encompasses both the 7r -|- N —> A and A + N —> N -(- N processes, we have
obtained an experimental estimate of the elementary cross section CTA.|./V->;V+/V for center-
of-mass energies y/s ~ 2050 — 2250 MeV, allowing for a test of the extensions applied
to the detailed-balance principle within that framework. Here we give only a schematic
outline of this analysis; more details can be found in ref. [7].

In a BUU calculation, where pion production is treated perturbalively, we find a
primordial pion spectrum, i.e. the one prior to all final-stale interactions, which can be
well approximated by a rnaxwelliau distribution. These calculations reproduce very well
the shape of the concurrently measured pn bremsstrahlung spectrum, offering a direct
check of their predictive power. The present BUU result suggests that, for inclusive
pion events at least, the folding of the nucleon Fermi momenta with the elementary
pion production cross section results in a very close to thermal phase-space occupancy.
Deviations from the pure maxwcllian shape arc however expected and are presumed to
hold information on the pion reseattcring and reabsorption processes [8j.

As shown in [7], the ratio of the measured and calculated n° kinetic-energy spectra,
transformed into the NN cm. frame, gives the pion escape factor which can be trans-
formed into a momentum-dependent piou absorption length A,i#s(/;). From this, in turn,
a momentum-dependent 7r° absorption cross section (Tab., is obtained, which is then de-
composed into an s-wavc part, corresponding to the Born and rescattering terms, and a
p-vvave part, corresponding to the A resonance. Subsequently an estimate of (7^^N->N-\N

has been obtained in the following way: when a A is excited on a nucleon in the process
7T -|- N —> A, it can either decay with a decay length Xjecay or be captured on a second
nucleon with a capture length Acu,,i(s). We define now a A capture probability which,
on the one hand, is related [I] to the above quantities by Pcai>t = Arfccatf/(Ac/eaI,/ -f- Aca;,j)
and, on the other hand, can be obtained experimentally from the ratio of the p-wave part
of the measured n° absorption cross section a^b, and the Fermi-smeared total 7T°N cross
section atl>i, i.e. o^lbll — Pca,lt • atol. Next, from the experimental value of Pcapl and the
calculated X,iccay, the capture length Acu/,j has been evaluated. In a last step, from Xcapt
we have obtained the cross section for A capture, with (Tcapl = l/(ACOJ)t • p0).

The resulting estimate of the elementary, i.e. free, capture cross section <?A-\-N-,N+N

obtained after unfolding for Fermi smearing, is finally shown in Fig. J as function of the
cm. energy. As we deal here with neutral pions, in first order, only processes involving
the A1" and A0 states have to be considered. From the comparison of the data with
calculations [3,4] it clearly appears that the correction for the finite width of the A is
required in order to reproduce the steep increase observed at low ̂ /s.
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Figure I: Elementary A capture cross section as function of the AiV cm.
energy \/s. The shaded band corresponds to systematic errors. Lines
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Danielcwicz and Bertsch [3] (long-dashed), respectively. The absolute thresh-
old at 2MN + MK is also indicated.

3 Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated inclusive, as well as exclusive 7r° emission in heavy-
ion reactions at 95 MeV/u. The behaviour of neulral-pion production displays many
similarities with the emission of very hard photons, pointing to the fact that essentially
the same reaction phase is probed [6]. The strong final-state interactions of pions have
to be taken into account, however, and we have shown that they can even be put to
good profit. We have indeed deduced an experimental estimate of the A capture cross
section from an analysis of the pion kinetic-energy spectrum. Comparing our results with
BUU calculations allows for an important consistency check of microscopic transport
theories describing hadronic matter dynamics and particle production in the 50 MeV/u
to few GeV/u range.
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Baryonic resonances, like the A resonance, play an important role iti the dy-
namics ol heavy-ion collisions. They are excited in direct two-body nucleon-
nucleon collisions and subsequently propagate through nuclear matter, collide
with other nucleons or resonances, or decay through particle (mainly meson)
emission. The last process is responsible for the bulk of meson production
at beam energies around the nucleon-nucleon threshold. Knergelic elemen-
tary collisions involving already produced resonances can subsequently excite
higher lying ones, the decay of which produces more massive mesons, rarely
produced if only nucleon-nucleon collisions are considered. In this way bary-
onic resonances act also as an intermediate energy storage, influencing the
thermal equilibration of nuclear matter.

The properties of the A-resonance in nuclear matter have been studied in
the past both theoretically and experimentally. As a matter of fact the decay

U^v^ -̂I
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width of the A-resonance is influenced by the density of surrounding nuclear
matter [Lj. Experimentally the A-resonance in a nucleus has been studied
mainly using elementary probes (photons, pions, hydrogen and helium iso-
topes) [2], In heavy-ion collisions we are aware of only indirect indications of
the A-resonance formation, with the exception of recent measurements per-
formed at 95/1 MeV [3] and at 1930/1 MeV [4]. Heavy-ion reactions present
the advantage of producing nuclear matter at higher densities where signifi-
cant effects on the shape of the resonance are expected. Searching for a direct
signal of the A-resonance excitation remains however a challenge. We have
attempted to search for this signal in the reaction Ar-|-Ca at 180/1 MeV, well
below the free pion production threshold. We search for a correlation in the
invariant mass distribution of 7T° - p events.

Photon pairs needed for the 7r° identification were delected in the TAPS
electromagnetic calorimeter composed of 384 Balil

2 scintillation modules ar-
ranged in 6 blocks of 64 modules each. The blocks were placed in two towers
positioned symmetrically with respect to the beam direction at a distance
of 80 cm from the target. The position of the towers was optimized for de-
tection of particles emitted from a mid-rapidity source. Photons detected in
TAPS were identified through their time-of-flight and pulse-shape analysis
of Ual^ scintillation light by requiring adequate conditions on the corre-
lation between these two variables [5j. Photon energy and direction were
reconstructed from the electromagnetic shower using the cluster analysis de-
scribed in lief [6]. Photon pairs, needed for n° identification, were selected
with respect to their relative timing as well. Neutral pions were identified
through an invariant mass analysis of two or more photon events.

The charged-hadron events were identified with appropriate gate using
the tinie-of-flight versus pulse-shape distribution [7]. Protons and deuterons
were in that way clearly identified.

From the 7r°-protou events the invariant mass was evaluated according to
the formula

l + ml + 2EpEv(l. - & # , cos 0pn) (1)

where ?n, /£, /? denote mass, total energy and velocity, respectively, and 0pK

the opening angle between proton and pion. In order to search for a A-
resonance signal the precise knowledge of the shape of the background is
necessary. The background spectrum was obtained by the technique of event
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Figure I: Correlation function as a function of the invariant mass for Ihe ir0-}>roton and
the ir°-dtnlcron events. The arrows indicate sum of rest masses.

mixing. Then, the correlation function CpK was constructed as the ratio of
coincident Ypn to the mixed YP<S)Y* invariant mass spectrum

(2)

The correlation function was normalized to unity in the region of low invari-
ant mass, where it stays constant (Fig 1 left panel). With increasing invariant
mass, approaching the A-resonance mass, the 7r°-proton correlation function
systematically raises reaching values around 1.15. We interpret this correla-
tion signal as the signature of the excitation of the A-resonance. To verify
the validity of the correlation signal we have applied a similar analysis to a
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system where no resonance is expected. We have selected the 7r°-deuteron
system, where no baryonic resonance exists. The whole procedure applied
to protons has been repeated for deuterons and the 7r°-deuteron correlation
function has been obtained (Pig. 1 right pauel). This correlation function
shows no resonance signal. This result ensures that the signal observed in
7r°-proton system is really due to the A-resonance and not an artifact of the
analysis.

[L] T. Ericson and W. Weisc Pions and Nuclei, Clarendon, Oxford, 1988.
[2] F. Osterfeld et al, Nucl. Phys. A577 (1994) 237.
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Bormio (1995) 505.
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[7] 1. Matulewicz et al., Hydrogen isotopes identification with the electromag-
netic calorimeter TAPS, contribution to tills Compilation.
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In a previous experiment (1), we have demonstrated that kaons can be produced
and detected in sizeable quantities in collisions of 36Ar ions on a 48Ti target at 92 MeV/n.
The experimental procedure was based on the detection of the delayed monoenergetic
muon coming from the weak decay of a stopped kaon. The main decay channel (64%) of
the kaon is K+ (i++v with T|i = 152.9 MeV and a mean life of 12.4 ns. Using a range
telescope technique, twelve good events were recorded leading to a total cross section
G K - 2 4 0 ± 1 5 0 pb. Using the same technique with a new apparatus which combines low
background to accept large beam intensities and segmented hodoscopes to check the
muon trajectories, a new experiment has been performed. A 92 MeV/n 36Ar beam was
used to bombard three targets (12C, 48Ti, ^iTa). The off-line analysis to select kaon
requires:

- delayed events (> 3 ns) by respect to the beam still events
- a narrow coincidence between the various detection planes
- measured energy losses and range in agreement with 152.9 MeV muon
- trigger conditions still satisfied at the end of the analysis with only hit per

detection plane.
The range and deposited energy distributions obtained in that conditions are in

agreement with the distributions calculated with the GEANT simulation. The time
distribution and presents a slope in agreement with the slope of the kaon decay (solid
line). The total cross section is calculated for each target by extrapolating the time
distribution up to t=0, by assuming isotropy and using for the detection efficiency the
coefficients given by the simulation. The measured cross sections are given in the
following table:

Target

>2C

48T i

181T a

ECM (MeV)

820

1870

2744

CTtot

+49

82.32
+ 180

511-140
+979

3093.928

An analysis based on correlation decorrelation techniques gives similar results.
The cross section production changes very rapidly with the target mass following a A3/2

law*2) (full line on figure 2). The pion production near threshold follows a A3'2 law. The
variation of the observed K production near threshold as a function of the center of mass
avalaible energy (fig. 3) seems to be governed by a two body phase space behaviour (full
line).
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An analysis has been done (3) to compare the kaon production probability in
nucleus-nucleus collision and nucleon-nucleus collisions. The subthreshold production in
proton induced reaction is easily explained by the elementary nucleon-nucleon process
taking into account a reasonable Fermi momentum distribution. The nucleus nucleus
collision may be only explained by the production in a limited hot zone where the
parameter which governs the reaction is the available excitation energy allowing a
statistical production as soon it is energetically possible.

References :
1) J. Julien et al, Phys. Let. B264, 269, 1991
2) F.R. Lecolley et al, Nucl. Phys. A583, 1995, 379
3) R. Legrain et al, to be published in Physical Rev. C
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Abstract

Energy spectra of fast protons arising from collisions induced by 94 MeV/u Argon
projectiles colliding with Tantalum nuclei have been measured at large angles.These data
are analysed in the framework of a transport theory simulated by the BNV code.The low
cross-sections observed for very energetic protons excludes a possible mechanism of kaon
production via individual collisions between internal nucleons.

1 Introduction

The surprisingly high cross-sections [1, 2] measured for very subthreshold Kaon production
at such a low energy than 94 MeV/u appears as a challenge in this energy domain.A possible
explanation rests upon individual collisions between nucleons reaching the associate AK produc-
tion threshold in their center-of-mass frame(330 MeV) [3].These collisions could be induced by
dynamical fluctuations at the beginning of the reaction. We report here about a measurement
of the high energy tail of protons emitted in collisions induced by 94 MeV/u Argon projectiles
on tantalum nuclei.More precisely,the experiment wished to answer the following questions:
l)Do we observe a high energy tail in proton emission able to account for AK production via
individual nucleon-nucleon collisions?
2) Furthermore is there some indication for any exotic process as suggested by the extension of
transport theories(like fluctuations [3] ).

2 Experimental details
The experiment has been done upon the GANIL facility which delivered a 94 MeV/u argon

beam impinging on a 50 mg/cm**2 tantalum target.Energetic protons were detected by two tele-
scopes consisting of three scintillators: a plastic NelO2 followed by a CsI-BGO phoswich. The
performances of such a phoswich have been tested successfully prior to that experiment.They
are detailed in a recent paper [4]:it is demonstrated that we got a very clear isotope separation
for fast protons, deuterons and tritons.
These telescopes were set at 75 deg and 105 deg respectively. The choice of angles was led by
the following requirements [5]:
1) High transverse momentum protons select central collisions and the searched emission phe-
nomenon is assumed to occur at low impact parameter.
2) Particle emission from the participant zone is favoured at large angle where it can be easier
distinguished from the projectile and target-like spectators contribution.
The energy calibration of both telescopes was achieved in special runs using secondary beams
of light particles delivered by GANIL .This calibration has been done for proton energies of
150,180,200,230 and 300 MeV:it allowed to determine the proton energy with an accuracy less
than 2% over the full range of interest.
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3 Energy spectra and BNV analysis

The resulting energy spectra are presented on fig. l.Only the high energy parts we are inter-
ested in are displayed at 75 and 105 degrees in the laboratory:they show an exponential fall-off
with energies reaching 350 MeVjthe latter value corresponds to nearly four times the beam
energy per nucleon.The possible role of internal fermi momentum is illustrated by the arrow
indicating the limit imposed by a sharp cut-off of the fermi motion at a value of 270 MeV/c:we
see that protons are produced far away from this limit.Nevertheless we do not observe the hi^h
energy component expected from the BL code.Then.we performed a more "classical" BNV cal-
culation which includes, together with the standard binary scattering, the possibility of ternary
collisions [6].This model has already been applied with some success to subthreshold pion and
photon production [9]- A ternary collision can be viewed as a cooperative process, since the
extra energy of the third nucleon can be used to boost a particle far off the Fermi sea.The
results are shown in fig.2. where it is seen that the standard binary processes are insufficient to
account for the very energetic part of the spectra, and most energetic protons come from the
ternary contribution.
However the model tends to underestimate the data, especially for the most subthreshold pro-
duction at backward angles, suggesting' that even more, cooperative processes (higher order
collisions) or off-shell contributions are needed to explain, the Kaon yields.

4 conclusion and outlook

Our PHE data do not show evidence for the expected signal related to possible instabil-
ities,as predicted by the BL code.A straightforward consequence of that result is that Kaon
production does not proceed via simple NN collisions.We are probably confronted by a much
mote sophisticated process:a more quantitative analysis comparing the results of the BL and
QMD codes is actually on progress [7].Finally,the BNV approach allows to set a link between
NN process and collective effects which [8] might contribute to Kaon production.
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Subtlnesliold particle production has been demonstrated to be a powerful
probe of heavy-ion dynamics. These particles are mainly produced in col-
lisions between baryoiis during the fust stage of the nuclear reaction when
maximum compression and temperature are reached. Therefore particle pro-
duction is a good observable for the study of nuclear matter properties. At
rclativistic heavy-ion collisions, the nuclear temperature is high enough so
the lightest baryonic resonances are excited: A(1232), /V*(144O), yY*(l520),
/V*(ir>;i5), etc. In this particular case, the production of neutral mesons, -n
and rj, is an adequate observable to study the population of these resonances.
In first approximation, the population of the A resonance can be related to
the production of n (A ~-> N + TT with a branching ratio of 99%) and the
N*( 1535) resonance to the production of n mesons (N* ~+ N + n with a
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branching ratio of 30 — 55%). At dcep-subthreshold energies (less than 25%
of the threshold energy for meson production iu free nucleon-nucleon colli-
sions), the energy available in one nucleon-nucleon collision is less than the
difference between the N* and the nucleon masses. The resonance cannot be
excited and alternative mechanisms must be considered for the production
of i) mesons, like the excitation via multi-step collisions, N-body correlations
or new elementary mechanisms.

Another
common phenomenon,
mainly observed
at ultra-relativistic en-
ergies, is the scaling of
meson abundances with
transverse mass, known
as transverse-mass scal-
ing. The transverse
mass is defined as rnt =
\Jp{ -|- m2, where pt is
the transverse momen-
tum with respect to the
beam axis and m is the
meson mass. This scal-
ing has been evidenced
at ultrarelativistic ener-
gies for 7T, r/, K, and
p. The rnt scaling is
still valid at relativistic
energies, L/l GeV and
1.5/1 (JeV, for T; and 7r
mesons. This is rather
surprising since meson

production proceeds through the excitation of the first baryonic resonances
at variance with the mechanism involved at ultrarelativistic energies. These
universal properties of the invariant transverse mass spectra of n and t) have
been discussed within the Quark Cluon String Model in a large range of

i . . . . i . . . . i . . x
250 300 350 400 450 500 550 600

Invariant Mass (MeV)

Figure I: Two photon invariant mass spectrum in
the n mass region measured for the system Ar+Ca at
180A McV. The dashed line represents a simulation
(with the GEANT code) of the TAPS response for the
n production.
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bombarding energies [1].
The experiment was performed at GSI with the TAPS multidetector. The

heavy-ion synchrotron SIS delivered an Ar beam, of 180i4 MeV, impinging a
Ca target of 1% interaction probability. A 32 element phoswich detector, the
Start Detector, placed at 10.1 cm away from the target, signed the occurrence
of a nuclear reaction. Photons from meson decays were detected by the
384 hexagonal BaF2 scintillation detectors of TAPS . The TAPS detectors
were assembled in 6 square blocks of 64 detectors each, mounted in two
towers positioned at 80 cm from the target. The towers were positioned
at 0 — 70°, on each side of the target, covering the mid-rapidity region.
The description of the shower reconstruction and invariant mass analysis is
reported in reference [2, 3, 4].

The measured invariant mass distribution indicates a prominent peak
at the neutral pion rest mass (mwo = 135 MeV). The mass resolution is
11% FWHM. Neutral pions have been identified in the invariant mass range
from 80 to 150 MeV, as suggested by GEANT simulations [5]. The pion
multiplicity is calculated as:

N
SD

= (3.3 ±0.8) 10~3 (1)

where Ar
7r is the number of pions, NSD the number of reaction triggers seen

by the Start Detector, and e*- the pion efficiency. The efficiencies for the de-
tection of rj and 7T° have been calculated from GEANT simulations including
the TAPS response (KANE package [5]) and assuming a thermal emission
in the nucleon-nucleon center of mass frame (the temperature being T = 25
MeV).

Between 250 and 500 MeV the experimental invariant mass (Fig. 1) co-
incides with the combinatorial background calculated by the event mixing
technique but not at higher masses. Around the ?/ rest mass (mv = 547 MeV
[?]) a significant excess of counts on top of the background is observed and
is attributed to the T) signal. The measured ratio of rj to n is:

N (2)

From systematics [6], we do expect the ratio of rj to the n° production to be w
10~4. However we have found a new scaling law based on the temperature of
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the pion spectra which explains satisfactorily the measured ratio of expression
(2).

Unexpectecaly
the m< scaling
appears to be still valid
(Fig. 2). This observa-
tion is rather striking as
the mechanism involved
at ultrarelativistic ener-
gies are expected to be
much different to those
producing mesons near
the absolute threshold.
The distribution of the
pion transverse mass has
been adjusted to a ther-
mal emission distribu-
tion, T = (26 ± 2) MeV.

In conclusion, fro
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igure 2: Transverse mass distribution of x° and n
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measured 77 probability is 20 times lower than expected from the systemat-
ics. The transverse mass scaling, established at ultrarelativistic energies well
beyond the threshold in a free NN collision, is still observed at such a low en-
ergy. Therefore, the mt scaling appears as a universal feature at all bombard-
ing energies. An alternative scaling of the meson production multiplicities
based on the temperature of the pion spectra, is proposed, which reproduces
quite well the production ratio crv/crv. Theoretical approach based on a sta-
tistical model [7] reproduces satisfactorily the production ratio N^/N^ at 180
A MeV. Moreover, calculations with the Dubna cascade model [8] will pro-
vide essential information about the mechanism involved in the production
of the t) meson at deep-subthreshold energies. This theoretical analysis is in
progress.
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T. Matulewicz1'3, Y. Schutz1

1. Grand Accelerateur National d'lons Lourds, F-14021 Caen, France.
2. Laboratoire de Physique Corpusculaire, F-14050 Caen, France.
3. Warsaw University, PL-00-681, Warszawa, Poland.

In the preparation scheme of the TAPS experiments planned at AGOR
(KVI, Groningen, The Netherlands), the software tools have been updated
and upgraded. TAPS software system consists in three main packages :

• KANE : a simulation tool, based on GEANT3 [1], that allows to study
the TAPS response ;

• FOSTER : a decoding tool, that can read, calibrate, and perform some
various elementary operations on the raw data files ;

• ROSEBUD : an analysis tool box.

th

KANE has been designed to study the TAPS response to various kinds of par-
ticles, in various kinds of configurations (GANIL, GSI, KVI). A full descrip-
tion of TAPS, including additional detectors (such as the Washington Uni-
versity Dwarf Ball or the KVI Forward Wall) and other devices (beam tube,
reaction chamber, wrapping materials) have been realized with GEANT3.
An effort has been put on the ease of use as well as on the flexibility. Indeed,
the user can choose between several TAPS configurations and over a wide
range of event types : hard photon and neutral pion events from the system-
atics, white spectra (either in energy or in transverse mass) events (for all
the kind of particles GEANT3 can handle), etc Even if a kind of event
is not implemented directly in KANE, it is possible to give as an input a
Ntuple to fully describe the events one wants to use. At last, KANE output
files have the same structure as the ones from the experiments. In this way,
they can be analysed by the very same analysis program (see section 3).

KANE has been coded in FORTRAN, and has been successfully tested
on Digital Alpha machines, under VMS.
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2 FOSTER
FOSTER is the first program that one must use, in order to decode the raw
data, coming from the magnetic tapes or directly through TCPIP transfers
during the acquisition. It can be used also to calibrate these raw data. A
various set of additional features can be switched on and off by the user,
like the Ntupling or histogramming processes, or a simplified version of the
analysis, for example. When FOSTER is launched, it calls a standard PAW
session. All the capabilities of PAW and KUIP are thus provided to the user.

FOSTER has been coded in C (for the parts using the CERN libraries)
and in C++. It is still under development (to include other detectors as the
Washington University Dwarf Ball and the KVI Forward Wall) and has been
partly tested on Digital Alpha machines, under VMS.

3 ROSEBUD
ROSEBUD is the final stage software, that analyses either experimental or
KANE-simulated data. Rather than a static code, it is a tool box of C++
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objects that can be easily assembled to build an analysis program.
These objects are very intuitive ones : event, block, detector, shower. An

event is a set of blocks ; a block is a set of detectors and a set of showers,
and a shower is itself a set of detectors, plus a set of global variables that
characterizes it. Some standard functions can be applied on these objects,
like the clusterization of a block or the computation of the global variables of
a shower.

ROSEBUD has been succesfully tested on Alpha machines, under VMS.
The test was performed in two steps. First we made a comparison with
an existing analysis program (written in FORTRAN) for the 180/1 MeV
Ar+Ca experiment performed at GSI in 1995. Then ROSEBUD has then
been extended to be able to analyse data that are expected from the KVI
experiments in 1996, and has been tested with KANE-simulated data.

In the coming months, we intend to give ROSEBUD the capability to
analyse data of other detectors that will be used with TAPS (Washington
University Dwarf Ball and KVI Forward Wall).

References

[1] R. Brun et al. GEANT3 user's guide. Technical report,
CERN/DD/EE/84, 1987.
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A new shower analysis algorithm to search
for rare events detected with TAPS
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In a recent experiment [1] performed with TAPS at GSI (Darmstadt) we aimed
at measuring ^-mesons produced in heavy-ion collisions at bombarding energy of
180A MeV, well below the free production threshold equal to 1265 MeV. The n-
meson is detected in TAPS through its two-photon decay (branching ratio equal
38.9%) and identified by calculating the invariant mass of photon pairs. The
standard way to identify photons among the overwhelming hadronic background
exploits redundant information delivered by the TAPS modules each consisting
of a BaFa crystal and a veto plastic scintillator. That are the time-of-flight of
particles, the pulse-shape and the energy deposited in the veto [2]. This analysis
requires a good calibration especially for the time-of-flight and the pulse-shape
discrimination over the whole photon-energy range of interest. This is only pos-
sible if enough statistics have been accumulated during the experiment over the
whole dynamical range.

The rest-mass of ?7-meson is 545 MeV and the average energy of the decay
photons is about 300 MeV. Direct photons of that energy are rare and it becomes
therefore hazardous to define strict gates on the prompt peak in the time-of-flight
spectrum and on the pulse-shape spectrum which allow to distinguish photons
from the abundant high energy protons. As an alternative we have developed a
new algorithm [3] which only exploits the properties of electromagnetic showers
inside TAPS blocks (one TAPS block consists of 64 modules). The analysis is



based oti several global parameters characteristic of the shower. It is defined as
a set of contiguous modules hit with a deposited energy of at least 3 MeV and
with no energy deposited in the plastic scintillator.

• Shower time-of-jlight
It is deliucd as the average time-of Might of the members of the shower. The
resolution of the prompt peak was of the order of 1 ns rellecting mainly the
time jitter of the start detector.

• Shower time dispersion
It is defined for a shower as the average deviation of individual tirne-of-flight
with respect to the shower time-ol-llight. Deviations from a \2 distribution
indicate spurious events in the shower.

• Showers relative time
It is defined as the time difference between showers. The resolution of the
prompt peak was 600 ps reflecting the fact that the time reference of the
start detector is canceled in the time difference.

• Shower multiplicity
It is defined as the number of members building up the shower. This mul-
tiplicity increases with the energy of the primary photon and is on average
equal to one for protons and neutrons.

• Energy dispersion
It is defined for a shower as the average difference between individual energy
and the largest deposited energy . lladrons present on average a smaller
energy dispersion than photons.

For each event these global parameters are calculated and restrictive cuts were
applied. These cuts were defined by analyzing in exactly the same way events
generated by (IE A NT which included the TAPS acceptance and response func-
tion. We have tested this new algorithm on neutral pion events and compared
its performances with those of the standard algorithm. We found that it allows
to identify with a dramatically improved efficiency the most energetic pious, that
are envoiving the most energetic photons (Fig. 1). This improvement is essential
for the identification in the same experiment of ?/-mesons.

[1] G. Martinez et al., n's at deep aublhreshold energies: Extreme behaviours of
nuclear matter, contribution to this Compilation;
G. Martinez to be published in the proceedings of XXXIV International Winter
Meeting on Nuclear Physics, edited by I. lori.

[2] F.M. Marques et al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. A365 (1995) 392.

[3] G. Martfnez et al., Nucl. Inst. and Meth. to be published.
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Thr electromagnetic calorimeter TAPS has been designed to detect and iden-
tify photons and neutral mesons through their two-photon decay. However
other particles emitted simultaneously with photons or mesons carry new
and complementary information on the particle dynamics in unclear matter.
In particular the excitation of the baryonic resonance A can be detected
through its dcexcitation by photon or pion emission. The signal can thus be
seen by measuring 7 — 7; or K° — p correlations for example [I].

We have therefore developed ^newjjncthod
more generally charged massive particles, like charged pions^ hydrogen iso-
topei~and heavier particles g

from the reaction Ar f-Ca at_ i
geometry at 80 cm fromTniTarget an
direction.

TAri

A McVTT?
= ±70°

to identify protons_juul

ic method was testedjm
PJTwas s e t i n the tower
with respect to the beam

k&-^
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Figure I: Mass spectrum obtained from time-of-Jliglil and energy deposited in TAPS
without and with (shaded hislogram) correction for the energy lost in materials between
target and /irt/^ scintillation detectors.

Cliarged-hadron events were identified with appropriate gates using the
time-of-Highl versus pulse-shape distribution. The mass spectrum obtained
from tlte tiiuc-of-Mighl and deposited energy in TAPS scintillation modules
shows a broad peak around the proton mass and a weak signal below the
dcuteron mass (Fig. I, empty histograms). This poor resolution is due to the
energy loss of charged particles on their way from the target to the scintillator.
Apart from the target chamber ami air, TAPS blocks are equipped with a
system of plastic scintillators and lightguides. This complex set-up forced
us to calculate the energy loss corrections individually for each module in
a block. As the considered particles were already coincident with a neutral
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pion, the mass resolution was further unproved using as a reference a photon
from neutral pion decay rather that the STAliT detector. After correcting
for energy losses, all hydrogen isotopes are very well separated (Fig. I shaded
histograms).

[I] Observation of in-medium A excitation via n°—p correlations measured with

TAPS, contribution to this Compilation.

[2] T. Matulewicz et al., submitted to Nucl. Inst. and Mcth.

[3j F.M. Marques et a/., Nucl. lust, and Meth. A305 (1995) 392.
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ORION: a multipurpose detector Tor neutrons
Some new developments

Y.Perier1), E.Lienard1), B.LoltO, Y.E1 Masri2), J.Galin1), Th.Keutgen2),
M.Morjean'), A.Pcghaire'), B.QuednauO, I.Tilquin^)

1) GAN1L (IN2P3-CNRS, DSM-CEA) BP 5027, 14021 Caen-Cedex
2) Universite Catholique de Louvain-la-Neuve

The 47t-neutron-detector ORION, made of liquid scintillator loaded with
gadolinium, built in GAN1L several years ago, has been essentially used so far as a
neutron multiplicity meter: a tool giving event-wise the number of emitted neutrons in a
nuclear reaction. This is of special interest to study dissipative reactions and to sort events
as a function of the violence of the collision. When dealing with heavy nuclei, the neutron
probe appears to be very sensitive to the temperature of Ihe heated nuclei whatever the
nature of the heater: a heavy nucleus*) a proton^) an antiproton^) or a pion^X

When using ORION as a multiplicity meter, it is the delayed response of the
detector which is exploited, the one corresponding to the radiative capture by gadolinium
of the neutrons after their thermalization in the scintillating medium. However as for any
scintillator detector a fast reponse is also provided which can be utilized for other
purposes and a detailed study has been made in order to determine the capabilities of a
large area (about 2 m^) detector used as a time-of-flight spectrometer. A sector of ORION
(1.6 meter in diameter, 50 cm thick, equipped with 6 regularly spaced XP2020
phototubes from Phillips) was thus tested using tagged neutron beams at Lou vain la
Neuve. The tagging is made by means of neutron scattering on a hydrogen nucleus
(plastic target) by delecting the recoiling proton at 45 degrees (the method of the so called
"associated particle" see experimental scheme of Fig. 1).

Target

p detector

ii beam

1.94 in

Fig. 1: In the Louvain set-up two sectors of ORION were actually tested as shown in this
layout but only the data obtained with the front one are considered in this contribution.
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Different properties of the detector have been tested: its efficiency in both modes,
fast and delayed, its time resolution and position sensitivity. For the later test, the impact
of the neutron beam onto the detector was varied by sliding it, perpendicular to the beam
direction. All the presented data are tentative with the analysis still in progress. J

Efficiency of the detector
-Fast response: the results are displayed for three neutron energies (9.7, 19.2 and

34.2 MeV) in Fig.2, and different detection thresholds (due to the different amounts of
background accompanying the neutron beams). The experimental data have been
compared with model calculations based on the work of Cecil et al.5) and a systematic
disagreement shows up whose origin is not yet fully understood.
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Fig.2: Measured efficiencies (black symbols) for the prompt (squares) and delayed
signals (dots) compared with the simulated ones (open symbols). The detection
thresholds used for the prompt signal are reported in the figure. For the delayed signal the
threshold has been normalised in order to fit the Cf data (<2MeV> neutrons)

-Delayed response: for the same reasons as before the data are given for a rather
high detection threshold (4.7 MeVee to be compared to 1.5-2 MeVee the usual threshold
in current operation). There is a pretty good agreement between experiment and
simulations by DENIS6)

Time response
Surprisingly enough for such a large area detector (2m2) and considering the

pretty large uncertainty in the flight path (219cm±25cm) time resolutions of about 2.5 ns
were found. Thus this detector -or at least part of it- can be considered as a genuine time
of flight spectrometer of large area with decent time resolution. Note that the resolution is
good enough to make a clear distinction between neutrons and gammas without any use
of pulse shape discrimination (which is not achieved anyway for the Gd-loaded
scintillator).

Position sensitivity
Tests of the response in position have been made and are shown in Fig.3. The

light output, measured by each phototube and normalized to the total amount of light, is
seen to change drastically as a function of the location of the neutron impact. The
experimental data are well reproduced by a simple Monte-Carlo model which takes into
account a light attenuation constant of about 2m and photons hilling the photocatode both
directly and after scattering on the tank surface. The excellence of the model calculations
demonstrates that the physical process responsible for the light collection is pretty well
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mastered and that we are thus able to use this detector as a two-dimension position-
sensitive detector.
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Further tests are in progress using cosmic radiations in order to study the position
response further. It is also planned to build a prototype detector along the same principle,
with a total area of 4m2 (about 2.2m in diameter) and many more phototubes in order to
improve the resolution in position.

Summary and propects
The ORION detector has been long used as a neutron multiplicity detector only.

As a matter of fact this detector or at least part of it (the forward part) can be used as a
multipurpose detector, giving in addition the velocity of the neutron and its emission
angle. Such an instrument can be very valuable in some applications. It has been already
utilized with success in reactions induced by 35 AMeV 6He, in which the weakly bound
neutrons arc easily emitted and need to be characterised in order to gain some insight into
the reaction mechanism (Coulomb or nuclear break up, single- or multi-neutron
transfer,...)?).

References:
1) e.g. M.Morjean et al, this volume
2) e.g. X.Ledoux et al, this volume
3) e.g. F.Goldenbaum et al, this volume
4) e.g. U.Jahnke el al, this volume
5)Cecil el al, NtM 161 (1979)439
6) J.Poitou and C.Signarbieux, Nucl. Insl. Met. 114 (1974) 113
7) Y.Perier et al (in progress)
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An application of high efficiency 4rc-neutron detectors:

Neutron multiplicity distributions for GeV proton induced spallation
reactions on thin and thick targets of Pb and U

D.Hilscher, F.Goldenbaum, U.Jahnke, L.Pienkowski
Halm Meitner Institut Berlin, Glienickerstr.100, D-14109 Berlin

J.Galin, B.Lott, B.Quednau
GANIL (IN2P3-CNRS, DSM-CEA), BP 5027, F-14021 Caen-Cedex

The aim and context of these experiments
Spallation neutron sources for various applications, be it neutron scattering,
transmutalion of nuclear wastes or energy amplifiers, exploit Ihe thermal excitation of
heavy nuclei with energetic protons and the subsequent decay of these nuclei by
evaporation of mainly neutrons with energies of a few MeV. Energetic particles (mainly
nucleons and pions) which are emitted during the initial excitation process can induce
secondary reactions producing additional neutrons. Both processes are described by
intra- (INC) and inter-cascade models which are widely used to design spallation neutron
sources. However, the reliability of such models is questionable in particular at energies
where only few data exist. In order to verify such models and possibly to identify
deficiencies it is desirable not only to investigate the mean number of neutrons emitted per
incident proton but rather the whole neutron multiplicity distribution which should be a
sensitive test to any such model ——-— —-—-——

.—»___
Taking advantage of the presence of the Berlin 47C-neutron detector at CERN for
experiments at LEAR with antiproton beams, some exploratory measurements have been
carried out on thin and thick largels of different materials with proton beams from 1.2 to
4.2

'•" " ' " • " IThe experimental conditions1)
The beams:
A proton beam at 1.22 GeV was directly available from the LEAR ring when loadec
protons instead of antiprotons. At higher energy the beams were secondary beams
produced from the PS proton beam at 26 GeV impinging on a thick Cu target. The
secondary particles (p, n+, K+, e+, and ^H) were analysed in Bp and time of flight and
with the additional information provided by two Cerenkov detectors could be identified
on an event-by-event basis. Some data will be presented thereafter for proton and pion
projectiles at 2 ,3 ,4 and 5 GeV/c.

TIte targets:
Measurements were performed on both thin and thick targets of different materials (Ag,
Ho, Au, Pb, U). The targets were cylinders aligned on the beam axis, some with a
variable diameter (O=15 cm at most) and a variable thickness (40 cm at most) in order to
investigate the influence of the geometry on the neutron production.

The 4n neutron detector:
The detector, built by U.Jahnke at HMl Berlin, is made of 1.5 m^ of liquid scintillator,
loaded with gadolinium. It is spherical (<I>=1.4m) with an inner scattering chamber of
0=40 cm The efficiency, checked with the <2 MeV> neutrons of a Cf source, was 85%.
Since most of the neutrons from a thick target are low energy neutrons (and this was
checked by TOF measurements), this type of 4)i detector is particularly well suited for
this type of measurements. In addition and in contrast with usual TOF neutron detectors,
there is no low energy threshold since the neutron must be thermalized anyway before
being captured by the Gd nuclei.
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The only drawback of this Berlin detector was the small size of the inner scattering
chamber, limiting (he target size. In this respect, the GAN1L detector, ORION, would be
more advantageous with an inner cylindric space with <I>=60 cm and 1=150 cm for the
target.

The tinta
The data, not yet compared with model calculations, arc given in order lo illustrate the
influence of several parameters. The influence of the target material on the neutron
production on thin targets recalls what had been measured before at SATURNE with 2
GeV protons^): the heavier the target nucleus, the more neutrons are produced (Fig. I).
This stems from the highest slopping capability of the proton by a heavy nucleus and also
from the ability of a heavy nucleus to evaporate man more neutrons than charged particles
because of a strong coulomb barrier for the latter^).
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The next step was dedicated to the investigation of the target size. On the led hand pail of
Fig.2, the whole multiplicity distributions are shown as a function of
(IhickncssXdiameter) for Pb and U targets. From these distributions Ihe position of the
bumps are deduced and considered thereafter to infer both the average <Mn> per event
and the average <Mn> per impinging proton. In addition, the survival probability of the
proton is given which is shown to fall off with increasing thickness in a well understood
way, assuming interaction lengths of 18.4 and 11.6 cm for Pb and U respectively.
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Fig.3: Measured neutron multiplicities for 2 to 5 GeV/c protons and n+ on 35 cm long Pb
targets with a diameter of 15 cm.

The influence of bombarding energy on the neutron production was investigated with the
biggest Pb target at our disposal for both proton and pion beams (Fig.3). The neulron
production is shown to be essentially identical when considering the protons and pious at
the same energy.

Summary and prospects
From this CERN exploratory work it was possible to demonstrate that 4JC scintillalor
detectors loaded with Gd arc best suited for efficient neutron multiplicity measurements
on thick targets. Compared to a set of standard time-of-llighl detector cells, they have two
major advantages: a much higher efficiency (about 85%) leading to minimum biased
distributions and not only to average values, and moreover, they present no low energy
threshold in strong contrast with the TOF detectors.

The systematics that has been started up at CERN with a rather limited amount of beam
time could be extended to other materials (the mid-mass nuclei from which windows can
be made, composite materials in order to simulate the use of molten salts...). Also, it is of
great interest to study the neulron production from low energy beams (from 20 up to 200
MeV) in a region where the intra nuclear cascade model is known not to be relevant (even
if it often used as it were). Such a programme will be pursued in the coming years, at
COSY (Jlilich) and at GANIL (Caen) when deuton beams become available.

References:
1) D.Uilscher et al International Workshop on Nuclear Methods for Transmutation of
Nuclear Waste: Problems, Perspectives, Cooperative Research (Dubna-Russia May
1996), HMl-Berlin preprint (June 1996)
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preparation) and J.Galin et al, Proc. of the 8th Journees SATURNE on Accelerators
applied to the nuclear waste problem, Saclay, 1994 (GANIL preprint P 94 18)
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ah .

The inlerfrrniiielry analysis in nuclear physics lias been developed to measure space-Lime characteristics
of an emitting region produced in nuclear collisions. It consists on the study of two-particle correlations
induced by the quantum statistics (QS) effects for identical particles [I], and tin; final state (Coulomb
anil unclear) interactions (I'SI) |2,3] which allow to extend the technique to unlike particle pairs. The
correlation function, defined as the ratio of the two-particle momentum distribution containing the QS
and FSI elfects, over an uiicorrelaled spectrum obtained by switching olf all correlations, is dedicated
to such analysis. Instead of the six-dimensional two-particle momentum distribution, it is suitable to
project the correlation function on the relative momentum 7, defined as the momentum of one particle
in the rest frame of the pair.

Hy using a classical trajectory calculation, it has been demonstrated in references [4,5] that the t.vvo-
particle correlation function is significantly influenced by the Coulomb field of the emitting residual
nucleus for small relative distances between particles. Due to the validity limilation-ofa classical approach
to describe a source with short lifetime, a model inspired by the reference [3] has been developed [fi] to
take into ncroiint, for the first time in a quantum approach, the influence of the emitter Coulomb field.

II. INFLUENCE OF THE EMITTING NUCLEUS COULOMB FIELD ON THE
TWO-PARTICLE CORRELATION FUNCTION

If one can consider the relative motion of the two particles much slower compared to their motion with
respect to the Coulomb center, the three-body problem (two particles and the nucleus) can be treated in
the so-called adiahalic approximation. The wave function, solution of this problem, is then factorized as
the product of three wave functions describing respectively the motion of each particle in the Coulomb
Held, and the relative motion of the two particles.

The analysis of the influence of the emitter Coulonib field on the two-particle correlation function,
is presented in fig. I for the neutron-proton system (particles with unlike charge-to-mass ratio). Com-
parisons of two-body and full three-body calculations arc shown for dilferent lifetimes of the source. In
order to obtain a realistic comparison, in the two-body calculations, the one-particle spectrum of each
particle is modified to lake into account, the Coulomb interaction with the emitter. One can observe a
strong difference between the two-body and the three-body 11-p correlation functions, which increases as
the source lifetime decreases. As a mater or fact, the proton is sensitive to the Coulomb field whereas the
neutron is not, thus, their relative distance increases quickly, leading to an attenuation of their mutual
interact ions, and consequently of (heir correlations. However, this effect does not destroy completely the
n-p correlations on contrary to the simplified calculations done by G. IJertsch [7] to explain the weak
signal appearing in the experimental 11-p correlation function measured by the CHIC collaboration [8]
We do not expect such a strong elfecl. of the third body on the p-p correlation function because of an
equal charge-lo-inass ratio of the two particles of the pair.

' P e r m a n e n t address: Inst i tute of Physics, Na Slovanee. 2, I8(MO Prague 8, Czech Republic
'Per111a.11c.nl address: JIN I? Diihna, P.O.fJox 79, Moscow, Russia
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FIG. 1. Comparison of n-p correlation functions calculated with and without the influence of the emitter
Coulomb field (top) and their ratios (bottom), for different values of the source lifetime

III. DIRECT MEASUREMENT OF THE DELAY IN THE EMISSION OF THE PARTICLES
OF DIFFERENT TYPES

A new possibility of analysis investigated in the frame of this model, is the determination of the
sequence of emission of different kinds of particles. A classical picture (fig 2) depicts qualitatively how
this analysis can be performed.
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FIG. 2. Classical illustration of the sensitivity of the correlation function to the particle relative velocities in
function of their emission order

Let us consider two different particle emitted by a source, for example a proton and a deuteron, and
let us assume that the proton is always emitted earlier than the deuteron. When the deuteron is slower
than the proton (a), their relative distance increases since the deuteron is emitted, then the two particles
interact weakly and the correlation function (1 + R(q))+ presents only a small anti-correlation. On the
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contrary, if the deuteron is faster (b), it can "catch up" the proton with which it interacts a longer time,
leading to a stronger effect on the correlation function (1 + R(q))- • Consequently, the ratio (c) of the two
correlation functions (1 + R(q))+/(1 + R(q))~, is larger than unity at small relative momentum. It could
be demonstrated that in the case of the deuteron emitted earlier than the proton, this ratio is lower than
unity. If none of these two situations dominates, the ratio is uniformly equal to 1, but if one observes
with experimental data, a structure, it means that one type of particle is preferentially emitted earlier
than the other.

Such an analysis of the emission order of different types of particles is possible in the frame of the
quantum model introduced in the previous section. A directional dependence of the correlation function
appears in the two-particle wave function via the scalar product "if."?*, where r represents the distance
between the two particles. Indeed, in the case of long emission time, one can do the approximation
~q*.~r" ss —~q*.U*.t where IT is the pair velocity and t is the difference of the emission times of the two
particles. Thus, the correlation function is sensitive not only to the absolute value of t, but also to its
sign i.e. the order of emission of the two kinds of particles. Practically, to determine in modulus and
sign the mean difference of emission time, one should construct the correlation functions (1 + R(q))+ and

(1 + R(q))- obtained by selecting the sign of the scalar product ~g\V (accessible in the experiment),
respectively positive and negative. Note that this selection is quite similar to the selection on the velocities
used in the qualitative classical explanation. In fact, the two selections are identical in the case of particles
of equal masses (like proton and neutron). In figure 3, we present an example of calculations for the
proton-deuteron system.
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FIG. 3. a) p-d correlation functions (1 + #(<?))+ (closee circle) and (1 + R{q))- (open circle), b) the ratios
(l+R(q))+/(l + R(q))- (see text).

The particles are emitted from a source of radius r=5.9 fm/c and temperature T=4 MeV. The protons
and deuterons are emitted sequentially according to exponential distributions with equal lifetime of 400
fm/c but shifted one to the other by a delay dt° = t^—t° equal to -120 fm/c (a), -60 fm/c (b) (deuterons
emitted earlier), and +120 fm/c (c) (protons emitted earlier). The two correlation functions (1 +/?(?))+
and (1 + R(q))- are represented in the upper part of the figure. The sensitivity to the delay of the
emission time is reflected on the lower part of the panel by the ratios (1 + R(q))+/(1 -t- R(q))_. The
calculations presented in the first and the last columns of this figure clearly demonstrate the possibility
to determine the sign of the delay. We can conclude that the effect is sufficiently important to be able to
observe a delay between the two distributions of the order of 10% of the source lifetime.
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Iome results of a new quantum model for intensity interferometry analysis, which
takes into account the influence of the Coulomb field of the emitting residual nucleus on the two-particle
correlation function. This approach is particularly well suitable to compare different systems (like p-p

jmd p-d) characterized by identical or different charge-to-mass ratios of the two particle of the pair.
MoreoverVthisTnodel allows to determine not only the global space-time characteristics of the'source";

but also its evolution, through the determination of the sequence of emission. This model has been already
used for the analysis of experimental data measured at GANIL, with two experiments using respectively
the neutron calorimeter ORION [10] and the spectrometer SPEG [4].
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Abstract

The forward wall of the multidetector ARGOS has been used recently at Ganil during the E230
experiment. Its granularity and excellent timing characteristics have allowed an interferometric study of
the light charged particles and light ions emitted in a restricted angular range close to 0°. We-pepvi I uit

Some preliminary data relative to the reaction 40Ar+27Al at 44 MeV/n. a^c ^K^O^niA

1 Introduction

As known, the study of two particle correlations at small relative momenta can give some insight on the
spatial and temporal extension of the emitting source; further the relative populations of excited states
furnishes information on the temperature of that source. This method has been succesfully used to study
intermediate velocity highly excited systems produced in intermediate energy heavy ion induced reactions
[1, 2]. The extension of the method to the study of highly excited projectiles or projectile-like fragments
(PLF) is not straightforward, and requires the use of a suitable multidetector, because of the particle high
rate and focusing in the forward direction. In the following, after a brief description of the multidetector
and the experimental layout, we shall present some preliminary results on the particle-particle correlations
at forward angles.

2 The multidetector Argos

Argos is a multidetector, made by 112 separate, hexagonal BaF2 crystals modifiable into phoswichs, by
means of a fast plastic scintillator foil, of suitable thickness, according to the charge and dynamical range of
the ion to be detected [3, 4, 5]. Each crystal has a surface of 25 cm2 and a thickness variable up to 10 cm,
stopping protons of energy up to 200 MeV. Due to its modularity, the array can be arranged to fit different
geometries. When the single detector is modified in phoswich, in addition to the light charged particles also
heavy ions are detected and identified with a threshold in energy depending on the plastic thickness. Neutron
detection is also allowed, with an efficiency depending mainly on the crystal thickness and on the electronic
threshold. Typically, neutron efficiency values of about 8% are observed for 5cm thick crystals and 1 MeV-ee
threshold. Timing characteristics of the phoswich detector are well enhanced, reaching values less than about
250 psec resolution, so that precise time-of-flight measurements are possible if suitable flight-paths and good
time-resolution starts are available.

3 The E230 experimental layout

The ARGOS multidetector was placed in the Nautilus big scattering chamber, with the following geometry.
A forward wall of 60 phoswichs was placed between 0.7° and 7° in shape of honeycomb at a distance of 235
cm from the target (solid angle: 0.03 sr); they detected projectile-like fragments (PLF) identified in charge
and light charged particles (LCP) isotopically separated. After linearization of the total light component,
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mass separation was also achieved for light ions. 'Hie angular separation between the centers of two adjacent
detectors was w 1.5°.

A backward wall of 18 phoswichs was placed between 160° and 175° at a distance of 50 cm from the
target (solid anglc-.0.2 sr), for (lie detection of LCP and neutrons.

A battery of about 30 plioswichs was placed in plane at a distance from the target variable from 2m to
O.rnn following the expected counting rate, between 10° and 150°, detecting all the reaction products, the
only limiting factor being the different thresholds.

In this experiment we used plastic scintillator thickness of 700 and .'10 /MM for the forward wall and the
remaining detectors respectively.

Shape discrimination of the Photomulliplier signals and time-of-flight techniques [6] have been exploited
for a full identification of all the charged reaction products. An example of the charge separation achieved
is shown in the bidiuiensional plot of Fig. I a, where (lie fast component is reported as a function of the total
one. for all detected particles the calibration was made by means of time-of-flight( TOF) measurements,
gamma-rays giving a reference time for the detectors in plane and in the backward wall, the same the elastic
scattering for the detectors placed in the forward wall.

In this experiment, the event was recorded every time the in-plane detectors or the backward wall
triggered, a minimum multiplicity of 2 being requested.

4 Preliminary results
Due to the fine angular granularity of the multidetector and to the good spatial and temporal qualities of
the beam, we made accurate measurements of the relative momenta for charged products issued from the
reaction '"Mr + 2 7 Al at 44 McV/n, from 0.7° to 7°. TOP measurements were accomplished with a time
resolution At.w250 psec over typical TOF of 2!) nsec, characteristic of nuclear products emitted in the forward
direction with velocity close to the one of the beam. The correlations obtained arc very similar to the ones
reported in [1] for different couples of LCP. An example for a-n correlations is reported in the bidhnensional
plot of Fig. 1b, showing the rv-parliclc velocity as a function of their relative momentum expressed in MeV/c.
The ground state and the broad first, excited state of sBe are clearly visible, and enhanced for o-particle
velocities close to the one of the projectile (8.9 cin/ns). Fig.lc gives the relative momenta distribution for a
*l)r in its ground state and a third alpha-particle, showing evidence for the existence of excited I?C nuclei
(in this case the observed peaks correspond to the first a-particle emitting level at 7.(55 MeV and a group of
levels at. around 10-12 MeV excitation energy) having the beam velocity.

From a preliminary analysis, more than 10% of the events involving the detection of at least one o-particlc
in the forward wall, are due to the break-up of a 8/?c.

For ion-ion coincidences and for a fixed charge of one of the two ions, the maximum of correlation is
observed for velocities close to the beam velocity, and shifts towards higher relative momenta values as the
charge of the coincident ion increases, as shown in Fig,Id for Z=5 ions.

5 Conclusions and perspectives
In conclusion Argos is a powerful multidetcctor, suitable for intcrfcrometric measurements at angles close to
()", where the decay properties of highly excited projectiles or PLF can be studied. An improvement of the
detector is now in realization, with the construction of a six fast scintillator mini-wall covering the angular
range between 0.2° and 0.6°.
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The analysis of nuclear tracks in matter permits an estimate of energy and charge number of single
projectiles. Nuclear tracks are formed by spatial distribution of secondaiy electrons which are
liberated by ionizing collisions and mobile along a path that depends on their energy statistically. An
substantial procedure of evaluating the track is to investigate the damage of non-conducting material
(plastic) produced by irreversible redistribution of electrons. This necessiates a permanent damage of
the detecting matter which makes a determination of the penetration time of different projectiles by
employing a detector of this kind impossible. The search for a detector system which yields both
spatial and temporal resolution leads to Charge Coupled Devices (CCDs), an arrangement of a few
100 000 photo-electric cells on a plane able to storage the charge carriers liberated by penetration of
a particle. The storaged signals can be read out using standard TV techniques and reset for renewed
detection [1].
First experiments with CCDs for spatial and temporal resolution of single heavy ions in connection
with radiobiological investigations have shown that beside the projectiles 5-electrons produced in a
target can be detected as well [2]. This observation led to the development of a
I|igiiEiicrgcticl2cii.ieiectroiiYj'-'i<i - detector which makes an estimate of the projectile parameters energy and
charge number by spatial resolved registration of the ion induced emission of 6-electrons from a
target foil by CCDs possible. The employed detector system is shown in fig. 1.

CCD

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of the
HEDY - detector.

p-n semiconductor transition
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The 8-electrons emitted at an angle 3 during the penetration of the projectile can be registered inside
the sensitive part of a pixel if they have got enough energy to pass a dead layer d,- above it which is
due to the production procedure. This process is statistical and does not concern electrons with
energies below 5 keV that are absorbed totally by the dead layer. The projectile itself leaves on the
frame of the read out CCD a bright spot surrounded by a halo of 5-electrons which corresponds to a
depiction of the high energetic electron contribution of the nuclear track caused by the projectile.
The set up for the operation of the HEDY-detector (Fig.2) consists of a beainline which includes a
target selector for the use of supplementary absorbers and a beamshutter synchronized with the data
acquisition system in order to reduce permanent radiation damage of the CCD.

Beamline

SI
w////''///tr<'M la^sss

Ion Beam — -">

Flange lo
experimental
set up

HEDY

Operation Computer

CD
OD

Fig.2: Experimental
set up for the
operation of
HEDY -
detector.

Data Storage System

Target Selector

User Interface

The operation of the experiment is run by a computer. It regulates the framegrabbing synchronized
with the shutter, the digitizing of the signals and the data storage to magnetic tape. The whole course
can be remote-controlled supervised by an user interface. By employing an automatical image
analysis system which detects ionization effects in single pixels and ionization events of single
particle traversals spectra of the angular distribution of all detected electrons generated by a single
heavy ion are recorded. The frequency per interval of emission angle reveals a convergence to a
characteristic distribution depending on the energy and charge number of the projectile.
The distribution of 5-electrons produced by xenon ions with energy of 44 MeV/n behind a target foil
of carbon (thickness 4.2 mg/cm^) as a result of an experiment performed at GANIL is shown in
flg.3 The large errors of observation are due to the small amount of the random sample including
only 17 projectiles. From the spectra the total number of the emitted electrons and the expectation
value of the emission angle & can be extracted as parameters for further evaluation. For these data
functional correlations with projectile energy and charge number should be determined.
The solution of this problem cannot be achieved by experimental data alone due to the large scope of
required beamtime and data processing. Therefore a model was evolved in addition to the experiment
in order to determine the relevant angular distributions numerically. It bases on a statistical
simulation of the elementary processes of 8-electron production inside the target, their propagation
through the target and their detection by CCDs. This tool enables a noticeable reduction of the
experiments that are still required for the check of the model.
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Comparison: Experiment- Simulation LIEDY

Xe 44 MeV/amii -> C-foil 4.2 mg/cni2
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Y J c , Fig.3: Angular distribution of emitted
8-electrons detected by CCDs
in comparison with model
calculations.

9 |dcg|

Experiment (GANIL)

Simulation HEDY V0.91D with d.,. = 107 u.g/cm2

Simulation IIEDY V0.91D wiUi dT = 320 ug/cm2

First results of the calculations using the model in comparison with the experimental data for xenon
ions with energy of 44 MeV/n are shown in fig.3. The model is in a fair accord with the experiment
assuming a dead layer of about 100 ug/cm2 . The parameter dT corresponds to the mean effective
thickness of the dead layer above the p-n semiconductor transition of a pixel that must be passed by
an electron to be detected. The signal amplification of the used camera module as well as the
threshold of event registration are also included in dT . Since this parameter connecting experiment
and model is unknown it must be determined by fitting the calculations to the experimental data.
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Abstract

A new mode of internal conversion, in which the converted electron is excited to a
bound orbital instead of a continuum orbital, is discussed. General theorit.ical results
are presented for the relation bctwen bound internal conversion and continuum internal
conversion of the nucleus. It is shown that the transition rate for internal conversion
decay is continuous across the energy threshold between continuum final slates and
bound final states. Theorit.ical predictions for decay to bound states of m7V: are
consistent with experimental data on internal conversion in highly charged ions of this
nuclidc.

Dans une experience reconfe fail.e an
Canil [1, 2], il a cte mis en evidence nuc
variation (res importante de la durce do vie
(In ler nivoau excite h 35 keV dans le 12!i7V.
('e niveau cleeroit par transition 7 (Ml) Ires
convertie ( l ' r / l \ = 13.912). Ot . diet est at-
tribue an blocngc de la conversion interne sur
In courhe eleelroniqur K dc I'atome de 12!57'e
a part.ir cl'une rliarge ionique critique Qc

pour laquelle I'energic de liaison eleetronique
[EfiK) devicnt plus grandc quo I'encrgiede la
transition nuoleaire w7. Cot diet se traduit
par line augmentation do la vio rnoyeiuic clu
niveau niicloairo on raisou cle la. reduction
dos modes de deeroissaiiecs possibles pour le
noyau. Pour nil ion de l257'r los modes (|iii
subsistent soul remission de photons ct la
conversion interne sur la courhe L. Los rcsul-
tats exporimentaiix montrent c|iio la charge
critique observer (Qr = 47) pour laquellc
est assoeiee a 1111 accroissement signilicalif
do la periode radioactive, ne correspond pas
aux previsions tlieoriques de Total de charge
(Q[ = A!>) pour loquol I'energie cle liaison de-
vient suporieiire a I'energie cle la transition.
Los calculs tliooriques iiidi(|iionl une charge
rrili<iuo Q'c — A5. Hien c|u'il n'exisl.e pas
cle tnesurcs de la valour absoluc cle I'cncrgic
cle liaison d'un systome ionise, I'ocart cntrc
la valeur cx]>eriniciitale et la valour prevue

de la charge critique ne semblo pas pouvoir
s'explic|iier par rinccrtitiidc sur les valours
llieori(|ues, estimecs pour ce syslcme, a 50
cV.

Pour expliquer ce plieuomeiie, nous pou-
voiis utiliser la figure ci-dessous. Qnaiul
I'cncrgie disponible (w-y — /'/'»/<) est. positive,
(ig.a, I'ioniscition de la couclie K ost possi-
ble, et Pelectron Is est. ojeele dans le contin-
uum. Quancl I'energie de liaison electroniqiic
(EflK) devient bien plus grancle quo 1'oncrgie
de la transition nucleaire w7, il 11'est plus
possible d'arracher l'elcctron a sa rotiche ini-
tiale (K), (ig.c, puisquc on lie pout, meme
pas approcher le conlinmim. Entre cos 2
situations, se trouvc Ic cas 011 w7 ~ /i';?/<-,
(ig.b, I'ionisation de la couclie K est. alors
impossible, ot done I'electron excite va de-
voir atferir sur 1111 ct.at. lice juste en dossoiis
clu contimiiirn, inet.tant a jour l'liypotliese cle
Vexislcncc cl*nri procossus de conversion in-
ferno vers 1111 cial lie vacant clu cortege elec-
Ironiquo (|iii serail. a la conversion interne ce
quo la pliotoexcitat.ion est a la photoionisa-
lion. II est a noler epic de part la largeur
T7 le cocllicient de conversion interne (Ml)
presente tin caractcre resonant cpii pout fairo
varier sa valeur, dans le cas d'exemple clu
i 6 + , d e 0.67 a 161.

A noire ccjiinaissance tin tel procossus n'a
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Abstract

We linvr studied l.hr atomic charge state dependence of tlic nuclcnr lifetime of
the :5.r>.5-koV first. excited state of l2r"le. lor the 47+ and 48+ ions, 300% arid G40%
increases, respectively, of the halflife were found with respect to the neutral-atom value
(I.'10 us). These unusually large elfects are due to the energetic blocking of K-slicll
internal conversion as the charge stale increases past 47 .

La variation du taux do decroissnnce dc
certains nivcaux nneleaires avoc Fetal, do
charge nloiiiiquc q est. 1111 processus coiinti
drpnis longtemps. I'oiir 1111 noyau donl le
mode do (locroissntico osscnticl sc fail, par
1111 coii|)lago nil champ ('leclromngnnt.i<|iic, l.i
poriode du iiivrau s'ecrit en fonction des co-
edicients de conversion interne o? sur les dif-
fereiites couches ? ot. rle la largrur dc decrois-
sance par emission de photons l'7:

(I)

I/Cs corKicienls 0? clepeiuleut do 7 do deux
nianieres diHeronI.es. Us varicut d'uno part,
proporlionnnlleinoni an noinhre d'oloctrons
presents sur la »"""" couclie oloctroniqiie.
D'autro part ils varient solon In clensite elec-
l.roni(|iic an voisinngo du noyau /?(()) (jui
do|)ond, clit potcntiol <lu noyau vn parchaenn
des electrons, ('etto depontlance expliqno les
faibles ocarts onrogislros jiistiu'ici eiil.ro les
valours dos poriodos dans Talome noutre el,
dans los ions [2].

I'our dos ions Ires epluchos, la variation
do lenorgie <]c liaison fles electrons K avoc
I'etal de charge pout conduiro a re quo cetl.e
enorgio •/'"') dovionno superiouro a I'onorgiode
la transition /i.'-, a partir d'une charge criti(|ue

qc. II y a alors blocago de la conversion in-
terne. \jo coefficient rv^ devicnl mil l>icn quc
la couclie K soit encore romplie, entrainaiit
line variation importante dc la periode 'l\/2
scion la relation I.

Nous avons mis en evidence Telfe!. dc
blocage de la conversion interne [1,2] dans
le transition Ml cl 11 premier etat excite du
noyau de 12r>7'e (3/2+ , 1.5 us, :<r)..r) keV).
I.,'experience a etc ed'ectuoo an CiANIL avec
1111 fnisceau de 1257'r a 27 MoV/A. I'our los
ions dc charge (1=47 et 48 la periode du
nivoa.il s'accroit de 400% ct 040%, pour at-
teinclre les valcurs

7',y2 = (6 ± 1) ns, 71;1*, = (IJ ± 2) ns

alors quo la valour dans I'atome netitrc cst
7'j'/2 = (l.480± 0.009) ?>.s.

l']xperiiiientalcment., la variation do la
pcriodc cst mcsiirce a partir dc la modi-
fication dc la trajectoiro des ions dans le
spectronicl.re SIMSG lorsquo la conversion in-
terne so produit a I'intcriciir des dipolos.
Pour analyser les rcsultats nous avons utilise
le programme dc simulation dc trajectoires
frUH'l'LE+ [4]. Les details coneernarit Ic dis-
positif experimental et I'analysc sont clonncs
dans la reference [2,3].
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jnmaisete propose. (I nc pent elm important,
quo pour tine excitation vers cles elat fonnant
un quasi continuum .sous Ic scuil (I'ioiiisMl.ion
(ctats de Rydberg).
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TURTLE+
Trace Unlimited Rays Through Lumped Elements
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Abstract

A computer program designed to simulate charged particle beam transport sys-
tems. It allows evaluation of the effect of aberration which exist in beams with small
phase-space volume. These include higher order chromatic aberrations, elfects of non-
linearities in magnetic fields, and higher-order geometric aberrations due to the accu-
mulation of second-order effects. Provision has been made to include particle decay,
following the parent particles and up to two kinds of daughter particles through the
beam line, this allows simulation of heavy ion radioactive beams with several decay
modes. Wi; I all aluu siiiiuUt,£caM.ered bcaiiisiiucluding changes of the beam character-
istics along the beam line due to scattering or collision processes.

-̂ rc,>-\ c. Is a J&.

TURTLE"1" [I], not.ro programme de simu-
lation des syslemes de transport de Faisceau
d'ions, esl. line version du programme DE-
CAY TURTLE du CEU.N [2], revue, aug-
mentee et adapter- an cas des ions lourds.
Ce programme permel d'evaluor les eflets
d'aberration cxistaut pour tin Faisceau dc
faible efeiidue spatiale. Ceri inehi les aber-
rations cliromntiques d'ordre oleve, les oF-
fets dus a la noii-lincarite des champs mag-
netiqiies, el les aberrations geometriques
d'ordrc eleve.

hires exacteiiic.nl cle la mcine Fagon quo les
donnecs oxpcriinenlalos, sur Icsquels nous
pouvons cfTcclucr, en plus <lc la definition tic
contours ou Fonetres do selection, tout genre
d'operation: addition, souslraclion, etc ...

Les figures ci dessons monlrenl. la qual-
ite cle la simulation sur mi cxemple fie spec-
Ire obtcmi dans le systeme de detection
de SPLXJ, apres jjassage cl'im Faisceau de
l257'r : t8+ dc 27 McV/A a travers line cible
de 23277i de J mg/cm2 [5].

TURTLE* iuclu aussi d'autres elFets lels
que: la clifFusion (.'oulombienne )>ar line ciblc,
le cliaiigemeiit d'etat de charge, la disper-
sion en energic, et. le bruit, de Fond. Los
possibilit.es de ce code out etc aiigmcntees
pour pouvoir simuler le transport, des Fais-
ceanx rnrlioactifs avec des disintegrations en
vol (III projectile a travers plusieurs modes cle
dccroissanccs possibles, siiiniltanecs on suc-
cessives.

La sortie graphiquo de ce code utilise
toute les possibility's cle la librairie clu CERN
a travers III300K [3] et PAW pi]. Les resul-
tals pen vent, ainsi etre obfentis sous Forme
d'histogrammes inonodiniensionnels ou bicli-
mensionnels indepeiiflnnts, ou sous forme
d'liistogrammes correles (NTUPLE), struc-
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Figure 1: The. experimental horizontal dis-
tribution of the scattered 12r'7'r ions of
27 McV/A measured iti the 2nd drift cham-
ber of the detection system of SPEC.

Figure 2: The simidattcd horizontal dis-
tribut.io of the scattered 1257'e ions of
27 MeV/A measured in the space ivgion
where there was the 2'"' drift chamber of
SPEC.
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Figure 3: The stmulatted scatter plot of Figure A: The experimental scatter plot of
1257V ions measured in the 2"d drift, chain- l25Te ions measured in the 2'"1 drift, cham-
ber plane. her plane of SPEC
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